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Message

The 2nd International Symposium Organizing Committee  

 Kanagawa University 21st Century COE Program 

A study of human culture covers a wide range of evidence that is not limited to written materials. This 

important factor is the focus of the Kanagawa University 21st Century COE Program’s “Systematization of 

Nonwritten Cultural Materials for the Study of Human Societies,” which has now entered its fourth year. We will 

hold our second international symposium to share with the public the results of our joint research efforts so far.  

Last year we held our first international symposium on the theme of “What Are Nonwritten Cultural Materials?” 

to which we invited researchers who have been pioneering in the study of nonwritten cultural materials in Japan 

and abroad. They presented reports on their recent studies, providing valuable information that served to establish 

a firm foothold for our research. We have chosen “Interpreting Human Culture through Nonwritten Materials: 

Perspectives on Illustrated Material, Folk Implements and Landscape” as the theme of this year’s symposium, 

during which we plan to present the findings of our joint research up to date and invite comments from the 

participants. 

The symposium will consist of four sessions. The first will focus on methodological issues involved in the 

study of nonwritten materials. The following sessions will focus on the three areas – illustrated material, folk 

implements and landscape – and will be aimed at what can be read from those nonwritten materials. The 

symposium will close with a discussion on how nonwritten materials can be systematized into a comprehensive, 

integrated form to be shared by all.  

We hope to welcome many knowledgeable people who are interested in these studies and to make this 

opportunity to strengthen our belief in the potential of this new field in the study of human culture. 





On the Occasion of the Publication of 
the 2nd International Symposium Report 

SATO Hiroaki 
Chairperson 

International Symposium Organizing Committee 

It gives me great pleasure to report that the Kanagawa University 21st Century COE Program’s 2nd International 

Symposium, held on October 28-29, 2006, was a resounding success. The aim of the 2nd symposium was to make 

the results of joint research carried out over the past three years widely known and to invite comments and 

appraisal from all those attending the symposium. The theme, “Interpreting Human Culture through Nonwritten 

Materials,” was chosen with this objective in mind.  

Preparations began in February 2006 when the coordinators of the four symposium sessions decided on the 

contents of their sessions and drew up a shortlist of the panelists and commentators for each session. After some 

minor adjustments, the various members were confirmed by April and we were able to begin preparations for the 

sessions in earnest. In August, the session papers began arriving at the COE secretariat in quick succession and the 

next task was to translate the Japanese papers into English and the English papers into Japanese. By the middle of 

October, we had completed the collection of resumés that would be distributed at the symposium. 

It was certainly helpful that we had an experience of the 1st Symposium. Indeed the fact that the preparations 

from February onwards proceeded so smoothly was largely due to the unfailing support of the COE secretariat in 

carrying out all the necessary tasks and the strong backing of the university.  

The report contains the papers presented at each session along with their accompanying comments, as well as 

transcripts of tape recordings of the final discussion and comments from the audience, making for a frank 

rendition of what took place at the symposium. We invite you, in turn, to give us your honest comments on the 

report, to help us in future years.  

December 22, 2006 





Opening Remark 

YAMABI Masanori 
President, Kanagawa University 

Good morning ladies and gentlemen. I would like to welcome you to the 2nd COE International Symposium, and 

I would like to express my sincere gratitude to you all for being here with us today. It's an honor for Kanagawa 

University to host this symposium this year again.  

At Kanagawa University, we strive to excel in both education and research. That is because we strongly believe 

that one cannot be pursued without the other. University education entails imparting knowledge, but we shouldn’t 

be satisfied with teaching only what we already know. We must endeavor to expand the boundary of our 

knowledge base – to create more knowledge, in other words. That is why it is critical that we also teach how to 

conduct research to discover the unknown. 

The symposium is hosted by a project entitled "Systematization of Nonwritten Cultural Materials for the Study 

of Human Societies." This project is the embodiment of our educational philosophy as well as the model of 

research framework at Kanagawa University. 

We could not be happier to host the International Symposium for the second year in a row, and to present you 

some of our research results that has been achieved in the project so far. We all of Kanagawa University hope that 

this symposium will add to the already growing body of knowledge we have accumulated through our research. 

We also hope that this gathering will be a springboard to establish “Systematization of Nonwritten Cultural 

Materials” as a new field that will bring us new discoveries. 

I sincerely hope that you will engage in enthusiastic discussions today and to make this symposium a success 

tomorrow, and that research in the pioneering field of “Systematization of Nonwritten Cultural Materials” will 

further promote the “Study of Human Culture,” and eventually lead to “Progress of Human Culture” and 

“Realization of Human Welfare.” Once again, welcome to the 2nd COE International Symposium. Thank you. 





Welcome Speech 

FUKUTA Ajio 
Program Leader 

Kanagawa University 21st Century COE Program 

 Thank you all for coming to the 2nd International Symposium on Nonwritten Cultural Materials. My name is 

Ajio Fukuta, and I am the leader of the Kanagawa University 21st Century COE Program. 

 The 21st Century COE Program, as I am sure you are aware, is a major initiative research program launched in 

2002 by the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology to promote the establishment of 

world-class research and education centers. Universities offering doctoral programs were encouraged to submit 

research proposals for screening and were awarded five-year research grants if the proposals met the strict 

standards of COE program. In 2003, our proposal “Systematization of Nonwritten Cultural Materials for the Study 

of Human Societies” survived strong competition and was selected as a grant winner. Next year, which will be our 

fifth and final year, we will be required to present research results befitting a world-class research center. 

 In November 2005, we hosted the 1st International Symposium on Nonwritten Cultural Materials, which many 

of you might have attended, and to which we invited prominent scholars in the related fields to present their latest 

research findings and methodologies. The symposium turned out to be a great success and, as we had secretly 

hoped while organizing it, we were able to absorb a great deal of the newly acquired knowledge from the top 

scholars and were able to develop and expand our program activities. 

 This is our fourth year of the COE Program, and it will not be too early before we start planning to finalize our 

research. In this 2nd International Symposium, we would like to share with you the concept and framework of our 

study and to highlight some of new findings. We will also welcome comments and suggestions from you who 

have been involved in the related fields. Your feedback will be invaluably helpful as we proceed to summarize our 

research results. The objective of our program is to compile and systematize three types of nonwritten cultural 

materials – namely, illustrations; physical techniques and sensibility; environment and landscape. The progress of 

those three areas varies at this point, and that might be reflected in how the sessions proceed over the next two 

days. We would appreciate your understanding and patience. 

 Last but not least, I would like to express my gratitude to all of you for attending this symposium, and I 

sincerely hope that, through the two days of presentations and discussions, you will develop a deeper 

understanding of the importance and possibilities of nonwritten cultural materials in studying human societies. I 

would appreciate your active participation, and please feel free to ask any questions or share your thoughts about 

our program. Thank you. 
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Digital Anthropology 
The Internet as Virtual Museum

RIEU Alain-Marc 

First of all, I would like to thank Kanagawa University for giving me the opportunity to continue working on 

the important set of issues raised by its COE program. I strongly believe that the problems here researched and 

debated participate in a mutation of academic research and teaching, extending their scope beyond national and 

nationalistic borders. I would like also to thank Prof. Matoba, who invited me to participate in this research in 

2005 and who renewed his invitation this year. I also thank Mr. Lesigne, who is often an efficient go-between Prof. 

Matoba, the COE project and myself. I greatly appreciate his research on Japanese anthropology, on Yanagita 

Kunio in particular: it helps me to understand better the evolution and focus of this project. Finally, I would like 

also to thank Ms. Hasegawa who has always been patient and very efficient. 

My goal this year is to further develop the theoretical approach introduced last November by showing some 

concrete outcomes, which can be expected in the near future, in a typical a Research and Development approach. 

The program of this conference, “Interprinting Human Culture through Nonwritten Material : Perspectives on 

Illustrated Material, Folk Implements and Landscape”, proves the choices, which have been made by the 

program’s researchers. My perspective in this communication concerns the institutional and technological 

environment of the COE project of Kanagawa University. It concerns the forest more than the trees. Of course 

there is no forest without trees. Still all the trees make a forest and forests have their own set of problems and 

issues.

I would also like to stress that I do not pretend to develop ideas not yet formulated and debated by the members 

of this project. But such an ambitious project needs to hear and associate many different voices. In this case, 

redundancy is a confirmation and a complementary perspective. The ideas I might bring to this project have value 

only if they are reconstructed by other researchers and lead to knowledge advancement. This is only my ambition. 

I develop the argument that the COE project of Kanagawa University can be understood as the construction of 

an on-line or virtual museum dedicated to the comparative study of Human Societies, a virtual museum for a 

digital anthropology. The museum is the institutional model of the whole project. But in return, the project is also 

a reconstruction of the concept of museum. I will explain what justifies this perspective and will explore the 

consequences of this approach. 

1. Virtual museum 

In order to construct this argument, I need first to situate my approach. This explains why I added last year at 

the end of my paper a list of my publications related to your project. When I discovered your program, my first 

reaction was that the “systematization of nonwritten cultural materials” was exactly the purpose of museums when 

they constitute collections, with the goal to present these collections to the general public through various types of 
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exhibitions. To create a collection is not to buy and gather artifacts but to select and organize acquisitions in order 

to constitute a coherent collection and to organize and design exhibitions with the goal to educate public outside 

established academic, schooling and training institutions. Your project appeared to me, as it probably did to many 

people, as the Research and Development of a new sort of collection, extended to all nonwritten materials with the 

goal to present these collections to all people concerned with the study of Human Societies. The goals are many 

but what they have in common is to generate a new level of Research and Education. 

To explain this interpretation of your project, I need to refer to my education and my own research at a given 

moment of my career. My training is in philosophy of science and technology. My research is in Epistemology. I 

mainly study how Human and Social Sciences describe and explain the evolution of Science and Technology in 

various societies (Western Europe, Japan and the US), the production and distribution of Knowledge in general. In 

the early 1980s, it became clear in Japan, the US and Western Europe that recent progress in science and 

technology would transform modern societies. It would touch all aspects of society and require from all of us 

different skills and a new understanding of the internal interaction of society and knowledge, extending beyond 

the technical training and the scientific competence proper to an “industrial society”. The core of this 

transformation in the 1980s was the emergence of digital technology. With the Internet, digital technology became 

in the 1990s the common infrastructure of advanced industrial societies. 

In the 1980s, I participated in a movement associating many different people who intended to explain to the 

general public the transformation of the content, role and organization of knowledge in our societies. We thought 

necessary to reach beyond educational institutions, beyond the borders of universities, schools and professional 

training. This new “grand transformation” (Karl Polyani1) required new research on this mutation by Human and 

Social Sciences, new institutions to communicate this research and also to organize debates on these many 

changes. It was and it still is a political duty, essential for the formation of a meaningful “civil society.” The 

problem was not to train people; schools and universities were doing it. The problem was to give the general 

public the means to explore, debate and assimilate what was happening in society and the consequences for their 

own lives.  

In the 1980s, a museum was thought to be the best place to communicate these changes to the public. Museums 

were understood as occupying an intermediate situation between the public and academic institutions. Science and 

Technology museums or centers were built and are still being built in all main cities. Existing science museums 

were renovated, new aisles or buildings were and are still added. In retrospect, this was quite an interesting 

conjuncture. Already at that time, the media were not considered to be able to fulfill this task: they were following 

a commercial evolution incompatible with this content and this goal. It was not the public that was not interested 

or that these issues were not considered important. It was considered as a marginal business opportunity because 

such programs would not generate enough profit. In fact, the press and the written media in general were 

considered as a field of communication and learning too narrow to make people experience the scope of these 

changes. Still books, newspapers and magazines provided and still provide information and explanation. So the 

1 The Great Transformation, New York, Rinehart & Company, Inc, 1944 
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written media had an important role to play but their range of communication and learning was too narrow to 

express these changes to the public. They were based on a remote interaction, which should be supplemented by 

other or new media based on visual and sound interaction. In the early 1980s, TV was already considered as a lost 

case: due to production costs and political change, national broadcast systems were renouncing expressing the 

“public” or “national” interest. Private and public broadcasting companies were shifting toward satisfying “the 

demand of the broad public”, entertainment, news and films. TV relied on basic narrative forms, which were 

shaping how people felt and reacted, how people understand the world and communicate each other.  

In the early 1980s, the museum was considered as a media in its own right, below, or above, the distinction 

between art and science. “Museum” was the name given to an institution imagined at the beginning of the techno-

scientific revolution, when the idea of a Knowledge Society was just taking shape. This museum did not exist and 

it still does not exist. It was in fact a “virtual museum”, the search but also the need for a different or new media, 

with one leg in the academic world, in R&D laboratories still bound to printed world, and one leg in the general 

public under the influenced of mass media, of TV in particular. The concept of this imagined museum was valid 

and already well-formed. As a media, the virtual museum has the following characters: 

- It is “non-distant”:  

. an environment, not a “spectacle” transmitted by a media;  

. it was an immersive environment: people are not in front of a screen or a scene, they were “on 

stage”, “hands on”.  

- It is a learning environment made for visitors, not for spectators. A visitor moves within this 

environment; he or she does not sit in a sort of theater in front of a stage or a screen where action is 

represented. The learning experience provided by this kind of museum affects all senses. It associates 

different sources of information and different cognitive interactions, all taking place within an exhibition. 

An exhibition is an environment built for the purpose of providing to the public a multi-sensory 

experience with cognitive outcomes. 

- It develops a specific type of learning. This conception and practice of learning is not based on reading 

texts but on exploring and decoding an immersive environment made of signs.

- A virtual museum provides informal learning. The signs constituting such an environment cannot be 

completely decoded by any visitor. Incomplete or open decoding is part of this learning experience often 

named “intuitive” or “affective”.  

The visitor circulates within an exhibition according to her or his own preconceptions2. But the structure 

of the exhibition is designed to interact with these preconceptions in order to change or rectify them. This 

2 I follow the main contribution of museum studies, especially the work of Chandler Scriven. 
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falsification and reconstruction of these preconceptions is a full learning process, specified by the 

following criteria. 

- It is interactive. As the forerunner of the electronic medium, the printed medium and TV remained 

“passive media”, very different from daily informal learning experience characterized by learning by 

doing, by acting and reacting, by imitation of a model and adaptation of this model to a given situation. 

Interactivity is conceived as the reproduction or model of real life learning in a constructed environment.  

- Interactivity reproduces an individualized learning process, cutting across age groups, levels of education 

and competence. The printed media and TV provide the same document3 to everyone or a different 

document to a selected group (at school, a class). Interactivity and individualization are pre-organized 

within the document itself and activated by the technology communicating the document. 

“Immersive”, “informal”, “interactive”, “individualized”, “virtual” are the five key characters constituting the 

concept of a virtual museum. Flourishing since the 1980s, Museum Studies introduced the distinction between 

“informing” and “motivating” derived from Educational Psychology. Information and motivation are the two 

parameters of all learning strategy: museums are supposed to motivate better than to inform. A virtual museum 

should be able to motivate as well as to inform.  

2. A concept and a model 

The culture of the modern world is structured around two main institutions, the Library and the Museum. Since 

the 1980s, in an emerging techno-scientific world, these two institutions have started to converge towards a new 

structure and a new institution. According to my analysis, the “virtual museum” is the concept of this new 

institution. The COE Project of Kanagawa University presupposes and also introduces the concept of “virtual 

museum”, even if it develops only part of this concept. In summary, the COE Project of Kanagawa University 

intends to assemble and also produce “information”; it intends to transform this information into a “collection” 

and, finally, it intends to make these collections available for research and education, for the study of “human 

societies.”

This last point is important because it concerns the university and the possibility to transform the way this 

institution produces knowledge, the way it teaches and does research. This is the reason why it is quite important 

to explore all aspects of the COE Project of Kanagawa University. In the case of the COE Project of Kanagawa

University the information consists of “non-written cultural materials.” The collection is supposed to be produced 

by the “systematization” of these materials. Finally, the problem is to communicate this “systematized material” 

in order to achieve the goal, the “study of human societies.”  

3 “Document” is here defined as information or “material” structured in a given media. A “document” is defined according to the potential public for 

which it is constructed. 
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The objective of my analysis is to prove that digital technology, does not simply provide utensils to achieve this 

goal. Technology is not a set of tools at the service of goals defined outside the means by which goals can be 

achieved. My objective is to prove that both the project and the goal presuppose digital technology. Digital 

technology is the source and the inspiration of the whole project. The reason is simple: the concept of a virtual 

museum found its expression, content and validity in digital technology and the main outcome of this technology, 

the Internet. Because of e-mail and e-phone, search engines or chat boxes, the Internet is of course a 

communication technology. But more profoundly and broadly, the Internet is both a Library and a Museum, the 

convergence of these two modern cultural and scientific institutions. This explains why a company like Google

developed the project to digitalize large American university libraries in order to provide access on the web for 

free to these collections. This is also the reason why Microsoft is developing Wikipedia, a free and open, on-line 

encyclopedia, which already turns out to reach a level of accuracy similar to the Encyclopedia Britannica. In my 

opinion, the COE Project of Kanagawa University participates in the development of a global e-museum. This 

explains why the concept of “virtual museum” helps to understand better this project. It helps also to clarify its 

presuppositions and the notions used to formulate the project.  

My goal is now to apply the concept of “virtual museum” and to explore how digital technology can 

conceptualize various problems and issues.   

3. Digital anthropology: structuring the field 

As I mentioned before, the “systematization of nonwritten cultural materials” is the constitution of a collection. 

Because digital technology shapes the project, this process can be clarified from the point of view of both digital 

technology and the Internet. We will then have to understand the exact role of the Internet, because the Internet 

also shapes the project. The researchers participating in this project have certainly raised already the questions I 

will be dealing with. I probably repeat what has already been debated. This repetition is not useless: it is a further 

clarification, a verification and a reinforcement. 

- The stuff

“Cultural materials” are the set of information, which will constitute a collection once “systematized”. That the 

elements of the collection are “nonwritten” explicitly indicates that this project builds a sort of museum, not a sort 

of library. But the idea of “nonwritten cultural materials” is an open field, too large and ambiguous to be collected

because it covers all the stuff, all the “material” constituting “human societies”. This stuff is “human” in the sense 

that it is man-made, more precisely society-made.
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- “Written materials” 

The role of digital technology requires clarifying and evaluating the distinction between “nonwritten” and 

“written” materials. “Nonwritten” covers everything existing in a society underneath or above, before or outside, 

various types of “systematization” leading to “writing”. “Written” covers everything taking the form or shape of 

writings, books and printed books. But some printed materials are not books or book-like, for instance Japanese 

prints. Furthermore European paintings in the 17th century, for instance the work of Nicolas Poussin in France, 

have to be considered as a sort of written material because they are based on an explicit aesthetic theory, “ut 

pictura poesis” (poetry like painting), which specifies a clear and precise connection between text and image. To 

view an image is (like) reading a text. This European code of representation4 was globally valid until the end the 

19th century, until the rise of “modern art”. European painting should therefore largely belong to the category of 

written material. But it is not clear at all if Japanese print of the 18th and 19th centuries truly belong to a different 

aesthetic than West-European classical painting5. Therefore the distinction between “written” and “nonwritten” 

means something different. 

In this distinction, writing is understood as a type of coding, of conceptualization and related cognitive 

activities classifying the social stuff in order to produce “written materials”, materials whose formal structure is 

similar to writing and the type of reading, understanding and communication proper to writing. From this point of 

view, I cannot judge how much Chinese writing differs from the alphabet. But Chinese writing is certainly a type 

of coding, of identification and classification associated to a type of reading, understanding and communication. 

We reach therefore a level deeper than the difference between writing/reading techniques and culture. There are 

for instance literature and books in China and Japan as well as in France or Germany. 

- “Nonwritten materials” 

Therefore, the goal of the notion of “nonwritten materials” is to distinguish different types of coding and related 

cognitive activities organizing nature and society outside writing. This is what Ethnology, Anthropology in 

general usually study. It covers the open field of individual and collective practices and behaviors, which develop 

and are transmitted outside or besides writing. These are also techniques to organize nature, time and space, life, 

bodies, minds and even whole societies. The distinction between techniques and practices is convenient but it can 

also be misleading: a technique does not exist without a practice to use it and a practice also supposes a technique. 

Techniques do not exist separately from each other; they are associated in a system6, which evolves according 

to its own constraints. This evolution does not lead to writing and books, in a form of Hegelian self-awareness. It 

does not evolve according to the shape of a global conscience whose destiny would be to end up as books in 

libraries.

4 See for instance Jacques Rancière, Le destin des images, Paris, La fabrique, 2003, p 129-134. 

5 Without having been influenced by it. 

6 I refer here to the concept of « technical system » introduced by Bertrand Gille. 
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- Writing 

European history shows that “writing” is also a technique. Indeed writing is a technique, which in ancient 

Greece codified other techniques within the existing system and evolution lead to the invention of what is now 

called “science”. But in return, science is a technology to “write” (codify) knowledge. This codification 

thoroughly transformed the evolution of techniques in Western Europe. By extension, one can assert that, because 

it is a technique and a practice, writing belongs to the category of “nonwritten materials”, like all techniques and 

practices.  

Beyond the various types of writing techniques to be observed in the world, writing can be defined as a 

recording process developed to register data, to store these date and compare them. This process produced 

knowledge but it also generated a growth of knowledge through a cumulative process. This is what Denise 

Schmandt-Besserat 7  established in a research on the emergence of writing in Mesopotamia. She also 

demonstrated that the emergence of writing, of arithmetic and art8 is the same process9.

This proves that writing in the COE Project of Kanagawa University needs to be understood beyond the 

“written” and “non written” distinction, with the restriction that the project focuses not on books but on techniques 

and practices, including writing techniques, to register, represent, identify, count, read and communicate10.

- Changing Subject

At this point, we cross a difficult and ambiguous problem. This problem concerns the subject of history, the 

self-reflection of history, which, in many cultures, certainly in East Asia and in Europe, is considered to be 

constructed and expressed in writing, in inscriptions and books collected and classified in libraries. For a long 

time and many different cultures, the distinction between libraries and museums did not exist.  

The problem of an emerging subject in world history is a difficult problem. Do we see in this world the birth of 

a self-reflection process or do we observe a process of regional self-reflexivity, the formation of regional 

collective subjectivities? Such a problem requires a specific inquiry. Still the COE Project of Kanagawa 

University opens a path towards such an inquiry and, at one point, it probably cannot avoid debating this problem. 

This problem is both presupposed by the project and one of its main consequences. It is certainly a proof of its 

pertinence. 

7 See Stanford lectures, Humanities Center, June 2004. 

8 Art is here defined as shapes created or selected in order to identify objects 

9 The question of the relation between speech, thought, writing, books, etc, is beyond the scope of this lecture. It was studied in my communication 

“Research and Education in the age of large-scale data bases” in November 2005. 

10 In summary, it is established that writing is the name of “systematization” technology. 
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- Immaterials 

“Nonwritten materials” are mainly non-materials or “immaterials”, in a sense derived from Jean-François 

Lyotard11: the shape of a landscape, the design of a plow and the shape of the movements of a body required to 

use of this plough efficiently, the technique to build an efficient bow and to use this bow efficiently, to fabricate 

and to play a musical instrument, to design images and to communicate information through these images, to 

organize the private space of a house or the common space of a city, to train and use one’s body in order to dance, 

to make love and take pleasure or in order to satisfy bodily functions according to collective codes, to discipline 

one’s own body in order to control the movement of one’s hand in order to write signs and to discipline one’s 

mind in order to learn how to read these signs, etc. This endless list is the list of the social stuff, what I called in 

my November 2005 communication the “black matter” of our social universe. 

Immaterials are “implicit” knowledge embedded in individual and collective behaviors, in structured practices 

and established techniques. They might eventually become “explicit”, be described and formalized in writing in 

order to be saved in order to be taught or simply memorized and stored. These practices and techniques are 

transmitted by imitation and repetition, not by written treaties, explicit methods or applied theories. Immaterial 

techniques are also embedded in material instruments (“implements”, mingu), tools and utensils, apparatus and 

machines. Bodies, societies and tools can be conceptually differentiated but they are in fact inseparable. Finally, 

immaterials include other stuff, which make a society: values, believes, ideas and ideals, rituals and organizations. 

These immaterials are not all implicit or unconscious; they are what people have in common in order to 

communicate and believe, what they talk about and debate. 

Immaterials are not things; still they are real. Their effects can be observed in the physical world but also in the 

mental and collective world, in society, culture and in the economy as well. Their expression can be coded, 

analyzed and described by writing, in order to be stored in print, as written materials in libraries. But in their 

immaterial movement, design and process, they can be recorded in their very expression, yesterday by analogic 

and today by digital technology. 

- “Culture”

The COE Project of Kanagawa University supposes a conception of “culture”, which would need to be debated. 

It is apparently derived from the American school of cultural anthropology. Culture is understood from bottom up,

as a system of practices and techniques, including the various “systematization” techniques ordering these 

practices and techniques and generating social patterns and institutions. On this perspective, culture is not defined 

as “contents” (ideas, ideologies, theories, creeds, etc) but as processes, patterns of behaviors, shapes and design of 

artifacts, space ordering and organization, bodily and mental disciplines. These processes are the “grammar” of 

society and the support of mental and speech representations. They are “unconscious” like the rules of grammar 

11 Exhibition Les immatériaux, Centre Pompidou, Paris. The exhibition’s concept was constructed by Jean-François Lyotard. 
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are beyond the awareness of speaking/writing individual subjects,12 but are still structuring their discourses, i.e. 

their representations of themselves, of the others and of their environment.13

- The risk of culturalism 

The distinction between written and nonwritten is ambiguous because it leads to other distinctions, which might 

eventually blur the goal of the COE Project of Kanagawa University. The “written/nonwritten” distinction leads to 

the confusing distinction between explicit and implicit, but also to other risky distinctions between modern and 

non-modern (ancient, traditional), developed and underdeveloped, scientific and non-scientific, even occidental 

and non-occidental, oriental and non-oriental, etc.14 At the bottom of this series of distinction lies a primitive 

opposition between “us and the other”. This opposition is obviously what the Kanagawa project intends to reject 

and overcome as shown by the collaboration it develops. 

In the COE Project of Kanagawa University, the purpose of the written/non-written distinction is obviously to 

define the problems and objects demarcating the field of a general anthropology based on digital technology. But 

in order to reach its full potentials, such a digital anthropology should extend to all societies beyond the 

distinction between “us and the others”, whoever the “us” and whatever “the others”. But that the project should 

extend to all societies does not mean that it should not be restricted to a given region, in Kanagawa’s case: East 

Asia. Still within a selected region, the opposition between “us and the others” remains a major obstacle. 

- Method: comparative 

This means that digital anthropology should potentially be extended to all societies and that it should not be 

restricted by any “we/the others” presuppositions. It should limited only for methodological and empirical 

purposes. A digital anthropology is based on a comparative method and it develops a comparative perspective.  

4. Digital systemization and the Internet  

- Summary of the argument 

What have I established until now? I first of all demonstrated that the evolution of digital technology and the 

diffusion of the Internet are now reaching a new step. This step can be characterized as the convergence of two 

12 See Claude Lévi-Strauss, La pensée sauvage (The savage mind), Paris, Plon, 1964, post-face. 

13 A further theoretical approach should examine how this conception of culture is related to the work of Norbert Elias, Claude Lévi-Strauss, etc, and 

also how these influences are reworked within the Japanese schools of anthropology at the source of Kanagawa’s project.  

14 The distinction “written/non-written” does either properly contrast the field of a general anthropology from the field of other Human and Social 

Sciences, which tend to study modern societies or the modern components of societies. Still anthropology belongs to the continent of Human and 

Social Sciences. 
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types of institution and of the role these institutions play in our societies, the Library and the Museum. I have also 

shown how the changing role of the museum in advanced industrial societies since the 1980s has lead to a 

conception of its activities, which can only be fulfilled today by digital technology and the Internet. In return, this 

role of the museum and the criteria to fulfill this role lead to the conception of the Internet as a virtual museum. 

Because it is based on digital technology, the virtual museum overcomes the traditional difference between 

written and nonwritten materials. Furthermore, societies are made of practices, techniques, institutions and 

theories. These are all practices associated with different types of coding, storing, communication and learning. 

These processes are the infrastructure of societies. They constitute the field of digital anthropology. 

- Digital collections 

The project to record, register, store and communicate these processes is made possible by digital technology. 

Digital technology is therefore a “systematization” technique. Digital artifacts can record all man-made and 

society-based documents, materials and immaterials. Bits ignore all differences at the source of digital data. It will 

certainly take time to digitalize social and cultural materials but it is only a question of time, of cost and market, 

according to the use our societies will make of these materials. But the need and passion to create collections, to 

store the past and the present of societies, the constant growth of materials considered worth to be preserved, are 

such that the virtual museum is a long term process, an engineering and nearly metaphysical task for years to 

come. These collections will be stored in large-scale databases. The ontological15 situation of these collections 

raises interesting epistemological problems. Large-scale databases are indeed a major component of the Internet16.

Considering my overall argument, I assert that we are situated just at the beginning of this process. Still the path 

opened by this process is already so predictable that it is possible to consider and manage its consequences. To 

project us today at the level of consequences, which might take years to come, is paradoxically the only solution 

to evaluate and debate these consequences in the hope to interact with the path leading to them17. The capacity to 

interact with the path of an evolution is the role and meaning of knowledge. To decipher this process is to make 

sense of this knowledge in the study of human societies. It is certainly a difficult and risky task but, once again, 

these are questions raised by the COE Project of Kanagawa University. 

15 The status and reality of databases, of information stored in databases is a typical ontological debate of our time, with its related (pseudo) fears and 

anxieties. 

16 I mentioned Google and the global library, Microsoft and Wikipedia, the on-line open encyclopedia; we need to add Oracle and the “new” IBM for 

large-scale databases. 

17 In a different context, this is also the argument developed by Jean-Pierre Dupuy in his book Pour un catastrophisme éclairé : quand l’impossible 

est certain, Paris, Le seuil, 2002.
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- A web-based virtual museum 

The Internet is much more than a communication and storage technology. It goes beyond providing access to 

information stored in databases reached at websites. The Internet is the collection of collections. It is becoming 

the instant and live museum. It fulfills indeed the five basic functions of the museum, as the task of the museum 

was imagined by industrial societies in the 1980s. But these imagined museums proved impossible to build 

because they were not “concrete” museums for material collection. They were real but virtual museums for digital 

artifacts and digital collections. More precisely they were multi-media collections in large-scale databases. Only 

the Internet can make sense of the imagined function of virtual museums.  

In return, I assert that, for the moment at least, the virtual museum is the horizon of the Internet, of its social 

imagination and technological development. Beyond the present Google’s project to create a global on-line library 

by digitalizing collections of major US university libraries, the virtual museum stands in the future of the 

Internet18. The multi-media museum is a step the Internet will have to go through. All digital data will ideally be 

available on-line: museum collections, library collections, all recorded audio and video materials (films, past and 

present TV programs, photography and news, university courses, etc) as well as digital materials developed by 

programs similar to the COE Project of Kanagawa University. In its remarkable ambition, the COE Project of 

Kanagawa University not only requires digital technology, it also sets to the Internet goals not yet formulated and 

far from being reached. The COE Project of Kanagawa University shows that a potential evolution of the Internet 

leads to a widening and deepening of our knowledge of Human Societies. This knowledge is what I call “Digital 

Anthropology”. 

- Digital Anthropology 

The field of Digital anthropology can be summarized in the following list of remarks and comments: 

. “digital” is the method and the “support” of this anthropology. 

. Digital anthropology is the comparative study of practices and techniques constituting the social 

environment, including the interaction of a society with the natural environment to which a 

given society is associated with, which it shapes, transforms or exploits according to its social 

structure and its technologies.  

. These practices and techniques also include the production of individual subjects, of their minds 

and bodies, as well as their interactions according to various patterns, rituals and institutions. 

These practices and techniques finally include the various techniques to code or systematize, to 

store and transmit knowledge, which is commonly associated with “writing”. 

18 The Google project lead to the virtual library but will Google invent the multi-media museum? Will a new company reach this challenge and 

overcome Google? The cultural, industrial and technological challenge is huge because it concerns the control of all materials for the study and 

management of human societies. 
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. Knowledge is to be considered as the outcome of these practices and techniques. Knowledge is 

embedded in individual minds and bodies, in skills and competences, mental processes and 

bodily movements. But knowledge is embedded as well in collective patterns of behaviors. 

Knowledge is stored in various forms of coding, like writing, sciences, theories, databases, 

patents, etc. Any progress in practices and techniques is also a progress in knowledge as well as a 

transformation of a society and its related environment. 

. The first character of a digital technology is that it studies human societies from below or 

“bottom up,” starting by practices and techniques. It does not start from knowledge as it is 

recorded and registered in books stored in libraries or in other documents stored in museums. 

Digital anthropology investigates these techniques, which, at the end of a complex and evolving 

process, generate books, libraries and museums. 

. Secondly, “digital anthropology” is a general method experimented and valid for the study of all 

societies beyond the distinctions between modern and traditional, written and nonwritten. It is 

fundamentally comparative. It selects its objects of investigation according to the criteria of 

comparativeness. 

. Thirdly such an anthropology is digital because the emergence and development of digital 

technology made possible the recording, storage, communication and access as well as the 

comparison of all recorded and registered practices and techniques beyond the modern recording, 

storage and access based on books, printed materials in libraries and artifacts in museums. 

5. Technological and industrial issues 

The conception of a web-based virtual museum and the development of a comparative digital study of human 

societies raise difficult technological problems, with consequences for the software industry. This technological 

challenge is an important issue for the competition between companies and between nations for mastering the 

evolution of Information and Communication Technology and the Internet. It is possible to show how the COE 

Project of Kanagawa University, as I see it, fits with two major research programs developed by the MITI in the 

early 1990s. At the very moment when Japan was entering a fifteen-year long “decade” of crisis, the MITI and the 

Ministry of Education and Research were asserting that Japan’s future had to be grounded on restructuring and 

further developing Science and Technology policies. This goal has been carried on until today.  

The creation and sharing of large-scale databases as well as a “human-like flexible” management of 

information were indeed a major issue for Information Technology Policies in Japan since the early 1990s. This 

was the time when the Internet was being developed in the US. This research was considered a follow up of the 

famous Fifth Generation Computer System (FGCS), a ten years research program launched in 1982, which created 

quite a stir in the US and Europe. Japan was accused by the US of attempting with this project to control the 

evolution of digital technology and its related industrial consequences. Technologically, the program was 

considered as a failure. Still it opened in Japan various institutional reforms beneficial for Research and 

Development activities. In 1992, at the closing of the program, the director general of MITI at that time, Kumano 
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Hideaki, proclaimed that the program FGCS would be the “paradigm” of all future MITI projects.19  Two 

programs quickly followed: 

a. Real World Computing (RWC), a ten years project, which proved a dead-end around 199820. The 

goal of this project was processing information in real time through “massively parallel 

computing systems”. It turned out that the best solution was “distributed networking”, which lead 

around 2000 to “grid computing”.  

RWC, the project and the failure as well as the solution is interesting because its goal was the 

capacity to manage the contents of large-scale databases, to identify, compare and compute these 

contents with the goal to manipulate these contents for various purposes, including research. 

Mining and scanning multi-media databases require search engines of new generation capable 

not only to find keywords but also sequences of words, visual and/or sound patterns.  

b. Knowledge Archives Project, called “NOAH”, but known as "Building and Sharing Very Large-

Scale Knowledge Bases" (KB-KS)21. It is the title of the first conference held in Tokyo in 

December 1993. The project was abandoned in September 1995 because it made no sense 

anymore. The Internet was providing the solutions: information was stored in distributed 

websites and it provided access to information at these websites. 

These two Japanese ICT research programs took in the 1990s a path, which proved impractical or marginal by 

comparison with research done on the Internet at that time in the US. Today these two programs can be 

understood in a different light. Certainly they could match the Internet or provide a feasible alternative. But they 

at least make sense. The Internet has become the world-wide communication infrastructure: web TV, on-line 

demands, web phones, virtual libraries and soon virtual museums require enormous storage capacity and also 

enormously powerful software to register, organize, scan and select these data according to social, economic and 

cultural demand and interest. Of course the Military and Defense establishment are the largest consumer and 

client of these technologies. But they are not the only one. 

The needs and requirements for R&E, for Research and Teaching in the comparative study of human societies 

certainly lead to R&D with important commercial consequences. The COE Project of Kanagawa University 

converges with a long-term trend in Japanese ICT policies. It has strong technological and commercial potentials, 

which might raise interest in high tech firms and Ministries. 

19 Keynote speech, International Conference on Fifth Generation Computer Systems, Tokyo, ICOT, 1992, p 3.  

20 See Tom Gruber, “Report on very large KB conference”, ATIP Report, May 10, 1994. 

21 Building and Sharing Very Large-Scale Knowledge Bases, Proceedings, Tokyo, Ohmsha, 1993.  
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6. Cultural mapping and over-mapping: a goal as conclusion 

According to my analysis, the COE Project of Kanagawa University appears to me as a major mutation and 

extension of anthropology, based on information and communication technologies, on the Internet and its 

potentials. In this paper, I tried to clarify the basic concepts of a digital anthropology. I also tried to identify some 

technological as well as commercial opportunities. To conclude, I would like to present some ideas on further 

outcomes of this project. This field of research is wide and difficult; the research is costly and multi-faceted. But 

at the same time, the project is remarkably clear and simple: available technologies open the possibility to 

transform and broaden the study of human societies. No one can deny this assertion. I don’t see how anybody 

could question the relevance of this project, however difficult it might be to transform it into a manageable 

program. The distinction to be made between the project and the program is parallel to the distinction between an 

objective and a goal. The present conference is an answer because it shows where the project is going. The fact 

that the program concentrates for the moment at least on three themes of research22 does not contradict the wide-

open field of a Digital anthropology. On the contrary, it proves the scientific relevance of the approach developed 

by researchers of Kanagawa University. The fact that they chose to limit their field of investigation means that 

their work supposes other fields and other programs with other researchers. This is how a science is built. To 

prove it, I simply need to quote the program of the present symposium: 

- Comparative study of daily life in early-modern East Asia according to illustrated images. 

- Mapping plough types in East Asia: a comparative and evolutionary approach. Consequences might 

extend to, for instance, soil management, rural technical cultures, rural social structures and food habits, 

etc.

- Methodologies for comparing landscape patterns in East Asia. Consequences might extend to land 

exploitation and ownership, to patterns of urbanization and city planning in East Asia with the goal to 

preserve landscape patterns. 

The COE Project of Kanagawa University seems to reveal a paradox. The study of the signs and marks of the 

past (changing landscapes, plough types, old representations of past daily-life, etc) requires the most advanced 

technology. There is no paradox. These advanced technologies should not be understood as new tools for the 

study of the past. They give us the means to see, to study and to understand not the past but the presence of the 

past, its signs and marks in the present. Digital technology breaks the divide between the past and the present: it 

shows how various and intertwined cultural strata organize our societies and daily lives. History is not anymore 

what is the past and needs to be remembered. History is simply the complexity of the present, the intertwined 

strata of our daily lives. 

22 The three themes are: 1. Illustrated materials; 2. folk implements; 3. landscape. 
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This remark opens other problems and leads to comments concerning the consequences and impact of such a 

project. I am quite sure that these consequences have been in the minds and debates of the researchers and the 

managers of the project as well as in the minds of all participants to this symposium. What will be the outcome? 

What will we have in the end? My idea is that we will have maps, cultural maps, many different kinds of maps, 

maps of techniques and practices: maps of ploughing techniques, maps of rural dances and peasant theater, maps 

of body behaviors, maps of urban designs, of organizing private space, of disciplining bodies to perform a task, be 

it working the land, drawing images or taking pleasure. The result will be web-base multi-media maps of the 

techniques and practices, which constitute the texture of our daily lives.  

But the main characteristic of these maps might be the most important outcome of the whole project. These 

maps will reveal new and different borders. They will disclose cultural limits, which never coincide with the 

borders of empires and Nation-states. These maps will not coincide either with the borders of “civilization” in 

Samuel Huntington’s sense. Borders separate; limits associate both sides. All these maps do not fit within each 

other. There is a very high probability that the map of ploughs in an ethnic group will not coincide with a map of a 

given pattern of courtship or with a map of teaching writing to children. Maps of techniques and practices are 

never congruent. The maps from below, from bottom up, never fits with maps from top down. All these maps are 

loosely articulated with each other. They contrast some people and associate others. In the end, the COE Project 

of Kanagawa University will produce maps and will put maps over maps in a general process of over-mapping. 

The maps within which our minds, societies, identities are framed, closed within borders, will be destabilized, 

overcome and displaced by cultural maps. These cultural maps will distinguish and associate instead of separating.  

All these maps, these cultural strata will be available on the web, at a click of a mouse. They will strengthen, even 

generate, new and multiple identities, a different conception of society and history, of individuals and their 

relations. One is never simply Japanese, Korean or Chinese, nor simply French or German or English. These 

borders are just how we pay taxes, receive identity cards and passports. How can one belong to one State, to only 

one history and culture, when one understand that each one of us is a node, a transient but essential link in a sea of 

practices and techniques. 

This project, the people, the researchers, the technologies which associates, is an important achievement in East 

Asian history. This project has the potential to transform the collective image East Asian people themselves, of 

their past and present and also their future. East Asians might have the possibility to understand themselves 

beyond their present borders. But they will not recognize themselves, as members of one “civilization” with 

borders drawn by a common set of belief. Samuel Huntington has a poor and a wrong conception of culture: it 

might be efficient to train students for the State Department with the pretension to manage the “world order.” 

People might understand themselves as an open system of practices, themselves indefinitely linked to other 

cultural systems. All this might one day be seen on-line in the Internet. 

This comment might be understood as a philosophy of the project. What is remarkable is that a philosophy, an 

ideology or a simple creed, cannot express the full meaning of such a project. This brand of  “post-modern” 

philosophy has little interest and impact. What is important is not the philosophy but the proof behind it. What is 
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Epistemology of Nonwritten Cultural Materials

  Some Philosophical Problems concerning Perception 

MATOBA Akihiro  

 Four years have almost passed since Kanagawa University started its COE Program of “Systematization of 

Nonwritten Cultural Materials for the Study of Human Societies.” Next year will be the last one for us. This 

subject of our COE Program was derived from research carried out at our Institute for the Study of Japanese 

Folk Culture. So far, however, our work has essentially been based on individual research. We have not 

discussed the method of putting together and systematizing individual research results. An Integration of Theory 

Group was created this year to promote theoretical systematization of our research, and as the head of this group, 

I have been in charge of developing its theoretical tasks.  

 First of all, I found that the very definition of “Nonwritten Materials” was used ambiguously among us, most 

of us assuming that this concept covers all except written materials. As a result, we agreed on the general 

definition that “all but written materials are Nonwritten Materials.” Obviously, this open-ended definition can 

encompass any research. However, we do not have enough time to consider any Nonwritten Materials to carry 

out “the study of Human Societies” effectively, but only that which relates specifically to this study. 

We should not only complete the identification of the Nonwritten Materials concerned at the outcome of our 

task, but also present positively the method by which we analyzed such material and the conclusion that we 

came to. 

 Moreover, our COE Program has an obligation to “systematize” Nonwritten Materials. According to the 

French Diderot, who published the “Encyclopédie” in the 18th century, “Systematization,” implies devising a 

basic principle which can explain all consistently. In other words, each particular research work must be 

explained properly by a single principle.   

 As a matter of course, I know that this task is quite difficult, but I would like to think about some working 

hypothesis for systematizing the study of Nonwritten Materials as a contribution to the study of human 

societies.

 Firstly, we want to think about the definition of Nonwritten Material, that is, essentially about the possibility of 

defining such material as how it should be used in relation with written materials, the definite means for the 

understanding of human culture. 

 Secondly, I want to analyze some philosophical problems of how human culture, including Nonwritten 

Materials as well as written materials, has formed. Such problems are related to ancient philosophical issues of 

the times of Plato and Aristotle, namely the problems of perception through human senses (of sight, hearing, 

smell, touch and taste), in other word the capability for the human being to perceive outside of the body, and 

also the ones through the mind (soul, ego) of humans inside their bodies. Though it is not an easy task to solve 

these philosophical issues, we must be aware of them because they connect with the epistemological ones, 

which could allow us for example to address suitably the topic of Nonwritten Materials. Recently, such 
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problems have been dealt with through Phenomenology and Hermeneutics. The problem of how to memorize, 

reminisce and analyze an object scientifically without falling in error and prejudice, is crucial to dealing with 

written material through hermeneutics and phenomenology. 

 After introducing the definition of Nonwritten Materials and some philosophical problems, I finally want to 

bring up some problems concerning our research on how “Physical Techniques, Landscape and Illustrated 

Material” which are our research subjects, should be investigated and systematized.  

1. Nonwritten Materials Definition 

1 Written versus spoken word 

The concept of Nonwritten Materials is used in contrast to the written one. Culture is mostly composed of 

written materials, but most descriptive objects in fact constitute Nonwritten Materials. If Nonwritten Materials 

did include all but written material, then most of it could be converted into a coded system of language. 

 By written materials, we mean here a “sign” that man uses for memorization. It naturally includes numeral 

information and signals as well as language as a code system based on grammatical rules developed in each 

culture. Probably man could have easily memorized it all using digital combinations, if he had an unlimited 

memory capacity. Man has constructed a code system of language making communication possible in all 

situations through combinations of small words. By adding many sorts of Adjectives, Objects and Complements 

to the Subject and Predicate, man has developed unlimited means of expression. 

 The spoken language (“la parole” in French), the conversation we use now, are nothing but a code system 

based on the written language. Our conversation is influenced by education based on the written language and 

holds some similarities with it in structure.  

 However, it is natural that we should find some expressions which differ from the language even if we 

translate oral conversation into written words. Because the written word is always polished, rewritten, added or 

eliminated, it extinguishes even the traces of the men who are speaking. The written word uses the style of a 

monologue. 

 In particular, the written word is not directed to anyone, but to an abstract person. Thus, a writer erases his own 

personality as much as he can, and speaks as an abstract personality. Libraries conserve much written materials 

for the purpose of communication from past to future, but the personality of a writer does not appear, even when 

reading his book in depth. 

 W.J. Ong, an American philologist, claims in his book entitled “Orality and Literacy” that the written word 

describes the visual world and that the spoken language voices the world as heard. Judging from the side of the 

reader and that of the listener, his assertion may be right. When reading written words, we must focus partly on 

the sentence while taking in phrases one by one. On the contrary, as we listen to the spoken language, we must 

understand its overall contents, and cannot understand on a phrase by phrase basis.  

 Even when oral expression is not grammatically correct, we can roughly understand its general contents from 

the situation in which it is being expressed, whereas if we read sentences as they are written down, we can 

hardly understand what they mean. 
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 When memorizing a story that is not narrated in written words, we use rhetorical and rhymed phrases so as to 

facilitate memorization. The more rhythmically we narrate a tale, the more vividly we can understand its 

contents, which is the reason why listening is easier to understand than reading. 

 Though written materials have indeed enormously contributed to human culture, it is necessary to read 

carefully, and ponder over long sentences to learn about human culture. The young dislike reading because 

written materials force them to think in depth.        

2 What are Nonwritten Materials ?             

 The spoken language certainly belongs to Nonwritten Materials due to its very nature. However, in circles 

where people are familiar with written materials, the spoken language undeniably is governed by grammatical 

rules applying to written words. In this sense, the spoken language can also form part of written materials. Our 

COE Program does not address the spoken language.  

 Assuming that the spoken language based on the written language belongs to written materials, then what are 

Nonwritten Materials? Let us examine the opposite assumption, i.e., that Nonwritten Materials are devoid of 

any code system, including numerals and signs.  

 In other words, let us suppose that Nonwritten Materials are aggregate of various things in which we have no 

particular interest in daily life, and indeed even a signal color or body odor are means which we use to 

communicate with each other. Conversely, we have herein assumed that Nonwritten Materials were made up of 

nothing but objects (“Ding an sich” as defined by Kant) that we cannot use in communications with other 

people and cannot memorize. Such things in themselves (“Ding an sich”) form an almost meaningless material 

which are neither perceived nor understood through any human action, and it is uncertain whether they will be 

in future. 

 Therefore, we will not define Nonwritten Materials as a “thing in themselves,” but as necessarily useful for 

human culture. Assuming that Nonwritten Materials are aggregate of all that are not clearly expressed and 

meaningful similarly to written materials, but that implies and suggests something. Physical techniques, sound 

and smell belong to this category.  

 Anything containing some sort of a sign belongs to this category, except for written material expressed in a 

clear grammatical code at any time in history. Letters fall into this group, if they were not written according to a 

grammatical code system. 

 Therefore, we suggest to redefine Nonwritten Materials as signs without a grammatical code system. Because 

it includes signs, it is not simply a thing in itself, but the means with which we can communicate with each 

other. As such, it necessarily has an inherent systematical value and conveys common meaning with which 

people can commonly understand each other at a given period of time. If Nonwritten Materials are devoid of 

such a meaning, i.e. if it can only be understood for a limited period of time, then it does not belong to the said 

category. In all cases, it must be composed of signs with which people can commonly understand each other in 

a particular geographical area and at a given period of time.  

 Thus, the definition of Nonwritten Materials simply as opposed to letters is too vague. We can rather define it 

as a material conveying common meaning. If Nonwritten Materials can be commonly understood, we must refer 
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to the philosophical problems of how we can commonly perceive an object.                    

 Written Materials are the most important vectors of common meaning. Even if it contains an additional hidden 

sense, we can identify a common meaning through the grammatical code system, for example even in ancient 

written material provided that it uses a grammatical structure we can translate into modern grammar. Conversely, 

we cannot identify a common meaning from material written arbitrarily and randomly with no reference to any 

grammatical code. 

 Naturally, some difficulties may occur as we cannot always understand easily what a writer wanted to say in 

written materials, even if he used a grammatical code, so not all written materials have a clear meaning and 

there may be gaps in our interpretation. We know about the concept of “difference” as defined by J. Derrida, a 

French postmodern philosopher, namely that interpretation is no more than a time lag and a difference in 

meaning. 

 Just as written materials cannot be expected to be clear, we should not necessarily pursuit clarity in Nonwritten 

Materials. We should rather look further than common meaning and beyond the historical period suggested by 

Nonwritten Materials. The diversity of interpretation through Nonwritten Materials is closely related to 

philosophical epistemology of perception. Let us examine philosophical perception problems to understand the 

above-mentioned “difference”.  

2  What is cognition?  

(1) How can all men perceive objects correctly? Cartesian problems.  

 Probably no other subject has been more important to philosophers than cognition. Philosophically speaking, it 

relates to Epistemology, and to the issue of human perception of objects, as well as the problems about the 

accuracy of human perception, in other words, not less than the history of Philosophy. 

 The problem of perception is discussed as follows. How are we conscious of an object?  

How do we reminisce this conscience once it has been memorized, and what do we imagine from this? Such 

processes pertain to philosophical questions. This series of processes forms not only cognitive action in 

everyday life, but also scientific action. What is the way to finding the truth without being deceived by error or 

prejudice? Can knowledge be totally and strictly accurate? If not, there is no accuracy in science. To ascertain 

the accuracy of modern science also applies to the accuracy of cognitive actions. 

 Plato asserted in “Phaidon” that the spirit can survive even if the body has died, if there is a belief in the 

eternity of spirit. This assertion that only the sprit remains after the body and brain have died may seem very 

strange, but according to Plato, man can reminisce the past through the sprit after rebirth. The spirit of Plato is 

the key to finding the reason why man can reasonably understand the outside world immediately after being 

born.     

 The 17th century philosophers also studied this problem. Descartes, who questioned the clarity of all things, 

concluded in “Discourse on method,” that the mere fact of thinking (Cogito) means truth. A subject trying to 

know means reason with which we can foresee what the truth is, and judge properly when we perceive the 

outside world. Reason making ego is the first condition of judgment in perception. Anywhere and always, man 
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has been able to coolly analyze the outside world and judge it correctly, because he has reason. Sense organs 

perceiving the outside world are nothing but plica, and what is essential for perception is human reason. 

(2) Perception by sense organs –Enlightenment in 18th century  

Only Descartes deserves to be considered a founder of Philosophy, because he emphasized the subjectivity of 

human judgment as opposed to objective perceptions. Shortly after him, the English philosopher John Locke 

analyzed empirically the cognition in “An Essay concerning Human Understanding.” As a result, he asserted 

that the ability of cognition is not given a priori, but is formed a posteriori by the function of senses. However, 

his assertion is quite contrary to that of Descartes, as he was an empirical philosopher, and a forerunner of the 

18th century Enlightenment who criticized rational analysis forming the Cartesian philosophy.        

  Such empirical analysis of cognition started from Locke and reached its peak with “Encyclopédie” by Diderot 

and D’Allembert. In an empirical approach, they proved that the human faculty of cognition is formed through 

education in the outside world. The assertion that our perception is formed by acquired information, namely 

education, language and custom, was also proved from the example of the wolf boy found in the forest in the 

18th century. Because he was brought up by wolves, this child was deprived of the cognition faculties of normal 

human beings until his death. Even more so, the emphasis on reason resulted in the superiority of European 

civilization over the others.  

  The 18th century was an age when the Occident established its superiority over the Orient as it was gaining 

confidence in its culture. The culture of Enlightenment was based on scientific theory and civilization, while 

science produced a system of knowledge pertaining to all fields, as “Encyclopédie” divided all such fields of 

knowledge into three dimensions, with art, history, and science dealing respectively with imagination, memory, 

and reason, and asserting that no knowledge exists outside of them. But such a fanatic belief in reason often 

brought about tragic results. For example, the French writer Anatole France narrated the tragic story of 

revolutionaries deceived by reason in “Gods are thirsty.” 

  European explorers, accompanied by many painters, set out to scientifically report on the situations of Asia 

and Africa. Though the precise data they gathered, to the minute details, seemed the result of scientific accuracy, 

they were in fact sketched from a rigid perspective and based on prejudice. In the case of fish, they represented 

the animal sideways, and however detailed it was, it was never shown from front or swimming. If even the men 

who were scientifically educated were prejudiced, then who could scientifically see the object? Therefore, what 

is the meaning of cognition? 

       

(3) Perception by Intention-Phenomenology and Husserl 

The new approach to epistemology, namely phenomenology, emerged between the second half of the 19th

century to the beginning of 20th century. 

Its forerunner was Maine de Biran, a French Philosopher who criticized the cognition of perception by the 

Enlightenment thinkers in his “Rapports du Physique et du moral de l’homme” (The relations between Physique 

and human moral) in 1811. He addressed the question of spirit once more, demonstrating the concept of the 

original inner feeling (le sentiment intérieur), the part of the spirit which reflects what the sense organs feel.  
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 It was on the basis of this inner feeling that a new method of phenomenology was devised by the new Kantians 

in the second half of 19th century. What is phenomenology as described by the Jewish philosopher Husserl ? It 

consists of an approach to investigating in depth the question of inner feeling. Our perception is not only of the 

effects produced by the outside world, but also positively reflects what we perceive, what Husserl called the 

reflection intention. This approach by which we project our intention on the effects produced by the outside 

world, constitutes phenomenology. 

Thrown into the world, men must look for what they perceive, while being affected by the outside. Thus, this 

inner feeling by which to make judgments is not just individual’s ego (miles away from Descartes’ theory), but a 

common subject with which men are able to communicate with one another in the society where they live.  

Husserl named such ego Intuition. After men have forgotten all their prejudices, the reason they have must be 

something beyond ego, what Husserl called the Transcendental Ego, which was not formed, but transmitted 

earlier. In this sense, phenomenology tends towards ontology by stressing existence such as Heidegger did.  

What Husserl asserts is that our perception is not the simple reflection of effects produced by the outside world, 

but positive and subjective participation in the latter. Perception needs union between man and the world in 

which he exists. Thrown into the world, all men need a common subject which forms the Inter-Subjective 

relation. Therefore, perception is not as simple a process as human brain reflecting materials. 

(4) Modern problems about perception and object 

The 20th century philosophy contributed to the critique of simple materialism born in 18th century, according to 

which men can completely and accurately understand the outside world. Indeed, what Husserl advocated was 

scientific exactness as opposed to simple scientism, but instead he aroused skepticism against perceptive 

abilities to the contrary.  

 The negative heritage of simple scientism was the idea that men always perceived objects accurately. As a 

consequence of oppositions to this point of view, criticism emerged against positivism in History as well as 

against Orientalism in Ideas. Many years have gone by since the collapse of simple progressive views of history 

whereby every country in the world develops in the same direction, as stated by simple positivism, but the latter 

has continued to prevail in scientific methods.   

 After the French Revolution of the 18th century, museums and archives were constructed as places of 

exhibition and conservation of documents and works of art, mostly glorifying the accumulation of human 

culture. Such products of Western scientific achievements played a leading cultural role as a model for 

non-developed Europe, Asia and Africa. However, the accumulation and analysis of such material and works of 

art was not only the result of science, but also of high pressure to this effect. 

 By the way, Musée du quai Branly, the museum of arts and civilizations of Africa, Asia, Oceania and America 

(non-western civilization), was recently inaugurated on the left bank of Seine River, leading to many 

controversies. In France, there is a clear-cut divide between museums devoted to western and non-western 

cultures. Surely, non-western museums are immediately accepted as cultural places, but sophisticated western 

culture is very clearly distinguished from the more primitive ones, which stand outside the borders of 

conventional western culture originating in the Greek and Roman times, and developing through the Middle 
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Ages and the modern era, as if it were heretical, so to speak. Non-western art belongs verges on heresy when 

compared to art. This time, many scholars debated on the meaning of building a non-western art museum, 

which is that, in order to be able to understand human culture, many different points of view must be taken into 

consideration concerning other cultures. 

 Thus, our research in Nonwritten Materials should be also more than the analytical and functional 

classification of such and such item of past material. In fact, to understand a given item of material is not to 

perceive it materially, but to gain a sense of its value depending on its age and to compare it with modern 

counterparts. For example, we must ask ourselves whether an illustrated item reflect facts or nothing but 

metaphor. And concerning the Japanese detailed sketches of folk implements, we must confront them to the 

scientifically detailed illustrations of “Encyclopédie.” Failing such an approach, we will not be able to analyze 

illustrated materials properly. 

3. Illustrated materials, Physical Techniques and Landscape as Nonwritten Materials 
       

 After considering such points of view, I will now examine the possibilities offered by our COE research 

program on Nonwritten Materials, which deals presently with illustrated items, folk implements and landscape. 

 (1) Illustrated Materials 

 Items of illustrated materials consist of pictorial images, with our main purpose being to gather information 

from those made in Japan, China and Korea. The sense involved in interpreting illustrated materials being 

vision, some problems arise due to visual capabilities. As it is impossible to encompass visually as large an 

image as a pictorial image as a whole, we must concentrate on some of its parts. We must divide the whole 

picture into some sections in order to comprehend it fully. In other words, the process of understanding a 

pictorial scroll is similar to analyzing written materials which was initially understood in part only.

 In dealing with pictorial images, special attention must be paid not to confuse the method for written materials 

with that for Nonwritten Ones. The idea that the whole is composed of the parts is a misconception stemming 

from the inability to obtain an all-encompassing vision. The fact that its subject is Nonwritten Materials and its 

means of analysis based on written ones, is not necessarily adversely affecting, but we should not forget the 

whole as a whole, and neither should we focus excessively on the analysis of too minute parts, for example 

everyday life implements. If systematization of Nonwritten Materials includes that of the method of analysis, 

then we need to reexamine this method once again. 

 Whereas we definitely cannot read written materials as a whole, it is not always impossible to view a pictorial 

image as a whole. Iconographic analysis is essential for this purpose. 

(2) Physical Techniques 

 The media of physical techniques is a body which we cannot grasp as such because it is constantly alive and 

moving, and so naturally we cannot understand this moving body on a still picture. When carrying out our 

research on a ritual ceremony, we use a 3D video camera to analyze the moving body.   

 The issue of the body in Philosophy has become quite popular since Michel Foucault, a French Philosopher, 
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first introduced it. If the body and spirit were indivisible, the formation of the spirit would affect that of the 

body. In fact, the modern spirit emerged as a result of the modernization of body, an issue which has been 

discussed for thirty years now. 

 Research has been carried out for a long time on the appearance of the female body and that of the human race 

as a whole in modern society. This issue anyway is inseparably linked with that of the spirit, the latter one being 

relatively easy to understand from written materials, as opposed to the former which we could not comprehend 

by reading such materials. We must observe the body action in order to grasp the significance of the body as 

part of the ritual ceremony. The potential of the physical techniques we use depends on how much we can 

understand the contents created by the body through measurement of action at the ritual ceremony.  

 Moreover, we are also researching in folk implements as an extension of the body, for example agricultural 

implements, which also involves measurement. However, if we can reach comprehension of human action and 

role in society and social relations through folk implements, our research will be wide-ranging, and we will be 

able to relate it to the body issue.   

(3) Landscape 

 Our landscape research follows two main guidelines, the first one being rapidly changing landscape, for 

example during earthquakes and disasters, or changes in Japanese shrines in Korea, while the second one 

focuses on slowly evolving landscapes.  

 Changes due to disasters and earthquakes are documented by such media as photographs and pictures taken 

before and after, and the bigger the changes are, the more interesting research is. Research from surveys of ruins 

of Japanese shrines on the Asian Continent is also based on a comparative study of photographs taken before the 

war confronted to the recent landscape, such a topic having obvious interests for us. 

 However, the research is limited to given locations and does not relate to daily life. In this respect, when 

investigating how landscape is understood in daily life, the comparison research between the past and the 

present using Shibusawa Photographs may be better suited to our COE program. Recalling how men first saw 

the landscape as sea and mountains in history, the French historian Alain Corbin earlier addressed the landscape 

issue as part of his “history of sensitivity.” The understanding of living spaces on sea and mountains differs 

widely in history. If this changing comprehension could get any clearer through our research, it could lead to 

new research objectives as part of our Nonwritten Materials.  

 From now on, however, the research will be mostly devoted to collecting data, and should lead as soon as 

possible to the analysis of data concerning everyday life.            

 Conclusion 

 Nonwritten Materials were discussed herein with emphasis on possible methodology. We are currently facing 

the types of problems any new research always produces. While we engage in secret maneuvers, we lose 

balance in past research. We should not necessarily think of the “Systematization of Nonwritten Cultural 

Materials for the Study of Human Societies” as an extension of the past research, as the word “systematization” 
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refers to the development of new methods. In this respect, we should take the risk of trying new possibilities. 

 In particular, as major changes have taken place in academic research methods, the positive research we took 

for granted must be reexamined by introducing some philosophical disputes. I hope that our COE Program will 

be positively challenging to the development of new methods. 
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Comment

KITSUKAWA Toshitada 

Two professors made presentations from the different points of view. To be honest, it is still difficult for me to 

comment on how their reports might relate to each other, but I should. So, I would like to comment on their 

reports respectively, and then try to find out the connections. 

First, I would like to comment on Prof. Rieu Alain-Marc’s presentation. He said that our project should 

"concern the forest more than the trees." I was very impressed with this. While we are researching, we tend to 

focus too much on the theme and lose sight of the whole picture. In other words, we tend to "look at only the trees 

without paying attention to the forest." Prof. Rieu also pointed out that the purpose of the COE Project of 

Kanagawa University can be understood as the construction of a Virtual Museum. 

As he said, our aim is to develop a new technique to transmit information. In order to realize this, we embarked 

on a project to create a new information source this year by setting up two working groups. One is "Dissemination 

of Regionally Integrated Information" and the other is "Experimental Exhibits of Research Results in Museum 

Studies." However, the project is still in the testing phase and we don't have any clear vision at this stage. So I 

think Prof. Rieu's presentation was very useful because it gave us a clear direction for our project. 

Prof. Rieu's idea of a Virtual Museum has developed remarkably, based on the achievements of digital 

anthropology utilizing state-of-the-art information technology. (I think he uses the term "anthropology" as a 

concept that includes Folklore and Ethnology.) He said that the Museum has three new possibilities: "convergence 

of libraries and museums," "expression of techniques and practices” and an "interactive information flow" where 

information is not provided from one side. 

Thanks to modern information technology, we can process a large amount of audiovisual information and make 

databases easily, if we ignore cost issues. What's more, we can put together different types of information freely. 

We can not only access but also create many kinds of images on the computer screen, including still and motion 

pictures, 3D images, sounds and characters. On personal computers, the barrier between museums where real 

objects are exhibited and libraries where written materials are kept has been removed. Further study would be 

needed to clarify how this result could broaden our academic knowledge, but at least we can't deny that 

achievements of different academic studies are available in a more persuasive, specific and analytical way.  

Secondary, using modern technology, we can express or analyze things at a level of "techniques and practices," 

in other words, in a more dynamic way, especially those that had been expressed only in a fixed format like 

photographs and characters. For example, when we look at a certain tool, we can not only see the object itself, but 

also record or get information about the object, such as the situation and environment where the tool is used, 

relations with its users, how to use it, how it is made, and other related information on time and space. The 

viewers can access many kinds of images about one tool, and if such a database was available in many places, 

researchers could easily secure the means to carry out a comparative study. It goes without saying that researchers 

and database owners must have a clear vision and the databases should be established beforehand. 
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Let's move on to the third possibility, which is interactivity. The Internet is obviously interactive, but there are 

only a few researches that utilize its interactivity successfully. As Prof. Rieu pointed out, just like Wikipedia, good 

quality information can be accumulated allowing users to browse data and participate freely. In the past, we used 

postcards to conduct questionnaires and collect basic research data. But now we have alternative methods to get 

more, better quality information, even though we still have to learn how to establish an appropriate sorting process 

and administration system for the accumulated data. 

As I mentioned above, the convergence of digital technology and the Internet can create a Virtual Museum, a 

system to transmit and accumulate information, and it will offer unlimited possibilities to create a new intellectual 

environment. As Prof. Rieu pointed out, no one can deny this. However, there is one thing I would really like to 

mention here. It is about the power of reality, in other words, inspiration. 

I had an opportunity to visit the Fukushima Prefectural Museum to see the exhibition of bed linen and clothes. 

They were worn out but mended over and over again. I was overwhelmed by the power of those real objects. I 

imagined the lives of the people who used them. To avoid misunderstanding, I'd like to make it clear that I am not 

referring to their poverty, which is certainly an issue but what impressed me was their respect for those objects. I 

even thought about their expertise, wisdom and even aesthetic sense. This kind of power cannot be felt in the 

virtual world. If we live only in a virtual world, we may lose our sensitivity to real things. If this happens, people 

may not be able to understand the fundamental elements of human life and culture. I am worried about this. I 

would like to ask Prof. Rieu to comment on my concern. 

Now I’d like to move on to Prof. Matoba’s presentation. As we can see from the subtitle “Some Philosophical 

Problems concerning Perception,” it was highly abstract. He explained difficult issues such as what Nonwritten 

Materials were and how they were recognized. The theme was somewhat difficult for a person like me who 

usually view things in a realistic way. But I would like to do my best to comment on his presentation based on my 

understanding. 

Prof. Matoba suggested that we should distinguish Written Materials and Nonwritten Materials as signs with or 

without a grammatical code. I think this is extremely important. Written Materials and Nonwritten Materials 

should not be distinguished according to the nature of the subjects to be studied or observed. (Some are physical 

objects, and some are phenomena.) They should be defined by those who study or observe the objects. As Prof. 

Matoba gave an example, if characters are arranged according to a certain grammatical code, they have meanings 

defined by the writer and they can be categorized as Written Materials conveying the meanings. However, the 

style or the shape of the writing can be used as materials to identify other meanings that are expressed by the 

writer unconsciously (just like those used for psychological analysis), which are Nonwritten Materials. In contrast, 

communication tools such as paintings, photographs, or the sound of a drum are not written, but it is necessary to 

interpret the meanings defined by the writer, photographer, or drummer according to their codes. In this case, we 

basically apply the same method as the one we use to understand writings. 

In this sense, the distinction mentioned above relates to differences in approach to materials. Let’s take a look at 

ideological writing, for example. This is thought to be a typical Written Material. I refer to this because I am 

specializing in History of Political thought. Researchers or readers read texts faithfully, and they do their best to 

accurately understand what the author wants to say. In this process, they even try to understand the whole set of 
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documents, and in some cases, even personal, social or historical background of the writing. They avoid 

interpreting or evaluating the whole idea by reading only part of the writing or mentioning one particular element. 

Meanwhile, when they analyze the texts as Nonwritten Materials, their approach is completely different. For 

example, when they analyze a picture part cut from a picture scroll, it is cut out from the scroll as data to express 

some tools or movements. The data has nothing to do with the original scroll. (although the original picture scroll 

has its own meaning.) A landscape like snow patterns on a mountain slope is also a good example. Nature does not 

create the patterns intentionally, but people see the patterns as signs of agricultural work. Another example is a 

group photograph to record an event, which has its own inherent meaning as a commemorative document but 

which, by studying what people in the photo are wearing can also be used as research material to study the history 

of costumes. Some pictures may provide information about political science. Meanings do not exist in the subjects 

but are given by those who observe and study them. This is fundamentally different from the approach to Written 

Materials. 

This relates to what Prof. Rieu said that Nonwritten Materials are implicit. What is implicit is relatively 

unrecognized. However, not everything about human life can be recognized or explicit. Recognizable areas make 

up only part of human life. Studying Nonwritten Materials depends on how much we can make those implicit 

areas recognizable, and explain and communicate the information clearly. I think the final goal of the project is to 

expand the area and enrich understanding of human life and culture. 

If so, researchers and observers will be required to clarify their visions and processes by which they 

systematized collected materials as the subjects of their study, and eventually report the results of the analysis 

using those materials. 

Some may say my comments are those of a bystander, who is totally absorbed in reading antique documents and 

writings about thoughts. However, as a member of this project, I was inspired by the presentations made by the 

two professors here. I am really grateful to them. Thank you very much. 
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LIVES AND CULTURE DEPICTED IN THE ILLUSTRATED MATERIALS :  

THE EARLY MODERN PERIOD IN EAST ASIA
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Global Significance of Compiling the Pictorial Dictionary of Everyday Lives 

FUKUTA Ajio 

Introduction 
Seikatsu ebiki, or pictorial dictionary of folk culture, is an unfamiliar term whose meaning is little known in lay 

or academic circles. Seikatsu ebiki was first developed as Emakimono ni yoru Nihon J min Seikatsu Ebiki
(Pictorial Dictionary of Japanese Folk Culture Compiled from Picture Scrolls). Even today, it is only known as 
such among specialists especially in the field of Folklore. It is hard to express it in English or French: a fitting 
translation for ebiki has probably yet to be found, and the corresponding word in either language probably does 
not exist.

I would therefore like to look at the process of compiling this unique pictorial dictionary and shed light on its 
characteristics. I would also like to examine the wider significance of pictorial compilation by introducing some 
of our recent efforts, namely a project that will extend the compiling method to everyday lives in early modern 
Japan. 

1. Institute for the Study of Japanese Folk Culture  
A unique facility called the Institute for the Study of Japanese Folk Culture is currently based at Kanagawa 

University. Although many research institutes have been set up at private universities in Japan, most of which 
assist research of the academic members of particular faculties. In other words, they serve as facilities to allot 
research funds. Research institutes with their own goals and content are rare. The Institute for the Study of 
Japanese Folk Culture at Kanagawa University is unique in that it is not attached to a specific department and its 
research topics are independent of the academic content in other departments.  

The institute’s uniqueness is due to its history. It initially operated as a private incorporated foundation and its 
originality was widely known. It was not until 1982 that the institute was transferred to Kanagawa University due 
to financial difficulties. Consequently its financial base was secured and the institute was able to carry on and 
expand its activities. At the same time, however, it became subject to the various restraints of a facility attached to 
a private university. The crucial limitation was the lack of full-time institute members, as is the case at most of 
such research institutes. Usually the faculty members of the undergraduate and graduate schools serve 
concurrently as institute members. The institute at Kanagawa University is no exception and the faculty members 
of the departments take time out of their teaching to conduct research. 

Although opinions vary on when the Institute was established, I believe it was 1925 when Keiz  Shibusawa 
opened what is called the Attic Museum at his home with friends. Keiz  was a businessman and the grandson of 
Eiichi Shibusawa, an industrialist of the Meiji period. True to its name, it was a museum that displayed various 
items that he had been collecting privately. Yet the museum’s key activity was research and the publication of the 
findings carried out with Keiz ’s ample funds. The three pillars of the Attic Museum’s activities were minzoku
(folk custom), mingu (folk implements) and monjo (written documents). The museum was unique in which it 
conducted research that integrated the three. It was Keiz  who coined the word mingu that is widely used today. 
Around 1942, the Attic Museum changed its name to the Institute for the Study of Japanese Folk Culture, the 
name it has to this day. 

2. Pictorial Dictionary of Everyday Lives Compiled from Picture Scrolls 
Keiz  Shibusawa had a broad outlook and took time out from his busy schedule as a businessman to participate 

in research. He began to take particular interest in paintings as historical records. Shibusawa was driven to 
accumulate basic data for academic research and open it to the public. Consequently he compiled a vocabulary 
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dictionary (Bunken sakuin 1935/1936) for various literary documents such as Seken muna zany  (Worldly 
Calculation), T kaid  ch  hizakurige (Shank’s Mare), a comic book of travel, and Jikata hanreiroku, a book on 
the systems of the local regions. He also wrote Nihon gyomei sh ran (1942-1944), a compilation of fish names in 
Japan. The concept of a pictorial dictionary using illustrated material as the key emerged as an extension of such 
activities. 

Shibusawa established the Emakimono kenkyu-kai, a research group for handscroll paintings, in 1940 and 
began to study ways to use the picture scrolls as historical records. He had been studying ashinaka (a short type of 
footwear made of braided straw and other material) and must have focused on the picture scrolls while studying 
that history. So he asked Japanese-style painter Yasuo Hashiura to reproduce the picture scrolls and the study 
group members went on to name the objects depicted in them. Instead of simply reproducing the entire picture, 
Hashiura, who was also a folklore researcher, picked out the parts that depicted people’s daily lives and left out 
others. The task, however, was interrupted by the war, during which Hashiura’s reproductions were destroyed. But 
Shibusawa lost none of his enthusiasm for creating an ebiki using handscroll paintings as historical records and 
picked up the task after World War II. 

In 1954 Shibusawa published a short essay titled, “Could we not create an ebiki (pictorial dictionary)?” 
presenting the concept of the ebiki and explaining his dream to restart the compilation. The study group resumed 
its activities the following year and this time Japanese-style painter Deigy  Murata was commissioned to 
reproduce handscroll paintings. Many of the group members took part in pursuing the project and the results were 
published in 1965, by which time Shibusawa had passed away. It was indeed a pictorial dictionary that allowed 
people to learn about things from drawings. The ebiki was made by: (1) sectioning off the painting; (2) erasing 
unnecessary elements such as the background while reproducing the drawing and emphasizing scenes in daily 
lives; (3) assigning numbers; (4) naming each object; (5) adding what could be interpreted from the drawing in 
writing. The ebiki was compiled for each picture scroll and was completed as a five-volume work. Short scrolls 
were brought together to form a volume, while a long scroll, such as Ippen hijiri-e, was given a volume on its 
own.

3. The originality of the ebiki
The compilation of this pictorial dictionary can be characterized by the following points: 
First of all, the ebiki takes stock in the fact that the picture was drawn at a specific time in the past and pays 

attention to the depicted scenes. Although backgrounds and scenes deemed unnecessary are left out and the 
reproduction does not show the exact scene in the scroll, the compilers have in general used the picture itself as a 
source. This way they are trying to help observers grasp the features of a particular period. The picture has not 
been changed by arbitrarily altering or adding lines. 

Secondly, the ebiki tries to name each object thoroughly. The compilers have carefully observed the depicted 
objects, given the historical names that were used at that time, and put some thought into what it should be called 
in present terms. This attention to detail demonstrates that they are pursuing a method of learning about things 
through pictures as opposed to words. 

Thirdly, the ebiki does not break down what is depicted into individual objects but focuses on the relationship 
between them. This enables the viewers to understand how the depicted accessories, clothes and people 
interconnect. The ebiki sections off the pictures broadly to show the combination of head ornaments, clothes and 
footwear and also whether a person is standing on a street, at home or in the grounds of temples or shrines. This is 
an extremely important point. 

The above three points are noteworthy characteristics of the ebiki which similar publications lack. Among a 
range of publication that offer similar contents are illustrated dictionaries, which seemingly are pictorial as 
opposed to word indices. Such books are published around the world for novice language students. The names of 
the items depicted in the illustrations are drawn for the dictionaries and are shown through numbers or arrows, 
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allowing students to learn the meaning of words without complicated explanations. This method is also used in 
other kinds of dictionaries; for example in architecture or those showing the names of different parts of Buddhist 
statues.

Another similar type of book is the illustrated lexicon which offers illustrations and symbols from the past 
arranged according to theme. Even when they refer to a picture scroll, however, the illustrations are often redrawn 
for better understanding. Usually a lexicon does not pick out and names objects in close detail or depicts them on 
their own. Rarely do such books depict items in combination. When a scene is shown as a whole, the names of 
each object are not shown and only the general impression of the scene is given. 

The same can be said for many of the recently-published dictionaries that aim to depict life and customs using
illustrations. Therefore we can say that the pictorial dictionary is one of a kind. It is unlikely that anyone else has
tried to compile a dictionary based on illustrations and symbols drawn in the past, either inside or outside Japan. 
In this sense, the ebiki (the pictorial dictionary) is Japan’s unique contribution to the world. 

Our study has been adopted by the 21st Century COE Program under the title of “Systematization of Nonwritten 
Cultural Materials for the Study of Human Societies.” We plan to carry on and expand the project of compiling 
which our research predecessors put together, and turn it into a shared world asset. We will begin by introducing 
the ebiki to the world so that it may be used to promote Japanese studies. We are also compiling a multi-lingual 
edition of the ebiki to introduce the compilation method. For this purpose, the captions of objects in the ebiki will 
first be translated into English, Chinese, Korean and French and then edited and published together with the 
English translation of the overall interpretation. Along the way we also hope to complete a comparative database 
table of the objects and their corresponding names in the four languages. 

We also hope to apply the compilation method for the ebiki, which only covers up to the Middle Ages, to the 
recent modern periods in Japan and eventually compile an ebiki in these periods too. Over the five years of the 
COE program, we will try to complete draft editions. Our presentations today will be part of this effort. 

Our third goal is to test the unique compilation method of the ebiki on projects outside Japan. We are already 
working on a pictorial dictionary of everyday lives based on the Genre paintings from the Joseon dynasty of 
Korea as well as a noted handscroll painting, entitled Flourishing Suzhou from Qianlong era of the Qing dynasty 
China.  

To initiate a global project like this, we must first consider whether illustrated material depicting daily life is 
available everywhere in the world and to what extent drawing pictures was common. Indeed, whether people drew 
pictures as a record of their lives is also a point to be examined. In Japan, painting scenes from daily life was 
(comparatively usual from the early modern period. From the middle of this period onward, in particular, an 
increasing number of books with many illustrations were published. In novels, the illustrations enhance to 
understand the story and are works of imagination. Gradually, however, realistic depictions of subject matter 
emerged. The series of meisho zue, paintings of notable sights, that first came out at the end of the 18th century is a 
typical example. Also, a number of paintings by nonprofessional painters began to increase. Some people began to 
draw what they could not express in words keeping diaries and turned them into picture diaries. Others began to 
sketch what they saw during trips and added the sketches to their travel records. Although people used words at 
first, they gradually began to recall through pictures. This eventually led to paintings in the context of modern art 
education. 

I do not believe that this Japanese’s way to appreciate drawing process is universal. From what I know of China, 
for example, drawing realistic scenes of daily life was rare, especially during the Qing period. Nonprofessional 
drawings such as picture diaries are also hard to find. This is probably the case elsewhere around the world; the 
compilation of the ebiki in Japan may not be carried out in the same manner everywhere. We must understand the 
different nature of illustrated material in various cultures and pursue the compilation of an ebiki with originality. 
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4. An attempt to compile a pictorial dictionary of everyday lives in the early modern period, Japan – 
T kaid  meisho zue

During the later stage of the early modern period, heavily-illustrated geographical guidebooks on specific 
regions called “meisho zue” (views of notable sights) were published in large numbers. First to be published was 
the five-volume Miyako meisho zue (1780). The illustrated guidebook on sights of Ky to was the joint effort of 
Akisato Rit  who resided in Ky to and a painter Takehara Shunch sai, and published by Yoshinoya Tamehachi, a 
Ky to based publisher. This book reportedly sold well. Readers were attracted to such guidebooks, which had 
large illustrations that depicted landscape and objects in detail, at times from a bird’s-eye view and at other times 
at an eye level. Akizato who was successful with the guidebook on Ky to, went on to write and publish a series of 
guidebooks including Yamato meisho zue (1791) on the present-day Nara region, Settsu meisho zue (1796-98) on 
the present-day saka and Hy go regions, T kaid  meisho zue (1797) on the noted route connecting Edo (now 
T kyo) and Ky to, Kawachi meisho zue (1801) on the present-day eastern part of saka. Among them the 
T kaid  meisho zue covers the largest area and offers a number of illustrations that were drawn by not one but five 
painters. 

T kaid  meisho zue picks up scenic and historic places along the road and depicts them through illustrations. 
Usually the guidebook picks a landmark that is mentioned in old poems and introduces it along with the poem. 
The book also focuses on places where historical events took place and explains them along with the artist’s 
rendition of the event. T kaid  meisho zue contains about 200 illustrations, many of which show classical 
landmarks. More noteworthy, however, is the fact that some pictures capture the atmosphere of post station towns 
or festivals in different places. About a quarter of the illustrations are such paintings. The originality of T kaid
meisho zue made an impact on Kane no waraji and T kaid -ch  hizakurige written by an Edo-period writer, 
Jippensha Ikku. Also similar compositions have been found in the work of an ukiyo-e artist Utagawa Hiroshige 
depicting the post stations of T kaid . This shows that the illustrations in T kaid  meisho zue are highly original 
and valuable as reference material. 

By luck, we were able to obtain the valuable 1797-edition of T kaid  meisho zue. We have begun preparations 
for compiling our third draft edition of the Pictorial Dictionary of Everyday Lives in Early Modern Japan based 
on T kaid  meisho zue.

The following is an outline of our project: 
(1) Scan the 200 illustrations contained in the six-volume T kaid  meisho zue

and convert them into digital image files. 
(2) Of the 200, pick out about 50 illustrations that depict scenes related to daily life. 
(3) Pick out as many items shown in each picture as possible and name them.   

 Check the names against those that were used during the early modern period. 
(4) While adding captions, determine the theme of the picture and remove parts 

 that are not closely related to the theme. 
(5) Look at the theme and the picture as a whole, explain the meaning and  

 describe the individual items in relation to them. 
(6) Place an illustration on a two-page spread and lay out the illustration, caption  

and explanation. 
(7) Complete the 100-page draft edition in A4 size with 50 illustrations, print and  

publish it as the T kaid  edition of the Pictorial Dictionary of Everyday Lives in Early Modern Japan.
(8) Prepare a table that compares the word used in the caption and the  

  corresponding illustration. This will then be turned into a database with a  
two-way search function. The database will be released on the internet. 
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5. The significance of compiling the ebiki
It is difficult to understand objects of daily life through only written materials. For contemporary objects, we 

only need to look at them. Even with objects from the past, we can use folk customs and implements that still 
exist today as clues. The modern folk customs and implements, however, cannot be used when examining things 
from a specific time in the past. Although illustrated material is a type of incidental record, it has immense value 
since it specifically tells us about objects and behavior at a particular time in the past. And this is what Keiz
Shibusawa saw. He should be commended for pioneering the concept of the ebiki and for his efforts to compile it. 

The ebiki is a unique method of compiling dictionaries by using illustrated material from the past as clues to 
understand how daily life was in a given period. This method was made possible by the large amount of illustrated 
material available in Japan. Some may think that it is impossible to compile a similar pictorial dictionary in other 
societies or cultures. Some complain that although Japan and China are neighbors in East Asia, things are different 
between the two nations. In China, they say that drawings are created according to certain standards, so the 
realistic depiction of people’s daily lives has not been accumulated, resulting in a lack of illustrated material. Yet, 
there are limited Chinese works that have attempted to realistically capture scenes from daily life, suggesting that 
although it is difficult, a compilation is not completely impossible. The same applies to the United States and 
Europe. By extending the pictorial dictionary of folk culture in Japan to the early and recent modern periods based 
on Shibusawa’s model, we will be able to show that the source material of the ebiki is not limited to handscroll 
paintings from the medieval period and that it therefore has universal applications. 

There are problems, however, with using the compilation method as a guide for the study of everyday life 
including the following:  

First of all, we must check to what extent the illustrations accurately depict reality. For the main part, 
illustrations were drawn by professional painters who tended to be bound by the rules they had studied as 
apprentices. In many cases their depictions are based on funpon, or reference drawings created by painters in the 
past. We must take this into consideration and understand the subjects correctly. 

Secondly, we must verify how the local characteristics are shown. If objects from different regions are depicted 
in the same way, we know that the painters had preconceived notions of how things should look. 

Thirdly, we must determine whether the depicted items can be used as records of that particular time. The date 
of the work is not an accurate guide to the age of the objects depicted. Unless we look at the material critically, it 
can not be a guide to study everyday lives in a specific period. 

The pictorial dictionary of everyday lives has great value but also faces many challenges. 

<Figures> 
Fig.1   Pictorial Dictionary of Japanese Folk Culture Compiled from Picture Scrolls
Fig.2   T kaid  meisho zue
Fig.3   Gion, Ky to
Fig.4   Nihonbashi, Edo 
Fig.5   (1) Example of a scene used for Pictorial Dictionary of Everyday Lives in Early Modern Japan
          (Fish Market in Nihonbashi) 
Fig.6   (2) Example of a scene used for Pictorial Dictionary of Everyday Lives in Early Modern Japan 
          (Minamizume, Nihonbashi) 
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An Attempt to Compile a Pictorial Dictionary of Everyday Lives in 
the Early Modern Period, Japan 

Based on Pictures of Farmers and Their Lives by Matasabur  Tsuchiya 

TAJIMA Yoshiya 

Introduction 

The Institute for the Study of Japanese Folk Culture compiled Emakimono ni yoru Nihon J min Seikatu Ebiki, 

or the “Pictorial Dictionary of Japanese Folk Culture.” The background, outcome, significance, and characteristics 

of the pictorial dictionary (ebiki) have been clearly explained by Prof. Ajio Fukuta, the program leader of 

Kanagawa University 21st Century COE Program. As mentioned in his report, the pictorial dictionary only covers 

the period up to the Middle Ages; therefore, the COE Program of Kanagawa University has been striving to 

compile a pictorial dictionary which covers the early modern period. Despite our effort, numerous obstacles have 

hindered our research.  

One of them is the issue of class and racial discrimination in some regions, which is a problem we have to be 

sensitive about when compiling the pictorial dictionary. Even though we struggle at times, we have been doing 

our utmost to complete a draft edition, get feedback from experts, and publish the final version. In this paper, I 

would like to introduce a part of the compilation process for Kinsei Seikatsu Ebiki (the Pictorial Dictionary of 

Everyday Lives in the Early Modern Period) by using the illustrations of the castle town of Kanazawa contained 

in N gy  zue (the Pictures of Farmers and Their Lives) by Matasabur  Tsuchiya as an example. Even though it is 

rather a narrow topic, the focus of this report is on ordinary people, a subject Keiz  Shibusawa was particular 

about in the Shibusawa Films. 

1. Using Pictures of Farmers and Their Lives for the Pictorial Dictionary of Everyday Lives in the Early 

Modern Period

The Pictures of Farmers and Their Lives written in 1717 (the Complete Edition of the Record of Japanese 

Agriculture Vol.26, by the Rural Culture Association) is an agricultural book with illustrations depicting farming 

of the Kaga region, now Ishikawa Prefecture. It is also known as Kaga n ko f zoku zue (the Genre Painting of 

Farming of the Kaga region). 

The author is said to be Matasabur  Tsuchiya who was born in 1644 as the third heir of the Tsuchiya family. At 

the age of 20, he took over his father’s position as a top rank farmer in the agricultural class system of the time. 

He was in charge of collecting taxes, handling political issues among farmers, and giving them instructions on 

farming. However, in 1693 he was accused of some wrongful act, banished, and demoted to a mere farmer. He 

passed away in 1719 at the age of 75, two years after completing Pictures of Farmers and Their Lives.

I have chosen his work as a topic for this symposium, despite objections to my decision. Some scholars claim 

that it’s easy going to interpret Pictures of Farmers and Their Lives because text explanations are attached to the 

illustrations. In their opinion, the COE must select nonwritten materials such as picture scrolls, paintings on 

folding screens and ema (votive pictures of horses) as source materials for compiling the pictorial dictionary. I 
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didn’t choose Matasabur ’s work for its ease of interpretation, rather after a forthright discussion, I convinced 

them of its adequacy as source material. 

It is very true that we can use commentary on the Pictures of Farmers and Their Lives by Takahisa Shimizu as a 

guide, and I’m grateful for his work. However, not all of the pictures come with an explanation. In order to 

compile a pictorial dictionary, we must determine which part of a drawing to be used and how to use it. That is 

totally different from interpreting and explaining the work. Takahisa Shimizu focused on farming in the four 

seasons, so he disregarded farmers’ clothing and pastimes, samurai warriors, and merchants. These are important 

components of our pictorial dictionary, and we pay close attention to them. Therefore, the criticism that the

Pictures of Farmers and Their Lives is too simple to interpret is not proper. 

The Institute for the Study of Japanese Folk Culture at Kanagawa University owns three volumes of a collection 

of the same kind called K ka shunj  (History of Farming), which is known as the J min ken-bon (the Collection 

of the Institute for the Study of Japanese Folk Culture). The first and second volumes, now called Iwase-bon, were 

donated to Nishio City Library in Aichi Prefecture by Yasuke Iwase who was running a fertilizer business. 

Researchers including Hisashi Horio and Takahisa Shimizu have been closely studying these books. Hisashi Horio 

compared each volume of the History of Farming. Takahisa Shimizu examined the contents and attempted to 

determine when they were drawn. According to their reports, the Iwase-bon and the J min ken-bon are very much 

alike in fine detail, and are very likely to have been written by the same author. Also, they both lack details. 

Indeed, we have found that details are often omitted from the illustrations of the J min ken-bon, and the use of 

colors is rather simple. For this reason, we concluded that the J min ken-bon is not suitable as a source material 

for a pictorial dictionary. That is also the case with the Iwase-bon.

Nevertheless, we still considered the discovery of the books significant, so we looked into a similar book with 

more elaborate illustrations, namely N gy  zue (Pictures of Farmers and Their Lives), which is a part of another 

edition known as Sakurai-bon owned by Keijir  Sakurai in Tsurugi Town in Ishikawa Prefecture. In the end, we 

decided to use the Pictures of Farmers and Their Lives contained in Vol. 26 of Nihon n sho zenshu (the Complete 

Edition of the Record of Japanese Agriculture) published by the Rural Culture Association because we are merely 

working on a draft book right now. Furthermore, 20 years after the publication of the Pictures of Farmers and 

Their Lives, its index and commentary by the same author were found in the house of a farmer in Kahoku County 

in Ishikawa Prefecture. Consequently, we concluded that the Pictures of Farmers and Their Lives was written by 

Matasabur  Tsuchiya even though some researches are still skeptical. Also, we could identify when the book was 

written, and the reliability of the contents was assured. The index and commentary are contained in the 6th edition 

of the Pictures of Farmers and Their Lives published by the Rural Culture Association. 

Another reason for choosing the book as a topic for this symposium may seem far-fetched but is still significant 

for us. The Institute for the Study of Japanese Folk Culture at Kanagawa University has a historical link with 

Ishikawa Prefecture. In 1949, long before the institute was transferred to Kanagawa University, it was entrusted by 

the Fisheries Agency with the research and preservation of materials regarding Japan’s fishing system, in response 

to reforms implemented after World War . To this end, the institution started research on the Noto Area in 

Ishikawa Prefecture in 1951. However, the assignment was canceled, and the institution was transferred to 

Kanagawa University due to financial difficulties in 1982. In 1984, the research was resumed, and archives about 

the region started returning to the institution under the direction of now the deceased Professor Yoshihiko Amino. 
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COE and its base, the Institute for the Study of Japanese Folk Culture are deeply related to the region which is the 

subject of the Pictures of Farmers and Their Lives.

2. Characteristics of Pictures of Farmers and Their Lives by Matasabur  Tsuchiya

According to Takahisa Shimizu’s interpretation of Pictures of Farmers and Their Lives, Matasabur  wrote 

several books: Kaetsuno sansh  kaisaku hatsumonogatari (Adaptation of the First Story of Kaga, Echigo, and 

Noto Provinces) in 1658, Kinj  Takamori shiki (the Private Record of Takamori Kinj ) in 1705, K saku shiki (the 

Record of Farming) in 1707, and Kaetsuno tairo suikei (Major Rivers in Kaga, Echigo, and Noto Provinces), also 

known as Kaetsuno sansenki (Mountains and Rivers in Kaga, Echigo, and Noto Provinces) or Suigenki (Water 

Sources) in 1714. In 1707, he wrote History of Farming which is valued for “the use of the regional dialect, 

abundance of common people’s language, absence of high-class language,” and exquisite drawings on farmers’ 

folkways (the Complete Edition of the Record of Japanese Agriculture Vol.4, the Rural Culture Association, 1980, 

p6). According to the second volume of the Interpretation of History of Farming by Hisashi Horio, amid the 

movement toward more efficient farming methods, Matasabur  tried to increase crop production by recording the 

folkways of the region, such as how agricultural implements were used and how annual events took place, thereby 

enhancing farmers’ understating of agriculture. 

Matasabur later wrote the Pictures of Farmers and Their Lives, a book that captures farmers’ folkways based 

on the farming calendar of the Kaga region. It also includes elaborate illustrations and comments on the scenery 

and the way of life observed in both the castle town of Kanazawa and surrounding rural areas in the 17th and 18th

centuries. Although the main subject of the book is agriculture and life in rural farming villages, it is not a mere 

agricultural book since it also describes ordinary people’s lives in the town. Agricultural implements and scenery 

are explicitly explained in the language of the era. Nevertheless, details are missing from the illustrations on New 

Year in the town. Another characteristic of the book is that the laws of perspective for art aren’t used. The 

technique was imported into Japan in the mid 18th century after Matasabur  completed the book. 

The Pictorial Dictionary of Everyday Lives in the Early Modern Period should reflect the language of the era; 

therefore, finding relevant reference materials is a must. When compiling such a dictionary, we have to prove that 

the names of equipment, tools, and clothes were correct and actually used during the era. Furthermore, we need to 

confirm the validity of illustrations depicted by artisans or painters, even including background landscapes, since 

they might have sacrificed accuracy for artistic quality. With the Pictures of Farmers and Their Lives, we do not 

have to go through all this trouble because the author had a thorough knowledge of farming. Being responsible for 

giving farmers instructions on agriculture, he was engaged in farming himself. Therefore, we can say that his 

drawings are accurate descriptions of the era. Takahisa Shimizu has meticulously studied the contents of the book 

and verified its accuracy. Hisashi Horio’s interpretation of the History of Farming also helps us greatly to assess 

the reliability of the contents. These reference materials are an invaluable aid to me. I specialize in History of 

Economy in the early modern period with the emphasis on fishing, commerce, and the northern area of Japan; 

therefore, I am unfamiliar with the histories of agriculture, farming villages, and municipalities.  

For the reasons mentioned earlier, I have chosen the Pictures of Farmers and Their Lives as the base of a draft 

edition of Pictorial Dictionary of Everyday Lives in the Early Modern Period. Now, I would like to move on to 

the definition of “ordinary people” and a purpose of compiling an ebiki (a pictorial dictionary) proposed by Keiz
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Shibusawa, an original compiler of the Pictorial Dictionary of Japanese Folk Culture.

According to Kashiwaba Nenpu (Oak Leaf Chronicle) contained in the Tales of Oak Leaf, “ordinary people” is 

defined as those including peasants, artisans, and merchants living in villages and castle towns. Aristocrats, 

samurai warriors, and monks are excluded. The term does not have the connotations of average people and the 

masses. Keiz  Shibusawa used the expression in Folk Implements and Ornaments, a contribution to Attic Monthly

in 1937. The Pictures of Farmers and Their Lives includes impressive depiction of samurai warriors and monks, 

and I would have liked to include them in the pictorial dictionary, but by definition, they must be excluded. The 

final version of the Pictorial Dictionary of Everyday Lives in the Early Modern Period will include them for sure. 

Shibusawa started to prepare for compiling the Pictorial Dictionary of Folk Culture in the medieval Period

around 1940. In order to collect materials on ordinary people, he ignored the contexts of drawings or any artistic 

value they might have had. He excluded materials on aristocrats, monks, high-class soldiers, and mere scenery. 

Then, he printed them in a certain volume, assigned numbers to objects in the drawings, and listed those objects 

by the names used in his time. Finally, he put the corresponding number beside each objects on the list and put the 

index at the end of the dictionary. As mentioned in the first volume of the Pictorial Dictionary of Japanese Folk 

Culture published by Heibonsha in 1984, his goal was to treat the dictionary as an archive of material culture in 

the field of Folklore, clarify the chronology of Folklore, and explicate details which cannot be conveyed through 

text materials. Sociologist Kizaemon Aruga, who wrote the Family System and Tenancy System of Japan and 

established so-called Aruga Sociology, claimed that Shibusawa “tried to see the illustrations from the standpoint 

of folk culture, put a spotlight on the history of folk culture…and helped us to picture objects clearly” (Pictorial 

Dictionary of Japanese Folk Culture Vol.1). This is the same goal as the COE Program of Kanagawa University in 

compiling the pictorial dictionary. We will try our best to achieve Shibusawa’s aim. 

When compiling the pictorial dictionary, Shibusawa categorized the illustrations into 15 groups mentioned in 

the Pictorial Dictionary of Japanese Folk Culture: 1. Residence, 2. Clothing, 3. Foods, 4. Furniture, Facilities, and 

Technology, 5. Collecting Money and Food, 6. Transportation, 7. Trading and Merchandise, 8. Appearance, 

Behavior, and Labor, 9. Life, Social Status, and Diseases, 10. Death and Funerals, 11. Children’s Lives, 12. 

Pastimes, Entertainment, and Socialization, 13. Annual Events, 14. Shintoism, Buddhism, Festivals, and Religion, 

15. Animals, Plants, and Nature. We have adopted the categorization, but some paintings do not belong to any of 

the categories. The categories were created in order to classify pictures of the medieval period, but we are working 

on pictures of the early modern period. Despite the problem, we have decided to stick to Shibusawa’s 

categorization. We have not yet finished the classification of all the illustrations. Thus, I am introducing only a 

fragment of the compilation process, using illustrations I have arbitrarily chosen from the Pictures of Farmers and 

Their Lives.

During the process, we have referred to pictures on the lives of ordinary people contained in Takahisa 

Shimizu’s republication of the Pictures of Farmers and Their Lives contained in the Record of Japanese 

Agriculture Vol.26 and Hisashi Horio’s republication of the History of Farming in the Record of Japanese 

Agriculture Vol.4. Therefore, this report does not particularly focus on farming villages and farmers’ lives. We also 

refer to A Structure of Gender under the Feudal Government by Samurai Warriors by Junko Nagashima in which 

she analyzed the life, status, and role of women in farming villages during the period.  
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3. Samples from the compiliation of the Pictorial Dictionary and its Problems

Below is the list of samples from a draft edition of the Pictorial Dictionary of Japanese Folk Culture in the 

Early Modern Period.

(1) Farmers Walking to the Castle town of Kanazawa to Collect Night Soil

shimada-mage hairstyle  

osode

chirori   

long blue apron (heishitsu)

thatched roof

rope for holding down the roof

Woman Holding a Chirori

zukin for covering the head and cheeks 
farmers’ wear straw skirt bare foot 
white sedge hat carrying pole 
ike-daikon Japanese radish with leaves 
night soil bucket 

Walking to the Castle town of Kanazawa to 
Collect Night soil

At the beginning of the new year, farmers walking to the castle town

to collect night soil pass by a woman carrying a chirori. A chirori is a

metal container for warming sake. Although it is unclear whether she

bought the sake or where she’s bringing it, this picture well portrays the

atmosphere of New Year. Takahisa Shimizu argues that what she holds

is a lantern, not a chirori.

(Shimizu 2005 P10)

Farmers are on their way to the houses of merchants and
samurai residences in the castle town, where they collect
night soil. They always visit the same houses. Tied to the
buckets are daikon, Japanese radishes, which are offered
in return for night soil.  
Later, radishes were used as money to buy night soil.
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(2) Harukoma Entertainers Heading to the Castle town of Kanazawa to Give Performances and Two Sisters 

Passing by 

(3) People around the Sai-gawa hashi Bridge 

shingled roof 

shitomi grille (a single-paneled door used

for protection from weather) 

short supporting post

a mizuhiki-noren curtain with no shop’s

name

box maker harukoma entertainers 

white sedge hat 

straw coat with cloth shoulder pad 

leggings straw sandals 

woman with shimada-mage hairstyle 

girl with ich -mage hairstyle 

furisode, a long-sleeved kimono 

The woman with the shimada-mage hairstyle may be unmarried, as she has eyebrows, and the woman

and the girl may be sisters. Yet, since even middle-aged women have eyebrows in some paintings, it may

not have been a common practice to shave off the eyebrows. 

(Shimizu 2005 P12) 

(Shimizu 2005 P15) 
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fish shop and fish 
tokomise stall (also called a dashimise. the
veranda-like structure can be opened and
closed.)
round wooden container of fish 
tobacco shop 
tay , who acted as a straight man in the
Echizen-manzai comic performance 
su -eboshi hat
blue su  garment made of hemp 
su -kobakama, a short divided skirt 
saiz , the partner of tay in Echizen-manzai
who acted as a funny man 
tenugui (cotton towel) 
drum sack 
straw coat with cloth shoulder pad 
the tay  and saiz  are barefoot 
girl with ich -mage hairstyle 
furisode, a long-sleeved kimono 
geta, wooden footwear 

Stores near the Sai-gawa hashi Bridge

plank bridge 
railings 
beam 
bridge support 
tokin-kanamono, metal object covering the 
top, pyramid-shaped part of a pilla 
beggar wearing rags and asking for alms 
ragged sedge hat 
bowl for rice 
blind woman wearing a white garment 
wearing one’s hair down 
amigasa, a braided hat shouldering by the
woman 
woman with shimada-mage hairstyle and
eyebrows shaved off and infant girl clings 
to her 
Black obi sash 
Tsukehimo, strings attached to the garment
pokkuri, wooden footwear for girls 

People on and around the Sai-gawa hashi Bridge

While the mother is watching the blind girl and the

group of samurais on the bridge, the daughter is

fascinated by the Echizen-manzai performers and

pulls at the mother’s hand, eager to watch them. The

picture depicts a mother and daughter at the

beginning of the new year. 

There are tobacco shops at both ends of the bridge
straddling the Sai River. In the Kaga Domain, bridges in
the castle town may have been managed by tobacco
shops. Also, there was a wooden gate at the right end of
the bridge, which was closed at a fixed time everyday.
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(4) Horse Carrying Night Soil, Cultivation with a Horse-driven Plow and an Ox Carrying Grass 

boy servant leading the horse 
whip topknot  
short cotton robe with hirasode sleeves, it
was also called a saruko or jimbei
leggings bare foot dobbin 
mane headstall noseband 
bit lead rope munakake martingale 
crupper saddle blanket 
four night soil buckets designed to be
carried by a horse 
hoof 

whip cowboy
gass hairstyle with the central part of the
head shaved 
short cotton robe lead rope bare foot
nose ring munakake martingale 
cut grass strings for fastening the grass
crupper 

Carrying Cut grass from the Mountain
with an Ox 

saddle saddle blanket 
horse-driven plow without a moldboard
plowhead sole 
bar connecting the plow and the horse
brace body handle 
whiffletree trace
rein topknot

In the second picture from the top, the farmer wears a short cotton robe in the sajin style, in which the right
side of the clothing is placed over the left. It is hard to know how accurately the pictures were drawn, but since
there are at least no pictures of sajin-styled samurais or ch nin (merchants and craftsmen lived in urban areas), 
Matasabur  Tsuchiya may have intentionally drawn the farmer in the sajin style. People in the sajin style were 
deemed barbarians, but farmers were too busy to care about which side of a garment should be placed on top. 
Even if they dressed in the sajin style, they must not have had any trouble farming.

Horse Carrying Night soil and Cultivation with
a Horse-driven Plow

(Shimizu 2005 P34) 

(Shimizu 2005 P58)

(Shimizu 2005 P60
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(5) A Small Celebration after Harvesting Rice 

gable vent thatched roof 
tsuchikura, a warehouse coated with soil 
earthern wall eaves 
bunches of newly harvested rice stored in the
warehouse
men drinking unrefined sake and smoking in
the earthen floor (the man who faces front and
sits with his knees bent may be the master of
the house) 
mojiri coat colored red or gray sake cup
tabako-bon, a container of implements used in
smoking 
pipe tabacco pouch round wooden tray 
rice-balls covered with sweetened bean-poste
wooden tiered boxes 
probably simmered food chopsticks  
woman covering her head with a tenugui cotton
towel in the anesan-kaburi style, wearing a
white tsutsusode (a garment with tubular
sleeves) and the sleeves are held up with a red
tasuki string 
blue apron sake server with a long spout 

People Relaxing in the House 

beggar and his child receiving alms 
shaved head straw matting 
white loincloth wooden bowl 
child who only wears a koshimino straw skirt
untied hair  
haversack made of net 
mother holding her baby on her 
back in the collar of her robe  
guru-mage hairstyle 
kosode with genroku-period-style  
round-cornered sleeves 
wooden bowl  
iron pot apron 
girl with untied hair wearing a kosode
shaven-headed boy 
shaven-headed man giving a deroren 

  performance 
conch white hanten jacket 
harvested rice pile 

People Relaxing Outside 

After storing harvested rice in the warehouse, farmers
relaxed by drinking, eating simple dishes such as nimono,
foods simmered in broth and smoking tobacco. Yet, women
were kept busy even on such an occasion, cooking and
waiting on the men.  

(Shimizu 2005 P159) 

The deroren is a folk performance featuring secular songs
originating in Buddhist prayer and formerly played in front of
people’s houses. A deroren performer blows a conch, shakes a
short shakujo, which is a staff with metal rings attached to it,
and makes the “deroren, deroren” sound from time to time. A
shakujo is not seen in this picture. Since the shaven-headed
deroren performer walks with a girl carrying a conch, they
may be a father and daughter who went from house to house
to perform the deroren together. The girl is followed by
another girl, whose garment indicates that she is not a
farmer’s daughter. Thus, these two girls may be sisters. 

(Shimizu 2005 P159
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(6) Fishing in the Lower Asano River at the Beginning of the New Year 

Conclusion 

In an attempt to compile Pictorial Dictionary of Everyday Lives in the Early Modern Period, we have tried our 

best to find a name for implements, work clothes, and actions. Despite our efforts, we are still struggling to 

complete the compilation. In order to interpret the illustrations accurately, we have to have a deep understanding 

of the histories of numerous fields including architecture, culture, transportation, economy, commerce, folk 

implements, folklore, clothing, and artisans, which we were actually aware of from the beginning. If we are not 

able to have a cooperation from the experts in those fields, then we are going to need a lot of time to study them. 

In 1968, Japan came to be the second largest economy in the world. During the 1970s, the society changed 

considerably as the result of high economic growth. Surging prices of real estate and stocks, and rampant 

speculation led to the bubble economy in the mid 1980s. But in 1990 the bubble economy burst. 

During this period, Japan experienced intense urban concentration, which led to large economic changes. 

Consequently, traditional social life and social structure collapsed. In search of a new, efficient lifestyle, people 

abandoned the traditional way of living and moved to cities; the concentration of the population in urban areas 

accelerated. Apparently, traditional folk implements were abandoned, and artisans who produced them lost their 

jobs, dooming traditional skills. Today there are only a few people left who are familiar with traditional folk 

implements and who can share hands-on experience with us.  

Amid such a transition, many young people no longer know anything about the existence of traditional 

bank protection rocks in the lower Sai River mizusaku fence jakago, a basket filled with stones and was

used to reinforce riverbanks two-planked fishing boat bow front beam beam side planking 

omoki, an L-shaped timber flock of ducks river fisherman straw coat with cloth shoulder pad  

sword? momohiki underpants blue leggings straw cast net cotton towel worn over the head 

straw skirt 

People fished gori, a kind of sculpin, in the Sai River. According to Wakan sansai zue, a pictorial encyclopedia

compiled in 1712, goris, which make the noise “gori, gori,” were caught in quantity in the Asano River. People

pickled goris to eat them. Meanwhile, the cast net was probably made of straw. Even in the Seto Inland Sea area,

in western Japan, where fishing flourished, it was only after the mid-18th century that people started to use hemp

instead of straw as material for cast nets. 

(Shimizu 2005 P177) (Shimizu 2005 P176)
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implements. We don’t know yet the significance of compiling a pictorial dictionary in an attempt to keep a record 

of folk implements, clothing, architectural structures, and cattle which all remain in the form of drawings and 

photographs. However, I believe that at least it is meaningful for the prosperity of humans and their culture to 

leave a record of the wisdom, skills, and lifestyle that have been passed on from generation to generation. We can 

learn a lot from the wisdom of our ancestors. 

Note: This presentation would not have been possible without the Pictures of Farmers and Their Lives revised and 

annotated by Takahisa Shimizu (The Complete Edition of the Record of Japanese Agriculture Vol.26 published by 

the Rural Culture Association, 1983). I would like to give a deep appreciation to this original text. Also, I’d like to 

send a special thank to you those who assisted me in compiling a draft edetion of the Pictorial Dictionary of Lives 

in the Early Modern Period based on the Pictures of Farmers and Their Lives: Prof. Masahiro Izumi at Atomi 

Women’s University, three of his senior students: Ry ko Hirai, Kanako Kitaoka, and Risa Sekine, and Taku 

Tsuchida and Reiko It  in Graduate School of History and Folklore Studies at Kanagawa University. 
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Art and Urban Culture in Early Modern China:  
Cityscapes and Related Issues

WANG Cheng-hua  

Italo Calvino, the Italian novelist famous for his exploration into the city’s web of signification,1 once 

remarked that the city was a complex symbol that offered a great avenue for expressing the tension between 

geometric rationality and the entanglement of human lives. He also implied that the city was a many-faceted 

structure whose culture did not contain a hierarchical order but a network of multiple possibilities.2 While 

Calvino presumably drew his insights on urban culture from observing contemporary cities, it is interesting to 

consider whether traditional Chinese cities also engendered new kinds of cultural expressions and social values as 

“a network of multiple possibilities,” especially given that orthodox Chinese culture, that is, Confucianism, clearly 

demonstrated a hierarchical order in its cosmological and ideological configurations. The first step is perhaps to 

ask how cities were represented in traditional China and how the city as symbol worked in different historical 

contexts. 

The city as a symbol has been widely utilized in distinct cultures to represent the human circumstances defined 

by urban culture, either in the form of literary works or in visual objects. Cityscapes as visual objects have existed 

in many societies, including Japan, China, the Islamic World, and Europe, and have a history of over three 

thousand years. As important cultural artifacts, cityscapes have been studied by scholars in the fields of history, 

geography, urban studies, cultural studies, and art history. According to their research, there are basically two 

types of visual cityscapes: city maps, and paintings, prints, or photographs that depict urban life, scenes, or 

customs.3

This article focuses on the second category of cityscapes (depictions of urban life in paintings and woodblock 

prints) that emerged as a fashion in the big cities of late-Ming China, approximately from the 1570s to 1644, and 

continued to thrive throughout the early nineteenth century. It is intended to be a book proposal which integrates 

three articles that I have published in the past three years with an attempt to broaden the scope of the original 

                                                       
 I would like to express my gratitude to the participants of the conference for their questions, comments, and 

suggestions, especially to Professor Jeong Ah Kim and Professor Melanie Trede. This project is not a typical research 
paper which takes a group of coherent materials as its object and focuses on one single theme. Instead, it attempts to 
encapsulate my reflection upon the research that I have done. 
1 I am referring to his novel Invisible Cities, trans. by William Weave (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1974). 
2 Italo Calvino, trans. by Patrick Creagh, Six Memos for the Next Millennium: The Charles Norton Lectures, 1985-86
(New York: Vintage Books, 1993), p. 70. 
3 For example, see Yamori Kazuhiko , Toshizu no rekishi: Nihon hen  (T ky :
K dansha, 1974); Yamori Kazuhiko, Toshizu no rekishi: Sekai hen —  (T ky : K dansha, 1974); 
Howard B. Rock and Deborah Dash Moore, Cityscapes: A History of New York in Images (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 2001). For cities represented in fictions and films, see Ben Highmore, Cityscapes: Cultural Readings 
in the Material and Symbolic City (New York: Palgrave MacMillan Ltd., 2005). Regarding the political and cultural 
meanings of city maps, for example, see Kuroda Hideo , Mary Elizabeth Berry, and Sugimoto Fumiko

, eds.,  Chizu to ezu no seiji bunkashi  (T kyo: T kyo daigaku shuppankai, 2001).   
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articles and to provide a conceptual framework for my future book project.4

The book will deal with artistic, cultural, social, and political trends found in representations of urban life in 

seventeenth- and eighteenth-century China, an interdisciplinary study which attempts to draw inspirations from 

the research models in such fields as art history, history, and urban studies. Moreover, to my limited knowledge, 

the emergence of cityscapes did not exclusively take place in late sixteenth-century China but in late 

fifteenth-century Western societies such as Florentine and in early sixteenth-century Japan, a trans-cultural 

phenomenon whose significance awaits further exploration.5

While the connection of urban culture and modernity has been established in the discussion of 

nineteenth-century Paris,6 how urban culture and the emergence of its representations in the early modern period 

contribute to our understanding of the global historical development that we term “modernity” or “modernities” is 

a key question which needs to be answered or at least dealt with. I am aware of the controversy regarding the 

problematic of “modernity” and its reformed version “modernities,” which emphasizes the multiple possibilities 

through which different societies encounter the modern condition. It has also been a point of much debate in the 

study of Ming-Qing history whether to define the Chinese historical period from the late sixteenth to the early 

nineteenth century as “early modern.” It is understandable that scholars in Chinese studies have had reservations 

on the application of the concept of “early modern” derived from the study of the European history to their own 

field. As is widely known, this historical characterization implies that the development of Chinese history 

followed the Western model from medieval to modern, occasionally with a teleological assumption which sees 

“modernity” as its end.  

Nonetheless, I propose that we take “early modern” as a conceptual framework which can help us characterize a 

set of specific historical phenomena closely associated with certain societies and also in part relevant to other 

societies. In other words, “early modern” does not represent a fixed set of qualities which are drawn exclusively 

from the Western historical experience. Moreover, from the perspective of global history which investigates 

historical phenomena in a cross-cultural context, the commonalities of different cultures should be granted their 

importance in historical study while the diversities and variations of world cultures are acknowledged. In this 

                                                       
4 Regarding my articles, see Wang Cheng-hua , “Shenghuo, zhishi yu wenhua shangpin: Wan-Ming Fujianban
riyong leishu yu qi shuhuamen  (Daily Life, 
Commercialized Knowledge, and Cultural Consumption: Late-Ming Fujian Household Encyclopedias on Calligraphy 
and Painting),” in Jindaishi yanjiusuo jikan , no. 41 (September 2003), pp. 1-85; “Guoyan fanhua: 
Wan-Ming chengshitu, chengshiguan yu wenhua xiaofei de yanjiu 

 (The Representation of Urban Life and the Cultural Consumption of Cityscapes in Late-Ming China),” in Li 
Hsiao-t’i , ed., Zhongguo de Chengshi shenghuo  (Taipei: Lianjing chuban shiye gongsi, 
2005), pp. 1-85; “Qianlong chao Suzhou chengshi tuxiang: Zhengzhi quanli, wenhua xiaofei yu dijing suzao 

 (Reshaping Suzhou: Political Power, Cultural Consumption, and the 
Making of Local Sites in the Cityscapes of the Qianlong Period),” in Jindaishi yanjiusuo jikan, no. 50 (December 2005), 
pp. 115-84. The following discussion is based on these three articles, unless otherwise noted. 
5 The earliest Japanese record which mentioned screen painting of Kyoto as the capital city was dated 1506. See 
Matthew Philip McKelway, Capitalscapes: Folding Screens and Political Imagination in Late Medieval Kyoto
(Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 2006), pp. 1-2. For the research on the Western cityscapes, for example, see 
Christopher Brown, Dutch Townscape Painting (London:National Gallery,1972). I owe thanks to Prof. Craig Clunas for 
offering me the reference of the book and the other related materials. 
6 Contemporary knowledge of the modernity of nineteenth-century Paris is of course indebted to Charles Baudelaire 
and Walter Benjamin. For recent scholarship, see Patrice Higonnet, trans. by Arthur Goldhammer, Paris: Capital of the 
World (Cambridge: Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 2002; French version, 1999).   
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sense, the history of seventeenth- and eighteenth-century China can be reexamined in the conceptual framework 

of “early modern” and offer insightful observations on the problematic of “modernities.”7

The book will principally examine the contribution of Chinese cityscapes to the exploration of three related 

issues. These are the rise of genre painting, the stratification of cultural consumption, and urban consciousness and 

the shift of cultural production from country to city. After dealing with these three issues, in the conclusion, the 

book will attempt to address the synchronically worldwide phenomenon in the early modern period in which cities 

became the sources for cultural expressions and social values.   

1. Introducing Cityscapes 
In seventeenth- and eighteenth-century China, even though there was not a unifying term for “cityscapes,” 

some of the cityscapes were commonly recognized as a category of paintings distinctive from those of the 

time-honored genres of landscape, figure, or flower-and-bird painting. As indicated by several records on 

Paintings entitled Qingming shanghe tu ( , Up to the River on the Qingming Festival), it is clear that 

this title was generic rather than specific, referring to paintings which depicted a generalized mode of prosperous 

city life. In early modern China, this mode could be applied to refer to Kaifeng , the capital of the Northern 

Song dynasty (960-1127), the contemporary capital Beijing, and important cities in the south such as Nanjing, 

Suzhou, and Yangzhou (fig. 1). In the category of Qingming shanghe tu as cityscapes, the format of the painting, 

either handscroll, hanging scroll, or screen, was not a point in consideration, nor was the painting’s relationship to 

the oldest version of Qingming shanghe tu, presently in the collection of the Palace Museum, Beijing, considered 

relevant.

The Palace Museum version of Qingming Shanghe tu, attributed to Zhang Zeduan , a painter of the 

Northern Song dynasty, was very likely to have been the most famous painting in late-Ming China (fig. 2).8 A 

mythical story attests to the popularity of the painting, in which it played a key role in motivating Wang Shizhen 

( , 1526-90), the leader of late-Ming world of letters, to write the erotic novel The Plum in the Golden Vase 

(Jin Ping Mei ). No matter how widely-known the Song-dynasty Qingming shanghe tu was in the late Ming, 

most renditions of Qingming shanghe tu which had been produced from the late Ming to the mid-Qing dynasty 

(1644-1911), were not descendents of the Song version, either directly or indirectly. The Song version provided a 

schema for later paintings of identical title, which was in the format of handscroll and depicted with a meandering 

river flowing from countryside to a walled city. The resemblance between the Song and later versions of 

Qingming shanghe tu stopped short of the depicted details on urban infrastructure and street activities, which 

testify to my argument that most of the painters of later versions did not have a clear idea of the Song version. 

                                                       
7 The above discussion on the concept of “early modern” benefits much from reading a special issue of Rekishigaku 
kenky . See “’Kinseika’ wo kangaeru (I) (1),” in Rekishigaku kenky , no. 821 (November 
2006). Thanks to Prof. Nakamura Masanori at Kanagawa University who mentioned this issue to me. In the issue, the 
concept of “kinsei” in Japanese history has also been discussed. Even though the emergence of cityscapes in Japan 
started from the late medieval period, the popularity of cityscapes in early modern Japan has long been well-known to 
historians and art historians.       
8 Indeed, the painting remains one of the most famous in contemporary China, as shown by the great number of 
audiences who had to wait for at least three hours to see the painting in the exhibition held by the Shanghai Museum in 
the December of 2002.  
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There remain at least sixty Ming-Qing versions of Qingming shanghe tu scattered in the world, mostly undated 

and anonymous or with a fake signature;9 the version by Zhao Zhe , with the date of 1577, is thus peculiar 

and can represent the emerging fashion for cityscapes in the late Ming. Zhao Zhe, an obscure painter from Ningbo

, painted in a style recalling the mid-sixteenth-century Wu school of painting based in Suzhou.10 In fact, 

Suzhou had been the center for manufacturing fake paintings and calligraphic works in the late Ming and early 

Qing period, of which the handscrolls in the title of Qingming shanghe tu were a staple.11

Other than the various Qingming scrolls, there are several cityscapes datable to the late Ming period; for 

example, the handscrolls Thriving Southern Capital (Nan du fan hui ) and Lantern Festival in Nanjing

(Shang yuan deng cai ) both depict Nanjing, the second capital of the Ming dynasty, in a festive 

atmosphere (figs. 3 and 4). The main focus of these two handscrolls lies in the commercial activities and theatrical 

spectacles that flourished in big cities such as Nanjing. The same city and its historical sites were also invoked by 

an important late-Ming scholar-official in his commissioning of a book whose illustrations contain forty scenic 

spots in the city, chosen mainly for their historical pedigree and associated literary images.12     

The late-Ming cityscapes mentioned above all came from professional and obscure painters (or carvers) whose 

identifications and artistic activities have long been buried in historical oblivion; however, their works made and 

remade the city as an important symbol unparalleled in the later history of Chinese art and set up models for later 

cityscapes to follow. One of them was the Qingming scroll produced collaboratively by court painters working 

under the reign of Emperor Qianlong (r. 1736-95). The Qianlong rendition of Qingming shanghe tu was intended 

to embrace all kinds of vignettes which appeared in earlier versions to encapsulate the myriad things and scenes in 

the empire. As with the other cultural expressions with which the emperor was actively engaged, the Qingming

scroll demonstrates masterful craftsmanship in all of its details;13 along with its all-comprehensive quality, the 

handscroll embodies a world of diversity and prosperity, one that was under the heavenly mandate of the Qing 

regime.  

This Qingming scroll, which creates a city staged as a kaleidoscopic world of imperial glory, is but one of the 

images of cities reshaped in the symbolic framework of the Qing regime under Qianlong’s reign. For example, the 

painting Odes to the Capital in Spring (Jingshi shengchun shiyi ) portrays imperial palatial 

                                                       
9 Some of the Ming-Qing Qingming scrolls bear the false signature of Zhang Zeduan or Qiu Ying , the famous 
Suzhou professional painter active in the second quarter of the sixteenth century.    
10 Zhao Zhe, as a painter forgotten in the history of Chinese painting, does not leave us any historical record except for 
his signature on the handscroll Qingming shanghe in the collection of the Hayashibara Museum of Art in Okayama. In 
his signature, he mentions that his native place was Siming , that is, Ningbo.  
11 See Yang Chenbin , “Tan Mingdai shuhua zuowei ,” in Wenwu , no. 8 (1990), pp. 
148-55; Yang Renkai , ed., Zhongguo gujin shuhua zhenwei tudian  (Shenyang: 
Liaoning huabao chubanshe, 1997), pp. 148-55; Ellen Johnston Laing, “Suzhou Pian and Other Dubious Paintings in 
the Received Oeuvre of Qiu Ying,” in Artibus Asiae, vol. 59, no. 3/4 (2000), pp. 265-95  
12 See Zhu Zhifan , Jinling tuyong , in Zhongguo fangzhi congshu  (Taipei: Chengwen 
chubanshe, 1983). For the discussion of this illustrated book, see Si-yen Fei, “Negotiating Urban Space: The Making 
and Remaking of the Southern Metropolis in Sixteenth- and Seventeenth-Century China (PhD dissertation, Stanford 
University, 2004), pp. 162-67.  
13 For example, the official ceramic production in the Qianlong period also reveals a mastery of all types of shapes and 
glazes.
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compounds and ceremonial sites in Beijing shrouded in a New Year ambiance in which the emperor fulfilled his 

duty as a son of piety and as a ruler of benevolence. On the other hand, the handscroll Burgeoning Population 

under the Prosperous Reign (Sheng shi zi sheng ) transforms the image of Suzhou from a 

sixteenth-century literati dreamland of lyrical and bucolic landscape to a bustling city of solid infrastructure, 

affluent shopping districts, and agile performances. 

As a genre of painting, cityscapes achieved a special status in the network of signification of the Qing court art 

and material culture. The above three paintings respectively depict a universalized city, the capital, and the most 

important cultural city in the Jiangnan area, each assuming its own symbolic meaning but, as a whole, 

demonstrating that the city, as one of the artistic symbols fashioned by the Qianlong court, played a vital role in 

bolstering the empire’s legitimacy.  

The popularity of cityscapes in eighteenth-century China was not a phenomenon exclusive to the court; while 

the Qingming scrolls continued to be made in such cities as Suzhou and Yangzhou,14 colorful woodblock prints 

which rendered the image of Suzhou very closely to that of Burgeoning Population under the Prosperous Reign 

were sold and widely circulated in southeastern China and Japan. Used as decorations on the occasion of Chinese 

New Year, these prints glorified the local government of Suzhou and the Qing regime by emphasizing the 

connection between good governance and urban infrastructure, represented by the landmark of the city, the Bridge 

of Ten-Thousand Years (Wannianqiao ) completed in the fifth year of the Qianlong reign.15

One of the Suzhou New Year prints, while taking the commercial zone of Suzhou as its focus, bears a title 

which, on the surface, does not appear to be related to Suzhou or any other specific city. The title Three Hundred 

and Sixty Trades (Sanbailiushi hang ) was a hyperbolic version of the term “thirty-six trades” 

(sanshiliu hang ), which was originated from the mid-Ming as an all-comprehensive term for the trades 

that developed in the economic boom of that time.16 The representations of specific professions set against a 

blank background became popular at the very end of the eighteenth century and constituted a staple of export 

paintings produced in Canton in the nineteenth century.17 These paintings and prints bring to light the connection 

of city life, trades, and specific professions in eighteenth-century China, and Suzhou, as a prosperous city, could 

incorporate all of the professions in its commercial activities and services. 

                                                       
14 The Palace Museum, Beijing, holds some Qingming scrolls which are considered produced in eighteenth-century 
Yangzhou because of their stylistic resemblances to the painting of Shitao ( , 1642-ca. 1707).. 
15 Regarding the mercantile culture represented in eighteenth-century Suzhou carved cityscapes, see Yachen Ma, 
“Picturing Suzhou: Visual Politics in the Making of Cityscapes in Eighteenth-Century China” (PhD dissertation, 
Stanford University, 2006), chapter 1. However, I do not agree with her dating of the Suzhou cityscape prints and her 
conclusion that the consumers of these prints were exclusively middle- and low-leveled merchants. 
16 See Xu Ke , ed., Qingbai leicha , vol. 5 (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1996), p. 2288; Huang Shijian and 
William Sargent, Shijiu shiji Zhongguo shijing fengqing (Shanghai: Shanghai Guji chubanshe, 
1999), p. 1. 
17 See Shijiu shiji Zhongguo shijing fengqing. In eighteenth- and nineteenth-century China, the depictions of various 
trades were also included in the album leaves and woodblock prints which took local products and professions as focus. 
This kind of paintings and prints constituted a major type of genre paintings other than cityscapes.   
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2. Cityscapes and the Rise of Genre Painting     

The above-mentioned cityscapes vary in provenance and meaning, but as a category of paintings, they shed 

light on the important issue regarding the rise of genre painting in late imperial China. “Genre painting,” 

translated in Chinese as fengsuhua , albeit a Western concept, is not completely foreign to China in that 

there was a long tradition of the court and government conducting investigations on local customs and life and 

having them represented in visual forms.18 Therefore, “genre painting” can be applied to the type of Chinese 

paintings which delineate the daily life of common people in real world. While its signified field needs to be 

clarified, such as the ideas of “daily life,” “common people,” and “real world,” the term “genre painting” can 

subsume the cityscapes that I am working on; more importantly, it can give them a categorical significance which 

can be examined from the perspectives of both Chinese traditions of representing local lifestyles and social 

customs, and the trans-cultural emergence of daily urban life as an artistic subject. Cityscapes, as a key component 

of genre painting in late imperial China, help to link urbanization and urban culture to the rise of genre painting. 

Genre painting in China existed long before the late Ming period, and the Song version of Qingming scroll is 

the best example, not to mention the many paintings depicting rural life and peasantry which appeared 

conspicuously in the Song dynasty.19 However, according to a preliminary examination of the related materials 

and extant paintings, we may propose that there emerged a great number of cityscapes in the seventeenth- and 

eighteenth-century China, a phenomenon which did not take place in previous periods. Also, the interim period 

between the Song and the late Ming did not produce genre paintings to an extent that can be characterized as 

“flourishing.” Thirdly, even if genre painting was popular in the Song dynasty, its theme was focused on farmers 

and rural life, and its main patrons fell into the traditional categories of people for art collection and appreciation, 

that is, the emperor, nobles, and literati.20 In terms of theme and patronage, genre painting in early modern China 

witnessed a great transformation in that its focus of attention was shifted to urban life and its consumers were not 

limited to the upper and well-educated classes, both of which will be further explored in the following.  

From the perspective of art history, the rise of genre painting not only demonstrated a great social interest in 

new themes focused on city life but pointed to the emergence of a style and a taste which did not fit in the 

mainstream realm of art. The style of cityscapes, with bright colors and detailed depictions of street life, was far 

removed from the mainstream aesthetic standard. Also, appreciating cityscapes did not require the literati 

education necessary to understand high art, nor knowledge of the orthodox brushwork lineages central to the 

conceptualization of Chinese painting which had been formulated by the late Ming. In this sense, cityscapes 

showed a new kind of aesthetic taste in opposition to that of monochrome landscape painting, whose lyrical 

quality and lofty aspiration mostly established by literati painters were considered orthodox in traditional Chinese 
                                                       
18 See Lu Xuanfei , “Tongli renlun yicheng wangjiao: Qinggong fengsutu yu Zhongguo fengsuguan

,” Gugong wenwu yuekan , vol. 23, no. 6 (September 2005), pp. 
54-63. 
19 Regarding paintings in the theme of rural life produced in the Song period, see Wen-chien Cheng, “Images of Happy 
Farmers in Song China (960-1279): Drunks, Politics and Social Identity” (PhD dissertation, University of Michigan, 
2003). 
20 Wen-chien Cheng, “Images of Happy Farmers in Song China (960-1279): Drunks, Politics and Social Identity,” 
chapters 3 and 4. 
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artistic practices and theories.21

Eighteenth-century cityscapes further deviated from the literati ideal of art for they, either produced in court or 

in Suzhou, employed a mixed style of popular cityscapes of the seventeenth century and foreign artistic 

techniques brought in by Catholic missionaries. The uses of chiaroscuro and perspective in the cityscapes 

highlight the characteristics of cities as built environments containing houses, bridges, and walls and consolidate 

the political meaning implied in the solid infrastructure of cities. The presence of these Western techniques, which 

provided a new style to those who consumed cityscapes, change our perception of the homogeneous visual culture 

of eighteenth-century China and open up a horizon within which we are able to discuss the multi-lateral 

interactions of China, Japan, and the West in the Age of Exploration.22

3. Cityscapes and Cultural Consumption 
Cityscapes, no matter whether in the format of scroll painting or woodblock print, represent the increasingly 

vigorous cultural consumption of artworks in major urban centers. The economic growth of the late Ming and the 

rise of consumerism produced an art market for non-elite customers who purchased inexpensive and lower quality 

art from shops or street peddlers, in which cityscapes played an important role. As noted by Li Rihua ( ,

1565-1635), a renowned late-Ming scholar-official, shops carrying handscroll cityscapes were very common in 

Beijing, each painting worth one tael of silver. This was also the approximate price for a set of low-quality 

household encyclopedias produced in late-Ming Fujian, which circulated in both Fujian and the Jiangnan area. It 

seems that this sum of money was the yardstick which measured the basic purchasing power for those who were 

able to consume books and artworks in the late Ming period. With one tael of silver, one could afford low-quality 

artworks and books, and cityscapes in handscroll format and Fujian daily-life encyclopedias were located at the 

bottom of the ladder of cultural consumption.  

In order to further gauge the consumers for cityscapes and household encyclopedias in late-Ming China, a 

thorough analysis of the contents, forms, and details of these two kinds of cultural objects is necessary; however, 

here, I can only offer some observations. Many of the cityscapes produced in late imperial China were inscribed 

with characters indicating the commodities, trades, services, or built environments depicted in the painting. As 

mentioned above, cityscapes, without an artistic tradition and with many real-life like vignettes, appealed to those 

who did not have cultural capital to appreciate abstract landscapes or to consume expensive and high-quality 

artworks by famous painters. Furthermore, a functionally literate viewer, with an ability to read primers such as 

                                                       
21 For a pioneering study of Chinese art theories, especially those of the literati class, see Susan Bush, The Chinese 
Literati on Painting: Su Shih (1037-1101) to Tung Chi-ch’ang (1555-1636) (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 
1971). For a detailed discussion of late-Ming formulation of painting tradition and its association with contemporary 
social and cultural trends, see Wang Cheng-hua, “Cong Chen Hongshou de ‘Hua Lun’ kan wan Ming Zhejiang huatan: 
jianlun Jiangnan huihua wanluo yu quyu jingzheng

 (Chen Hongshou’s “On Painting”: A Study of Stylistic Networking and Regional Competition in Late-Ming China,” 
in Quyu yu wangluo  (Taipei: Guoli Taiwan daxue Yishushi yanjiusuo, 2001), pp. 329-79. 
22 Japanese scholars, while discussing the Western influence on art in the framework of Rangaku , emphasize the 
bi-lateral relationship between Japan and the West in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. On the other hand, 
Japanese scholars who specialize in Chinese woodblock prints and their influence on Japanese period during the same 
period look at the bi-lateral relationship between China and Japan. Here, I propose an examination of the complicated 
and multi-lateral interactions between China, Japan, and the West because, as today, the cultural interactions between 
two areas could not be isolated.    
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Three Character Classic (Sanzijing ) and to consult manuals for learning professional skills such as 

accounting, could enjoy cityscapes more than the illiterate.  

Understanding a late-Ming Fujian household encyclopedia also took at least a functionally literate education, 

even though, unlike with cityscapes, literacy was indispensable. With the exception of the chapters following the 

traditional daily-life encyclopedias that derived from the models of the Southern Song (1127-1279), the contents 

of Fujian household encyclopedias were imbued with urban culture, especially with regard to the entertaining and 

socializing skills which were best brewed in urban environments. The viewer of cityscapes seems to have shared a 

similar economic and cultural background with the reader of daily-life encyclopedias. They were the functionally 

literate who benefited from late-Ming economic development, possessed basic purchasing power, and thus formed 

the bottom rung of cultural consumers. These consumers found delight in the efflorescence of urban culture, and a 

market of low-quality and low-priced artworks and books were created to meet their demands. 

Traditionally, except for the emperor and nobility, the literati class and rich merchants were the two major 

groups of people who could afford works of art, especially those made on commission. Even though paintings as 

commodities prepared for sale had had a long history by the late Ming – including, for instance, those sold at the 

itinerary markets in the Northern Song capital, Kaifeng – the great demand of common people for affordable 

artworks triggered the production of low-priced and low-quality paintings on a huge scale unparalleled in previous 

times. It seems that the stratification of the artworks in different levels of prices and qualities was successfully 

developed in late-Ming art market. Similarly, Fujian daily-life encyclopedias, which exist in at least forty, mostly 

shoddy editions, constituted the lowest strata of the book market in terms of price and quality.  

According to research on merchant patronage, rich merchants in late imperial China, with their economic 

capital, strove to emulate the taste of those who possessed cultural capital, that is, the literati,23 despite the fact 

that the conversion of economic into cultural capital, and vice versa, was more difficult in Ming-Qing China than 

in the 1970s French society of Pierre Bourdieu’s classic study on the subject.24 In the late Ming, as more people 

gained the means to purchase artworks, the discourse on the binary concepts of elegance (ya ) and vulgarity (su

) blossomed vigorously. While, as pointed out by scholars, the relationship between these two criteria for taste 

was dialectic, not static, the tension between different stratified levels of cultural consumers was intense. 

Cityscapes and the knowledge of art offered by the Fujian household encyclopedias were thus cast as the 

representations of vulgar taste in the writings of literati. On the other hand, the knowledge of art in the Fujian 

encyclopedias, distinctive from that in literati writings, carved out a social space in which common people 

formulated their own cognition of art. It seems that cultural emulation in late imperial China was only limited to 

rich merchants who could afford high-quality artworks and frequent socialization with the literati class.         

The question of whether the Ming-Qing transition disrupted the efflorescent urban culture developed in the late 

Ming waits to be answered. It is also unclear whether the stratification of cultural consumption in the late Ming 

continued in the early Qing dynasty; however, in the eighteenth century, the Qingming scrolls and the emergence 

                                                       
23 See Jason Chi-sheng Kuo, Huizhou Merchants as Art Patrons in the Late Sixteenth and Early seventeenth Centuries, 
in Chu-tsing Li, ed., Artists and Patrons: Some Social and Economic Aspects of Chinese Painting (Seattle: University of 
Washington Press, 1989), pp. 177-88; Ginger Cheng-chi Hsü, A bushel of Pearls: Painting for Sale in 
Eighteenth-Century Yangchow (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2001), chapters 2 and 3.  
24 Pierre Bourdieu, trans. by Richard Nice, Distinction: A Social Critique of the Judgment of Taste (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 1984). 
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of a great number of colored prints, such as the cityscapes mentioned above, satisfied the demand of common 

people for a taste of art whenever affordable.  

The Yangzhou school of painting has long been the most studied in the artistic scenes of eighteenth-century 

China, and the issue regarding the connection between patronage and style remains essential, especially whether 

there was a new social class of patrons who purchased paintings of new subjects and styles by such painters as 

Zheng Xie ( , 1693-1765).25 In the case of the Yangzhou paintings, it remains difficult to ascertain the 

emergence of new buyers for art, in terms of their social and economic standings. The main reasons lie in that the 

Yangzhou painters still belonged to the traditional category of literati painters who received literati education but 

made paintings for living. And their style, though showing a shift in prevalent subject from landscape to figure 

and flower-and-bird, retained the sophisticated brushwork of mainstream landscape. More importantly, in terms of 

the socio-economic mechanism through which paintings were produced as commodities, the Yangzhou paintings 

entered the art market through commissions, rather than as ready-made commodities. They did not demonstrate a 

new pattern in consumptive activities, and did not create a multi-layered stratified market for cultural 

consumption. 

By contrast, the low-quality and low-priced cityscapes were the steady products of art workshops and routine 

commodities which were widely sold in major urban centers. They represented the opposite end of the spectrum – 

in style, quality, and taste – from literati painting. As such, cityscapes are a vital resource for exploring the 

emergence of a new social class, a class of functionally literate people with modest means who demanded that 

cultural objects cater to their desire for art and books and created a stratified market for cultural consumption in 

early modern China.     

4. Urban Consciousness and Cities as Important Cultural Sites 
As mentioned above, the Ming-Qing cityscapes demonstrate a clear and consistent view on cities, which was 

centered on two aspects of urban life and culture: Commodities and commercial activities on the one hand, and 

theatrical performances and spectatorship on the other. In cityscapes, these two aspects are linked by a multitude 

of people who acted as pedestrians, sellers, buyers, or onlookers. This view of cities was not at all conventional or 

orthodox; for example, the Song version of the Qingming scroll instead laid stress on the activities associated with 

labor and work. Most of the traditional city maps projected cities from an official perspective focused on different 

levels of governmental offices and schools.26

While the Song-dynasty Qingming scroll was very likely to have been a court painting, it seems that cityscapes 

commissioned by the court or the government employed a perspective very different from that of the Ming-Qing 

cityscapes sold on the art market as routine commodities. The latter group of cityscapes projected cities from the 

eye of common people without literati education, who took pleasure in the dusty life of bustling cities. In this 

sense, the quotidian, consumptive, and flashy nature of urban life became important cultural expressions which 

deserved appreciation. While some literati criticized the commercialization and commoditization of the southern 

                                                       
25 A Bushel of Pearls, chapters 4 and 5. 
26 See Chang Che-chia , “Mingdai fangzhi zhong de ditu  (Maps in Ming Local 
Gazetteers),” in Huang Kewu , ed., Huazhong youhua: Jindai Zhongguo de shijue biaoshu yu wenhua goutu

 (Taipei: Zhongyang yanjiuyuan Jindaishi yanjiusuo, 2003), pp. 288-312.  
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metropolises and their association with vulgarity, the low-quality cityscapes sold in the cities represented a chance 

for common people to participate in urban commodity and visual culture.    

Two points can be deduced from the above discussion. First, there emerged a clear sense of urban culture and 

life in early modern China, which distinguished cities from other human environments and relished the activities 

and cultural expressions associated with cities. This urban consciousness also manifested itself in the novels 

which took the city and its associated lifestyle as their theme, such as Jin Ping Mei.27 As mentioned above, in 

many late-Ming records of the Song-dynasty Qingming scroll, the novel and the scroll were mythically linked 

together. The conjoining of these two important cultural expressions of city life in the anecdote seems to insinuate 

that urban consciousness not only penetrated popular stories and folk psychology but also became a resource for 

different modes of cultural expression. 

Second, the wide circulation of cityscapes in the Jiangnan area and the capital Beijing (including the 

eighteenth-century Qing court) demonstrated the vitality of the city as a symbolic and cultural site. By “cultural 

site,” I refer to specific places or physical spaces that were traditionally considered centers of social and cultural 

prestige.  

Before the late Ming, places such as beautiful scenic spots, eminent historical remains, or famous religious 

sanctuaries attracted the attention of Chinese social elites. As Frederick Mote notes in his seminal studies of 

Chinese cities, most of these cultural sites were located outside of city walls, the traditional symbol of the border 

of urban life. While a combination of agricultural cultivation and scholarly study (gengdu ) composed the 

ideal life of Confucianism, the importance of cities and urban life was neglected. This ideal life not only involved 

a life pattern and its associated economic and social foundation but also a certain social value. Agrarian life in the 

countryside was hardly fertile ground for social values which regarded the commercialization, commoditization, 

and spectatorship of urban culture as positive qualities. The rise of cities as important cultural sites certainly 

changed the social values predominant in late imperial China.    

Frederick Mote also indicates that the Western dichotomy of the city and the country is not applicable to China, 

for the relationship between Chinese cities and countryside was in a pattern more of continuum than rupture.28

Furthermore, social and economic historians have noted that the magnitude and cosmopolitan quality of cities in 

late imperial China did not exceed those of the Tang (618-970) and Song dynasties until the rise of Shanghai as a 

modern city in the late nineteenth century. However, if we shift our attention from statistics and economic 

indicators to urban consciousness and the representations of urban culture in literary and visual products, a 

completely different story emerges.  

This project gives an account of this story from the perspective of artworks by focusing on a great number of 

                                                       
27 The relationship of Jin Ping Mei and the burgeoning urban culture of the late-Ming period has been discussed by 
scholars in literary studies; for example, see Shang Wei, “The Making of the Everyday World: Jin Ping Mei Cihua and 
the Encyclopedias for Daily Use,” in David Der-wei Wang and Shang Wei, eds., Dynastic Crisis and Cultural 
Innovation: From the Late Ming to the Late Qing and Beyond (Cambridge: Harvard University Asia Center, 2005), pp. 
63-92. 
28 Frederick W. Mote, “The City in Traditional Chinese Civilization,” in James T. C. Liu and Wei-ming Tu., eds., 
Traditional China (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1970), p. 49; see also his “Millennium of Chinese Urban 
History: Form, Time and Space Concepts in Soochow,” in Rice University Studies, vol. 58, no. 4 (1973), pp. 101-54.  
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cityscapes from the late-sixteenth through the early nineteenth-centuries, while also incorporating recent research 

on fiction depicting urban life. The emergence of cities as the primary cultural sites in late imperial China and the 

blossoming of cultural qualities associated with urban life are very likely to be the key for us to investigate the 

problematic of modernity.  

As mentioned above, the complexities of modernity or “modernities” as an analytic framework to characterize 

the cultural and social traits in the historical development of human societies have aroused heated discussion in 

the humanities and social sciences. Here, I am unable to discuss the entire spectrum of the problematic of 

modernity and the ways by which cityscapes illuminate China’s historical course toward modern world. However, 

for the moment, I can point out that cities constituted critical cultural sites in early modern China, and urban 

culture became vital to the transformation of cultural expressions and social values of this historical period. 

Therefore, cityscapes, as one of the most important representations of the city, should play a role in shaping the 

analytical and conceptual tools that we apply to the problem of characterizing early modern China.   

       

Figures

Fig. 1  Qiu Ying (attributed), Qingming shanghe tu (Up to the River on Qingming Festival), early 17th 

century, Liaoning Provincial Museum, Shenyang, China   

Fig. 2  Zhang Zeduan (attributed), Qingming shanghe tu, 11th or 12th century, the Palace Museum, Beijing, 

China 

Fig. 3  Anonymous, Nan du fan hui (Thriving Southern Capital), early 17th century, The National  

Museum of China, Beijing, China 

Fig. 4  Anonymous, Shang yuan deng cai (Lantern Festival in Nanjing), detail, early 17th century, private 

collection, Taipei, Taiwan 
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Pictorial Dictionary of Everyday Lives in the Joseon Period, Korea

Source Materials and Banquet for the Governor of Pyeongyang

KIM Jeong Ah 

The systematization of illustrated materials for the study of folk culture is one of the research topics for Group 

1 in the 21st Century COE Program at Kanagawa University. The group’s specific objective is the compilation of 

ebiki, pictorial dictionaries of folk culture, building on the work published in 1964 as Emakimono ni yoru Nihon 

J min Seikatsu Ebiki (Pictorial Dictionary of Japanese Folk Culture compiled from Picture scrolls in the Medieval 

Period). The work reported here both carries on that research with a focus on the early modern era in Japan and 

expands it by developing ebiki for other areas of East Asia. I myself have been involved mostly in the compilation 

of ebiki on Korea, working on collecting and analyzing illustrated materials from the Joseon dynasty in Korea. 

In this presentation, I would like to introduce the process of attempting to compile a pictorial dictionary of 

everyday lives in the Joseon period, Korea, and then examine one example from the illustrated material. The first 

section thus presents the characteristics of a series of genre paintings, comparable to the handscroll paintings of 

medieval Japan, that are a source material for compiling a pictorial dictionary of Joseon-period Korean folk 

culture. The second section presents observations about the city of Pyeongyang and its culture in the Joseon 

period through an examination of the Banquet for the Governor of Pyeongyang, an example of a genre painting 

from the latter half of the eighteenth century. Together, these two sections will show how the compilation of a 

pictorial dictionary is implemented utilizing illustrated material.  

Here, I would like to acknowledge the generous assistance of the National Museum of Korea in my study of the 

Banquet for the Governor of Pyeongyang; the museum provided useful digital images of the painting and also 

gave me an opportunity to examine the work itself.  

Sources for a Pictorial Dictionary of Everyday Lives in the Joseon Period, Korea 
The members of the COE Group 1 have undertaken an extensive search for illustrated materials from which to 

compile pictorial dictionaries. In attempting to compile a pictorial dictionary of the Joseon period, Korea, we have 

paid special attention to the characteristics of the handscroll paintings produced up to the medieval period, Japan, 

which were the main source for the earlier Pictorial Dictionary of Japanese Folk Culture Compiled from Picture

Scrolls in the Medieval Period, and have focused on collecting comparable illustrated materials from 

Joseon-dynasty Korea. Representations of daily lives from that period have proved, however, to be quite scarce; 

only few sources we have found are pictorial diaries, illustrated guidebooks, and technical books on, for example, 

agriculture. Documentary paintings such as Royal Procession to the Hwaseong or Painting Album of the 

Gathering of Elder Statesmen do exist, but are exegetical illustrations of events within the Joseon-dynasty 

aristocratic society. The most useful materials we have found, with an abundance of illustrations presenting the 

everyday lives of ordinary people and the living spaces are the genre paintings that were labeled “vulgar 

paintings” during that period. Court painters undertook the production of genre paintings about ordinary lives and 
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events to suit court and aristocratic tastes, and their work influenced the style of the painters who produced a 

plethora of lively genre paintings for the common people at the time. 

Of the materials available from the Joseon dynasty, I am now focusing on the following five works, which 

realistically depict the everyday lives and occupations of ordinary people, to compile a pictorial dictionary of 

everyday lives in the Joseon period, Korea. 

Genre Painting Album by Hye-won, by Shin Yun-bok. 30 album leaves. Kansong Art Museum 

Genre Painting Album by Dan-won, by Kim Hong-do. 25 album leaves. National Museum of Korea 

Genre Scenes of Cultivation and Sericulture Activities, anonymous. a pair of four-panel folding screen. 

Hanyang University Museum 

Highlights of an Illustrious Life, anonymous. 8 panels (originally mounted as a folding screen). National 

Museum of Korea 

Banquet for the Governor of Pyeongyang, attributed to Kim Hong-do. 3 panels. National Museum of Korea 

These works date from the eighteenth to the early nineteenth centuries and realistically depict details of folk 

culture in the Joseon period. The Genre Painting Album by Hye-won (Fig. 1) and Genre Painting Album by

Dan-won (Fig. 2) are the most important of these materials, rich in vivid genre depictions comparable to those of 

the handscroll paintings produced in Medieval Japan. The Genre Scenes of Cultivation and Sericulture Activities

(Fig. 3) is particularly worthy of attention, since it contains a great number of scenes related to agricultural 

activities and women’s labor. Highlights of an Illustrious Life (Fig. 4) is also a fascinating work, for this narrative 

presentation of all the rites of passage from birth to death includes many scenes closely tied to daily life as well as 

illustrations of events. We have thus focused on all four as source materials for the pictorial dictionary. (See the 

illustrations of 1-1, 2-1, 3-1, 4-1 for examples of pictorial dictionary preparation.) 

While these Joseon-period genre paintings are valuable sources, materials as rich in scenes from everyday life 

as the handscroll paintings produced in medieval Japan are, unfortunately, extremely rare. Of the five works listed 

above, two are albums (Genre Painting Album by Hye-won and Genre Painting Album by Dan-won) and two are 

large works mounted as folding screens (Genre Scenes of Cultivation and Sericulture Activities and Highlights of 

an Illustrious Life), but much less data can be extracted from them than from the medieval Japanese handscroll 

paintings executed during the medieval period of Japan. Moreover, compared with the Japanese handscrolls, with 

their narrative development and inclusion of many events and activities, including the origins of temples and 

shrines, biographies of famous priests, and legends, the record of life in Joseon-period Korea that they present is 

quite limited. In this circumstance, such Korean genre paintings are, nonetheless, the most valuable materials for 

considering folk culture and everyday lives.  

Focusing on Banquet for the Governor of Pyeongyang
Following that brief explanation of the importance of such series of genre paintings created in the Joseon period 

for the pictorial dictionary of Korean folk culture, I would like now to move on to one of these works, Banquet for 

the Governor of Pyeongyang, in reporting one case of how we investigate and use these illustrated materials. 

Banquet for the Governor of Pyeongyang is particularly important for developing the pictorial dictionary in what 
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it reveals about local culture of Pyeongyang, yet little detailed art-historical research had been reported about it, 

and much - from precisely when it was created, a detailed consideration of its motifs, or even to the explication of 

its title - remained obscure.  

Banquet for the Governor of Pyeongyang is especially important because it presents cityscapes of this city and 

views of everyday life illustrative of local culture in Pyeongyang. The production of cityscape paintings such as 

Qingming shanghe tu (Going Up the River on the Qingming Festival) by Zhang Zeduan from the Northern Song 

period, China or the Rakuch  rakugai zu (Views In and Around the Capital) in early modern Japan was not 

widespread in Joseon-period Korea. Banquet for the Governor of Pyeongyang is one of the very small group of 

extant cityscapes that also includes Governor of Dongrae Greeting Japanese Envoys, which depicts a procession 

of envoys marching into the castle of Dongrae and a banquet scene, and Local Court of Gyeonggi Province, which 

depicts the area outside the Great West Gate of the capital. Banquet for the Governor of Pyeongyang, then, is 

notable for representing street scenes from the city of Pyeongyang as well as its banquet scenes. I would like to 

use this work to illuminate the process of compiling our pictorial dictionary on Joseon-period folklore culture in 

Korea by focusing on several details. 

Interpreting the Banquet for the Governor of Pyeongyang
Banquet for the Governor of Pyeongyang, which is in the collection of the National Museum of Korea, consists 

of three panels: “Boating Excursion Under the Moon,” “Feast at Yeonguang Arbor,” and “Feast at Bubyeok 

Arbor.” These panels show Pyeongyang Castle and two traditionally famous arbor sites with views of the 

Daedong River. The painting greatly enhances our understanding of Pyeongyang and its culture in that period, 

since it combines the qualities of an illuminated map and a genre painting. Comparing it with the Pyeongyang 

kwanbu do (Map of Pyeongyang Castle) confirms that the painting seems to depict the scenery in and around 

Pyeonyang accurately. 

The three extant panels of the Banquet are color on paper and measure 71.2 by 196.6 centimeters. They appear 

to be part of a handscroll, but are now framed; it remains unclear whether the three panels were originally scroll 

mounted. The evenly drawn lines and vibrant palette of pigments interplay with the organic shapes of the 

architectural components and provide a direct visual reference to woodblock printed picture maps of Pyeongyang. 

Such picture maps, which present a bird’s-eye view of Pyeongyang, were mass produced and widely circulated 

among the nobility and also among the common people in the mid eighteenth century. In most, the outlines were 

printed, then color added.  

In the Banquet panels, the even, consistent lines are extremely similar to the lines in the woodblock printed map 

that it almost suggests a printed map may have been copied with the brush. The landscape in the background of 

these panels, however, is, quite different in style from the lines, the precisely rendered architectural objects, and 

the depiction of human figures. Its brushwork reveals an artist whose style skillfully emphasizes landscape 

painting techniques.  

What, then, can we say about the dating of the Banquet for the Governor of Pyeongyang ? Scenic spots in 

Pyeongyang had been pictoralized, poetized and praised since early in the Joseon dynasty. The city was 

completely destroyed, however, in the two invasions of Korea by Japan (1592-98) and a later invasion by 

Qing-dynasty China (1637-38). It then lay in ruins for about a century, with major restoration of the city only 
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beginning in the 1740s. The prevalence of depictions of the sights of Pyeongyang, with mass production of the 

extremely popular illustrated maps and paintings in the latter half of the eighteenth century, coincided with the 

reconstruction of the city. The brushwork in the Banquet, particularly the even, unvarying line and the precise 

drawing of architectural features suggests the kaiga style of rendering objects using a straight edge or compass. A 

comparison of it with extant illustrated maps of Pyeongyang, however, suggests it is less an example of the kaiga 

style than a copy, done with the brush, of a woodblock printed map. 

Other clues to dating the Banquet for the Governor of Pyeongyang are the locations of the castle walls and 

buildings depicted in it. Pyeongyang Castle consisted of four areas, the inner, central, outer, and northern citadels. 

The northern citadel, which was the last to be added, was built in 1714 and was surrounded by a wall. Paintings 

and prints dating from the mid eighteenth century on clearly depict the wall around Pyeongyang Castle’s northern 

citadel. The Pyeongyang Kwanbu-do, a map that dates from earlier than 1714, does not show the northern citadel 

wall, but the Banquet clearly does. Interestingly enough, the relative locations of the Bubyeok Arbor, Peony Peak, 

the Yeongmyeong Temple, and the Five-storied Octagonal Pagoda in it are consistent with the Pyeongyang 

Kwanbu-do. In addition, the landscape portion at the top of the painting is in the Jeong Seon style, which was 

dominant in the 1770s and 1780s. Putting those indications together permits the inference that the Banquet dates 

from the latter half of the eighteenth century. 

There are several points to be born in mind in reading this painting as reference material for regional culture. 

The Banquet is said to be a visual rendering of the Kwanseoak-bu or Anthology of Kwanseo recorded in 1774 in 

which Shin Gwangsoo admonishes his friend Che Jegong, who has been appointed the governor of Pyeongyang, a 

noted pleasure spot, to devote himself to governing and not fall into hedonistic ways. The content of the painting, 

however, contradicts the intent of the Anthology of Kwanseo by depicting an extremely lavish arrival by the new 

governor and welcoming banquet.  

In interpreting the Banquet for the Governor of Pyeongyang, which we date to the second half of the eighteenth 

century, I would particularly point to a number of motifs for portrayal of regional culture related to the costumes 

and banquet performances. The costumes and ornaments are strictly differentiated by social and official ranks. The 

costumes of the officials in the banquet scene provide a visual index of the period, from lower to higher ranking 

officials and military officers. There are also obvious differences in the costumes worn by boys, married men, 

maids, and other servants. A reference for the costumes of the officials, civil officialdoms, retinues, militaries and 

their ranks is the contemporaneous Welcoming the Newly Appointed Governor of Anreung, which depicts the 

arrival of a newly appointed local official to his post at Anreung in Hwang-hae Province. 

In women’s costume, woman of the yangban class wore chima or skirts that wrapped to the right and were closed 

with a cord, while women of the lower orders and the female servant-dancers called ginyeo wore their chima

wrapped to the left. According to the Chronicle of Pyeong-an Namdo, however, in Pyeongyang, all women wore 

their chima wrapped to the right, regardless of rank. Whether the women depicted in the Banquet for the Governor 

of Pyeongyang are not differentiated by wrapping their chima to the left or right because the local custom was not 

to observe that rank distinction that was strictly enforced in the capital or because the artist omitted that detail 

remains open for discussion.  

In the representation of women in the Banquet, the most striking aspect may be the depiction of the female 

servant-dancers called ginyeo, especially in connection with the banquet subject. In this painting, they are visually 
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recognizable by their karima, a black headgear-like-ornament. Their duty was to serve the aristocratic class with 

dancing and singing and to entertain military officers and provincial officials who went to the remote places 

without their family. The ginyeo belonged to the Gyobang, the government institutions in the capital and the 

provinces. According to the Record of Pyeongyang, there were almost 300 ginyeo in the Pyeongyang Gyobang,

and some of them were often sent to perform at banquets for aristocrats in the capital. The performances depicted 

in this painting should be noted, for they include the boating dance, the sword dance and the lion dance. The

Feast at Yeonguang Arbor” panel shows the lion dance being performed to orchestra accompaniment, while the 

boat, crane, lotuses, and other props prepared for the boating dance and other performances are visible beside the 

stairs. A performance of the sword dance appears in the, “Feast at Bubyok Arbor.”  

While the Pyeongyang Gazeteer from the late sixteenth century records that the boating, sword, and lion dances 

were performed, the Banquet for the Governor of Pyeongyang is their first appearance in the illustrated materials. 

Documentary paintings suggest that none were part of the repertoire for performance at royal banquets until the 

late eighteenth to nineteenth centuries. While most provincial performance repertoires were based on the royal 

banquet repertoire, those dances were first performed in Pyeongyang, then spread later to the capital, possibly 

introduced by ginyeo from Pyeongyang, who often were required to perform at banquets in the capital when 

performers were in short supply there. Thus, the boating, lion, and sword dances, which are first known from the 

last-sixteenth-century the Pyeongyang Gazeteer, are depicted in the Banquet for the Governor of Pyeongyang,

which is inferred to be from the latter half of the eighteenth century, and later was adopted as part of the royal 

banquet performance repertoire. Thus, we can observe the flow of banquet culture from a provincial city, 

Pyeongyang, to the capital.  

The information on culture and lifestyles that can be acquired from a close reading of the Banquet for the 

Governor of Pyeongyang is not confined to matters of costume and dance. The architectural styles in use in 

Pyeongyang, the types of boats—there are many other aspects of the painting that will require further study in 

preparing our pictorial dictionary.  

Conclusion
One of the main tasks of our twenty-first century COE program is systematization of illustrated materials. Our 

main sources in compiling a pictorial dictionary or ebiki for Korea are genre paintings that vividly reveal the 

everyday lives and occupations of ordinary people during the Joseon dynasty. Banquet for the Governor of 

Pyeongyang, the example I have presented here, provides useful data on costumes and regional performance 

culture and would be one important source for an ebiki on Korea. Careful analysis of the motifs enables us to 

reach conclusions drawn from the portrayal of the material, among which are included strict regulations on 

costumes and certain performing repertories that are realistically depicted in the painting.  

I believe that Banquet for the Governor of Pyeongyang reveals not only the welcome given to the newly arrived 

Governor of Pyeongyang, but also the spaces in which art performances were enjoyed by a many residents of the 

city. As far as the iconography of such paintings is concerned, the banquet is not only for welcoming a governor 

but also activities that are assembled and integrated by participation of residents in Pyeongyang. Understanding 

the societies and historical periods by interpreting the iconography in genre paintings from the Joseon dynasty is 

the most crucial task in compiling a pictorial dictionary on Korea. Through this work, our project will contribute 
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important research data for many fields related to the study of Korean culture. 

<Illustrations> 

Fig.1 Genre Painting Album by Hye-won, by Sin Yun-bok. Kansong Art Museum. 

Fig.2 Genre Painting Album by Dan-won, by Kim Hong-do. National Museum of Korea.

Fig.3 Genre Scenes of Cultivation and Sericulture Activities, Anonymous. Detail. Hanyang University Museum 

Fig.4 Highlights of an Illustrious Life, Anonymous. Detail. National Museum of Korea 

Fig.5 Boating Excursion Under the Moon, Banquet for the Governor of Pyoeongyang, attributed to Kim Hong- 

do. National Museum of Korea 

Fig.6 Feast at Yeonguang Arbor, Banquet for the Governor of Pyoeongyang, attributed to Kim Hong-do. 

National Museum of Korea 

Fig.7 Feast at Bubyok Arbor, Banquet for the Governor of Pyoeongyang, attributed to Kim Hong-do. National 

Museum of Korea 

Fig.8 Detail of Fig.6, Feast at Yeonguang Arbor, Banquet for the Governor of Pyoeongyang, attributed to Kim 

Hong-do. National Museum of Korea 

Fig.9 Detail of Fig.7, Feast at Bubyok Arbor, Banquet for the Governor of Pyoeongyang, attributed to Kim 

Hong-do. National Museum of Korea. 
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Comment

MOSTOW Joshua

When I was a beginning student in elementary school, one of our textbooks was called a “pictionary.” I no longer 
own this book, nor remember much about it, but I do remember enjoying it enormously. While Prof. Fukuta is no 
doubt correct that there is no English word for “e-biki,” in my following comments, I shall use the word “pictionary.” 

Japan seems to have a particularly old and rich history of pictionary-like genres. The practice of categorizing 
geographical features can of course be found in the fudoki , though I am aware of no visual component of these 
early eighth-century works, but they came to be used in the making of yuki  and suki byôbu  for the 
Daijô-e , which depicted specific provinces, a practice that can be traced back to at least the tenth century. 
Then of course there are meisho-e byôbu  more generally, and tsuki-nami byôbu  served as 
visual dictionaries of sorts of poetic topics, or dai . Finally, there is the famous Nenjû Gyôji Emaki
of Emperor Go-Shirakawa  of the Hôgen  to Jishô  era (1156-1181). 

The medieval ( ) period sees genre such as the Shokunin Uta-awase , and kai-awase , which 
include pictures of various animals, plants, fish and fowl. Finally, in the early modern period we get Nakamura 
Tekisai’s 1666 Kinmô Zui , which of course became a whole genre of its own. In the past, I have described 
this trend as the “lexicalization” ( ) of visual imagery during the early modern period, which created a visual 
vocabulary largely shared by the entire population. Of course, these are all rather different from the kind of work 
envisioned by the Kanagawa E-Biki Project. 

Prof. Fukuta mentioned “e-nikki.” In fact, there is evidence for e-nikki as far back as the Heian period, and 
Michitsuna no Haha, author of the Kagerô Diary, clearly kept one. But such diaries of course require a set of 
conventions that are easily used by people who are not professional artists, and some have argued that this need is the 
origin of a kind of picture called “onna-e” in the period. Since the onna-e genre were used both for e-nikki and for 
monogatari-e, we can imagine the problems inherent in using them as historical resources ( ).

As explained by Prof. Fukuta, zue too are a combination of fact and fantasy, and include many imaginary 
landscapes or re-envisioned historical scenes. Indeed, the Edo period also saw the publications of such titles as the Ise
Monogatari Zue  and the Hyakunin Isshu Zue . Certainly texts like 

are celebratory in intent, something like a travel guide such as Fodor’s or Lonely Planet, and one would 
like to see the E-Biki Project go hand-in-hand with an analysis of their sources as rhetorical statements, that is, what 

authors and artists like Akisato  and Takehara  thought they were saying. Prof. Fukata stated that 

and one would like to balance this “accidental” quality with an analysis of the purpose for which 
such imagery was originally made. 

Yet, despite these reservations, when one sees what can be learned following Prof. Tajima’s insightful reading of 
scenes of the Nôgyô Zue, one is certainly impressed. I must say that I share his regret that analysis must be limited to 
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so-called “jômin”—surely this is a rather dated folklore studies prejudice. Nor did Shibusawa keep to his own rules, 

as the does include aristocrats in its utilization of “The Hungry Ghosts Scroll” . On 

the other hand, Prof. Tajima no doubt feels that the project is difficult enough as it is, without adding more classes and 
sectors of society! 

But what I like most is all the questions that Prof. Tajima’s raises—about how clothes were actually worn, whether 
eye-brows were shaved or not, or the relation between bridges and tobacconists. In these cases, one is hesitant to take 
the pictures as solid evidence, but they do raise intriguing questions, and one is alerted to keep an eye out for 
corroborating evidence, whether visual or verbal.  

When one sees the variety of fields, such as architecture, commerce, and farming, that one needs to know in order 
to be able to “read” these pictures, one appreciates what an enormous undertaking the scholars at Kanagawa have 
taken on. And, as Prof. Tajima remarks, one understands how much has been lost of the knowledge of daily life. 
Which makes me wonder if perhaps the Kanagawa E-biki project should not focus on the other end of history and 
start compiling an E-biki of the twentieth century. I remember showing a Japanese graduate student a book published 
in Japan immediately after the war in 1946. It was printed by mimeograph, and the student had never heard of such a 
thing. Many of the forms of mechanical reproduction that people of my generation were raised with have now 
disappeared. Last month I went shopping with my mother to buy her a new telephone/answering machine/fax machine, 
and we were able to find only one model—clearly fax machines are being quickly replaced by scanned documents 
sent on email. Which brings me one last time to the word “jômin.” No doubt scholars such as Shibusawa used the 
word because “tsune” not only has the meaning of “ordinary” but in classical Japanese “tsune naru” means “eternal” 
( )—the unchanging Volk. But, of course, as we have seen, , “change is the way of the 
world.” Our research occurs in a space where the differences between tradition, history, and ephemera seem 
increasingly ill defined. Nonetheless, I for one am enormously impressed by and grateful for the Kanagawa E-biki 
project, and I look forward to its successful completion. 
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Comment

TREDE Melanie

Let me first thank the organizers of the symposium and Prof. Fukuta, the coordinator of our session, Prof. Kim, and its 
chair, Prof. Nishi, for inviting me to this stimulating conference. 

Both papers by Prof. Wang Cheng-hua and Prof. Kim Jeong Ah touch on genre painting of early modern China and 
Korea, respectively, as a tool to interpret visualized human activities. Both papers focus on paintings that were regarded 
as “vulgar” in Prof. Kim’s case or that constituted an affordable commodity equipped with an alternative aesthetics 
diverging from literati high culture, as in Prof. Wang’s paper. The subject matter in both examples cover cityscapes and 
scenes of street life with a thriving urban population of Suzhou and Peongyang. 

Both papers point to the necessity of comparing depictions of cityscapes with Asian and Western examples. One such 
example would be the scenic spots mentioned in both papers. fifteenth century pictorial renderings of Pyeongyang 
focused on a set of ten famous sites within the city. Prof. Wang refers to the commission of a book by a late-Ming 
scholar-official which rendered forty scenic spots in Nanjing, chosen for their “historical pedigree and association with 
literary images.” The Japanese counterparts would be both, “paintings of famous sites” (meisho-e) and “Scenes in and 
outside of the capital” (rakuchû rakugaizu). The mostly unsigned Joseon, late Ming and early Tokugawa period 
examples even share formal qualities: rich colors, and an emphasis on detail.  

Despite these commonalities, there are obvious differences between the two papers.  
Prof. Kim’s presentation and current meticulous research is closely connected with Prof. Fukuta and Prof. Tajima’s 

involvement and engagement in the pictorial dictionary (ebiki) project, on which Prof. Mostow already commented. She 
proposes to widen the Japan-focus of this time-honored project by painstakingly researching relevant Joseon-period 
Korean paintings and rendering them available for the project. The addition of other East Asian cultures in the pictorial 
dictionary (ebiki) project will prove to be a useful supplement. The analyses of Korean genre paintings as proposed by 
Prof. Kim will not only enhance the accessibility of relevant material to a large and diverse audience, but will hopefully 
result in comparative research of depictions from everyday life in pre-modern Korea, Japan and China.  

My training as an art historian under the late Chino Kaori sensei from Gakushûin University as well as under Prof. 
Nishi Kazuo as my initiator in architectural history, included a critical assessment of any material, be it written or 
nonwritten. The speakers of this panel have voiced a similar concern in their papers. 

By analyzing the patronage, historical background and political implications, as well as the use of visual motifs and 
their particular rendering, each image (or architectural structure, for that matter), would carry a distinct message or 
meaning to the contemporaneous viewer.  

Scholars such as Kuroda Hideo or Matthew McKelway have analysed the patron’s agency in the rakuchû rakugaizu
screens of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. The striking difference in the depiction of individual buildings in 
various versions, more crowded spheres in one screen over empty spaces in another allow the conclusion that what is 
depicted does not reflect a “reality”, but rather the patron’s partial eye.  
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Even the obvious endeavour to represent facts, such as the depiction of human couples of diverse ethnicities (kakkoku 
jinshuzu ) framing world maps and prints in the early seventeenth century1 have to be read with caution. 
Myth, fiction, and the ever-changing perception of humankind is evident in pictures rendering “giants,” “dwarfs,” and 
“people with long arms and long legs,” among others. 

The regional focus of both Prof. Tajima and Prof. Kim’s research is particularly interesting for the ebiki-project at large. 
I wonder whether the Nôgyô zue and the Banquet for the Governor of Pyeongyang will be exceptions within the chosen 
materials? 

Another issue that arises from Prof.s Tajima and Kim’s papers seems to be the social rank of those depicted. While the 
servant-dancers ginyeo depicted in the Banquet scenes may fall under the category of common people ( ) as defined 
by Shibusawa Keizô, the governor and the officials probably won’t. Could you expand on this point, since Prof. Tajima 
specifically mentioned this problem in the case of the Nôgyô zue?

By drawing on a wide variety of methodologies, Prof. Wang, on the other hand, offers a perspective that critically 
questions the role of genre paintings in late Ming and Qing China. Her analyses seem to preclude the taxonomy of 
individual motifs. Rather than representing a reality, Prof. Wang interprets cityscapes as a commodity of urban 
consumers in contrast with or as an answer to orthodox literati culture. The depicted motifs convey specific meanings 
against the historical background, such as the Bridge of Ten-Thousand Years (Wannianqiao ) constructed in 
1740. Its central position in some New Year’s prints from Suzhou served to celebrate emperor Qianlong’s reign as a 
perfect combination of “good governance and urban infrastructure.”  

Some aspects of Prof. Wang’s paper reveal the contrast between the Chinese and the Japanese visual tradition. She 
highlights the novelty of celebrating cities among the late-Ming and Qing urban élite versus the traditional literati 
aesthetic, which dwelled on “symbolic sites of high culture from the countryside, where time-honored academies and 
temples located.” This seems to be in stark contrast to the traditional Japanese cultural fixation on cities, in particular the
capital city of Heian, or Kyoto. The capital was not only the center of cultural activities since the ninth century and the 
target of  poetic pursuits by the social and political élite, but it also served as a model of emulation for local centers.  

Prof. Wang took up two types of cityscapes, copies of the Song Dynasty Qingming shanghe tu and cityscapes depicting 
contemporary cities. Even though both types might share common features and reflect similar conceptions of cities, can 
we indeed discuss these two types as the same phenomenon in late Ming and early Qing? Could it be that the Qingming 
shanghe tu copies were somehow linked to its fame as a much sought-after Song dynasty antique rather than as a 
celebration of urban life, consumption and a new social stratum?  

A brand-new dissertation by Ya-Chen Ma from Stanford University2 discusses how the model of Qingming shanghe tu
was viewed in late Ming as a cityscape of capitals, and according to her research, it was not until the eighteenth century 
that the model of Qingming shanghe tu was borrowed to depict non-capital cities such as Suzhou. Ma insists that the 
copies of Qingming shanghe tu only had limited connections with contemporary issues, whereas she sides with Prof. 
Wang that cityscapes depicting contemporary cities were visual constructions directly involved in contemporary 

                                                       
1 During the seventeenth century and thereafter, this subject matter was also taken up on painted handscrolls. 
2 “Picturing Suzhou: Visual Politics in the making of cityscapes in eighteenth-century China,” Stanford University, November 

2006. I would like to thank Ya-Chen Ma for sharing her insightful expertise with me including the thoughts above.
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political dynamics, such as the reinforcement of the emperor’s legitimacy. In short, is it advisable to refer to the 
reception of the Qingming shanghe tu as a generic title of “paintings which depict(ed) a generalized mode of city life?” 
An online article by Amica O. Yeung from Berkeley, 3 for instance, interprets the absence of women in the Song 
Qingming shanghe tu. While the emperor is often surrounded by female attendants in other paintings—thus empowered 
by a signifier of status—male commoners in the Qingming scroll are never accompanied by women. The author 
concludes that, by excluding women from closely observed public view, the artist was upholding the social conventions 
of Confucian society that relegated women to private seclusion as the exclusive, intimate possessions of their 
husbands.” I wonder whether this observation holds true also in the case of the Ming/Qing copies of the original Song 
scroll and of the Suzhou cityscapes produced in the eighteenth century? 

Another issue regards the nature of the consumers. As Prof. Wang clearly analyzes, the aesthetic of brilliant colours 
and a self-explanatory subject-matter attracted the social strata not initiated in complex literati accomplishments. Still, 
would it be imaginable that highbrow literati also sponsored (or even clandestinely bought) the gorgeous cityscapes 
from Suzhou? In the case of Japanese popular woodblock prints as well as paintings of the pleasure district in the 
eighteenth and nineteenth century, current research defies the long-established cliché that these works were only bought 
by urban commoners and merchants. High-ranking warriors were apparently involved in patronizing this genre of art as 
well.4

Let me conclude my remarks by thanking you again for allowing me a glimpse into the fascinating ebiki-project at 
Kanagawa University. 

                                                       
3 http://www-mcnair.berkeley.edu/98journal/ayeung/Image20.
4 Timothy Clark: Ukiyo-e Paintings in the British Museum, London: British Museum, 1992, 23 ff. 
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The Goal of Session III “Tracing the Migration of East Asian Peoples 
through a Comparative Study of Plow Shapes” 

K NO Michiaki 

I would like to explain what lies behind the title of this session: “Tracing the Migration of East Asian Peoples 

through a Comparative Study of Plow Shapes.”  

Kanagawa University has pursued its COE Program “Systematization of Nonwritten Cultural Materials for the 

Study of Human Societies.” Culture is formed as people create such objects as clothes, houses, hoes, bows and 

arrows to facilitate their lives in nature. In this sense, culture can be determined by natural environment. 

However, local cultures as we know them today cannot always be attributed to regional climates and 

environments. Migrations of people have taken place from time to time, and cultures born in certain regions have 

been delivered to places with different environments. The evergreen forest culture theory, which has propelled 

East Asian cultural studies in the late 20th century, fails to pay heed to this point. The theory goes that Yunnan 

Province was the fount of East Asian culture. Yet ethnic minorities in this region have their roots in other parts of 

China, so Yunnan must have absorbed cultures developed in different environments. Information on whether the 

inhabitants of a region are indigenous and, if not, when and from where they came forms a cornerstone of cultural 

studies. Thus, Session III endeavors to unravel the migratory history of Asian peoples.  

While Chinese history is recorded in ancient books, early Korean and Japanese history is shrouded in myths. 

Yet it has been confirmed that the shapes of plows do not change easily, and that, for instance, how Koreans 

settled in Japan in the 6th to 7th centuries can be spelled out based on studies of plows used in the 20th century. This 

session will demonstrate that, by conducting a comparative study of plows around East Asia, it is possible to 

unveil the immigration history of Asian peoples in the 2,500 years since the advent of plows in China’s Warring 

States Period.  

Session III features several experts in the field. Tokai University Professor Takeshi Watabe explores the history 

of plow agriculture. He visits China from time to time to study folk tools and archaeological references. Inha 

University Emeritus Professor Kwang-eon Kim is an authority on folklore and folk tool studies in Korea. I will 

talk about Japanese plows, which I have been studying for 26 years at museums around Japan. The commentator 

for this session is Yunnan University Professor Shaoting Yin, who gave the presentation “The Source and Type of 

Yunnan Plows” at last year’s symposium. 

Communication between Chinese and Japanese researchers studying East Asian plows has been fostered thanks 

to Professor Watabe. Yet as a whole, there have been few opportunities to exchange research findings with experts 

from different countries. Indeed, this symposium marks the first meeting of Japanese, Korean and Chinese 

researchers in this field. With presentations given on the theme of tracing the migrations of East Asian peoples, I 

hope we can gain insights into studies developed in different research environments and open the door to future 

research collaborations.  
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Traditional Chinese Plows and the Transfer of Their Technology 

WATABE Takeshi 

Introduction 
To date, very little systematic research on Chinese traditional plows has been conducted. To the best of my 

knowledge, Amano Motonosuke, who has devoted his life to the study of agricultural history in China, Zhou Xin, 

who works at the Research Institute for Agricultural Tools in Jining City, Shandong, and Professor Yin Shaoting of 

Yunnan University, who is also the commentator for this session, have published acclaimed works incorporating 

research results from their fieldwork and archaeological and documentary studies. As a result, the types and 

geographical distribution of plows traditionally used in China have so far been made clear. However, there are still 

unresolved issues concerning the significance of the origin and development process of traditional Chinese plows. 

Based on recent trends in the study of agricultural history and on my own research, I would like to state my 

opinions on some of these issues. 

1. The issue of the stone plow of the Neolithic Age and the bronze plow of the Shang Dynasty 
First, let us consider the issue of when the plow first appeared in China. There are currently two theories 

regarding the origin of the plow in China. The first is that the plow was invented in China; the second is that it 

was imported. Many Chinese researchers support the first theory, and one basis for their belief is the presence of 

the stone plow of the Neolithic Age. 

 Stone plows have mainly been unearthed from sites belonging to the Songze and Liangzhu cultures of the Taihu 

(Great Lake) area (in Zhejiang, Jiangsu, and Shanghai). Like the plowshare, the stone plow is triangular, with two 

or three perforations in its center, and both its sides sharpened into blades. Most stone plows have sides about 20 

centimeters in length, sometimes as long as 50 centimeters. The stone plow is believed to have been attached to a 

wooden body when used, but since such wooden bodies decay, their restored shapes and forms vary according to 

the researchers who draw them. In the early stages of research, these stone plows were restored in the form of 

cultivation tools similar to man-powered frame plows, and this shape was believed to have been the archetype for 

the current plow. Recent archaeological findings, however, have shown that two wing-like stone parts were 

attached to a type of stone plow, and that these were used together. In addition, a stone plow still attached to a 

wooden body that was luckily found at the site dating back to the Liangzhu Culture in Pinghu City, Zhejiang, was 

quite possibly a treadle plow used for cultivation. Yoshiki Koyanagi, who has excavated Neolithic sites in the 

Zhejiang region, has publicized his opinion that this particular stone plow should not be compared to the frame 

plows of Northern China that appear later, based on his observations of countless stone plows. I share his opinion 

on this matter. 

 In relation to the origin of the plow used in China, the one agricultural tool other than the previously mentioned 

stone plow that I must refer to is the bronze plowshare. Very few examples of this type of plowshare have been 

found so far. Some major examples include the two recently found at the large tomb dating back to the Shang 
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Dynasty found in Xingan Prefecture, Jiangxi, and another unearthed in the area between Henan and Shanxi (and 

introduced by Amano in his work) dating back to around the Western Zhou Dynasty. As they all have designs of 

taotie (mythical ferocious animals) inscribed on their surfaces, they are believed to have been farming tools made 

for ceremonial use. They are all quite small ; approximately 10 centimeters long and 13 centimeters wide. As 

other bronze farming tools such as the lei, si, chan, cha and jue have been unearthed from the Xingan site, the 

function of the plowshare must have been different from those of the other tools. It is therefore impossible to 

reach a definitive conclusion as to whether this tool was actually used as the tip of the plow pulled by animals 

simply because it looks as if it was used in this way. Looking into the jiaguwen (inscriptions on bones or tortoise 

shells dating back to the Shang Dynasty), which are the earliest forms of Chinese characters, the primordial form 

for the character  (noted as “ ” in Shuowen, a book of characters dating back to the Eastern Han Dynasty) is 

believed to have been “ ”( ), which is a pictograph describing the cultivation of earth using the lei or other 

such treadle plows. The element  (cow) was later added to this character, after the Spring and Autumn Period 

and the Warring States Period. It is symbolically significant that there were actually two followers of Kongzi 

(Confucious) (551-479 B.C.) who had names related to plowing : Rangeng (also known as Boniu), and Sima Geng 

(aka Sima Li, aka Ziniu). Such names were probably given to the followers since the cow-pulled plow was an 

innovative technology at the time. Therefore, I hesitate to agree that the bronze plowshare of the Shang Dynasty 

should be deemed direct proof of animal-powered plowing. 

2. The innovation of iron-making technology and the dissemination of iron agricultural tools 
In documents from the Warring States Period, such as Guoyu, Zhanguoce, Hanfeizi and Shangjunshu, the 

Zhongyuan States’ policies for increasing wealth and military power are described vividly. Often mentioned in 

such historical literature is the presence of people called gengzhan zhi shi. Literally translated, these are people 

who hold farming tools and are engaged in farming in times of peace, but take up weapons and fight once wars 

start. Society during the Spring and Autumn Period was greatly different from that of the Shang and Western Zhou 

periods in that it was the law, and not the divine, that ruled citizens' daily lives. Also, it was commoners devoted to 

farming who were the major forces in national defense, rather than the aristocrats who fought on chariots. 

Everything from census registrations to military service systems, the organization and distribution of farmland, 

agricultural law, tax systems and forms of settlement worked together smoothly under the law. The sources of 

power and wealth of the rulers of the states during the Warring States Period were politics and foreign diplomacy 

by bureaucrats and the development of uncultivated frontiers by the gengzhan zhi shi. Of particular note is how in 

Qin State, as part of its Constitutional Reform of Shangyang during the reign of Xiaogong (361-338 BC), a 

large-scale basic provision system of farmlands called the qianmo (crisscross footpaths between fields) system 

was introduced and clearly worked hand in hand with plowing. In Zhanguoce it is recorded that “in the state of 

Qin, plows pulled by cows cultivate the land, and food is transported with river traffic.” 

 What supported the dissemination of plowing at the time was the innovation of iron-making technology during 

the Spring and Autumn Period. Man-made ironware first appeared in the Zhongyuan (Central Plain) region in the 

late Western Zhou Period (around 800 B.C.), and the technology for manufacturing steel by putting cast iron 

through the process of direct decarburization was invented during the transitional period between the Spring and 
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Autumn Period and the Warring States Period (mid-fifth century B.C.). This was a phenomenal invention in the 

history of iron making that promoted the large-scale production of iron weapons, farming tools and various 

production tools later in the mid- and late Warring States Period. Of the Zhongyuan states, Han, Wei and Zhao of 

the Shanxi and Henan regions, and Yan of the Hebei region had the most innovative iron-making technology 

during the Warring States Period. The institutions for producing iron weaponry and farming tools in the later Qin 

and Han empires had merely succeeded the legacy of these warring states. 

 The iron-making technology of the warring states had a large influence on the surrounding areas as well. For 

example, iron-farming tools of the Yan State were taken to the Korean peninsula via the Liaodong peninsula. As 

the traditional treadle plow in Korea called ttabi is reminiscent of the lei and ba of ancient China, it is my 

assumption that the former is linked to the latter. I also believe that the jaenggi, the plow traditionally found in 

Korea, closely resembles the frame plow of the Han Period because the Han people brought this type of plow 

when they settled in the area at the time Wudi (Emperor Wu) (108 B.C.) established the four commanderies 

(including the famous Leyang Commandery) in Korea. When the Qin State conquered the states in the Zhongyuan 

(Central Plain), it forced local residents to relocate to the frontiers for farming and cultivation. Among those 

relocated were adventurous iron-making technicians such as Zhuo Shi and Cheng Zheng, who are mentioned in 

the Huozhi Liezhan (Treatise on Economy) of Shiji and worked hard at refining and casting iron by actively 

employing workers from different ethnic groups, and made a great success in the back regions of Sichuan. 

However, in Southwest China, where many ethnic minorities lived together, such adventurous iron makers 

probably played a larger role in weapons innovation rather than dissemination of farming tools. The full-scale 

dissemination of iron farming tools began only after the establishment of the state-operated workshops called 

tieguan (Offices of Iron) during the Western Han Period. 

3. Frame plows seen in pictorial resources from the Han Period and dry farming in Northern China 
What were the plows of ancient China shaped like? The best materials for providing concrete answers to this 

question are the carved stones and wall paintings that adorn the tombs of the Eastern Han Period (first to second 

century A.D.). At the time, powerful native families invested vast amounts of money on tombs to show off their 

wealth. As a result, the walls of carved stone chambered tombs and wall-painting tombs depicted scenes of the 

families' manors and farms. As far as I know, fifteen such plowing scenes have been discovered to date. Upon 

detailed investigations of these scenes, I have discovered that there are two distinct types of ancient plows, which 

can be clearly differentiated in terms of geographical distribution. They are the quadrangular-frame plow used in 

the Shanxi, Gansu and Nei Monggol districts, and the triangular-frame plow used in Shandong and north Jiangsu 

(northern area of Jiangsu Province, north of the Huai River). In other words, the ancient plow of China is basically 

the frame plow, and this tradition has been handed down continuously to this day. 

 The frame plow, or more specifically the quadrangular-frame plow with a long sole, is not suited for cultivating 

deep soil, and was mostly used for shallow surface cultivation. The use of this type of plow is greatly related to 

dry farming, which was designed to suit the quality of soil, climate and natural features characteristic of Northern 

China. 

 Northern China is widely covered with loess, and local farmers have long conducted non-irrigation farming that 
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is dependant on rainwater. The average annual rainfall is 400 to 600 mm, most of which falls during the summer 

and autumn, when crops are in their growing stage. Therefore, farmers are often hit by drought damage in spring, 

when crops are in the seeding stage. A farmer’s proverb in Northern China states that “nine years out of ten, 

there's a drought in spring.” To counter the problem, farmers devised a way to store the precious little amount of 

rainfall that permeates the ground. The li (plow) is used to cultivate the thin top layer of soil, the ba (harrow) to 

crush the clods of earth, and the lao (flat harrow) (or mo (compacting soil board)) to compress the soil. Great 

pains are taken in treating the surface soil in this way to control the evaporation of moisture in the soil with 

capillary action. Such processes were especially important after the autumn harvest season, as the water preserved 

in the ground makes seeding in spring possible. The first academic in the field of agriculture to systematically 

describe this method of dry farming is Jia Sixie of the Northern Wei Dynasty (386-534 AD), who explains the 

significance of autumn farming procedures in his work Qimin Yaoshu: “If no harrowing is to be done after 

plowing, it is much better to do nothing at all” and “harrowing should be done over and over.” I myself have been 

taught, during my research conducted in a farm village in Shanxi Province, about the number of times the soil 

needs to be tended after harvest, with phrases such as “two lis are followed by two bas” or “one li is followed by 

one ba.”

 So far, such systems of dry farming have been believed to have been completed around the end of the fifth 

century and the beginning of the sixth century, when the aforementioned Jia Sixie was active. But recently, 

numerous farming scenes depicting dry farming have been discovered in Jiayuguan, Gansu Province and the 

colored brick-chambered tombs of the Wei and Jin Dynasty Period and the Wuhu Shiliuguo Period in Jinguan. 

This shows that the method of dry farming was established earlier than originally believed, and that the li

(plowing) – ba (harrowing) – lao or mo (rubbing) system was already established by the Han Period. 

 The tractive method for the frame plow most often employed during the Han Period was the erniu taigang

method (the tractive method using a long yoke with two cattle). I have noticed in my research on farming tools in 

Southwest China that this method is quite inconvenient for turning in a different direction, due to the straight 

long-beam. The quadrangular-frame plow, with its long sole, requires more dexterity compared to the 

triangular-frame plow without the sole. Also, there was the short-beam swing plow, which could be pulled by one 

cow. Along with cattle, horses were used as draft animals, an example of which is mentioned in Yantie Lun

(Treatise on Salt and Iron), written during the Han Period. What I found most interesting was the fact that there 

was a tractive method using a set of cattle and horses together, as can be seen in the carved stone of the Eastern 

Han Period depicting plowing, located in Teng Prefecture and Zaozhuang City, Shadong. I have heard that such 

methods are still in use today in Northern China, but I have yet to see any examples with my own eyes. 

 There are two points worthy of particular attention in regard to the functions of the plow used during the Han 

Period. One is the fact that the moldboard, which is used to turn over the soil, had already been devised at the time. 

Two types of moldboards have been unearthed to date – one that turns over the soil to both sides, and one that 

turns over the soil to only one side – and plows with moldboard attachments can actually be found in plowing 

scenes. Francesca Bray, who wrote the volume on agriculture in Joseph Needham’s great work Science and 

Civilization in China, places the Chinese invention of the moldboard as one of the most significant incidents in the 

history of plowing technology. Zhao Guo’s daitian fa (rotation of the ridge and furrow system) of the Western Han 
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Period, which is a system that alternately uses the ridge and the furrow, would not have been possible without the 

invention of the moldboard. The second fact of significance is that devices for adjusting the depth of cultivation 

(jian (bolt) and ping (adjuster)) had also been already devised at the time. These devices were first recorded in 

Leisi Jing by Lu Guimeng (? – 881), but had actually been invented much earlier than was believed. Pictorial 

resources from the Han Period have provided many new insights into the history of agricultural technology in 

China.  

4. Technology transfer of dry farming in the Jiangnan and Lingnan regions 
China's climate can roughly be divided into two by the line that connects Qinling (the Qinling Mountain Range) 

and Huaihe (the Huai River). Northern China, which is the area north of this line, is a farming area where millet 

and wheat are raised, whereas the Jiangnan and Lingnan regions, which lie south of the line, have irrigated wet 

paddy fields used for growing rice. This is an approximate classification, but it is convenient for viewing China's 

overall climate. Since ancient times, the development of plowing and the improvement of plows in China mainly 

took place in areas north of the Qinling- Huaihe line. During the Warring States Period and the Han Dynasty, the 

Jiangnan and Lingnan regions were undeveloped and sparsely populated, and rice was grown in wet paddies with 

a farming method called huogeng shuinou. Little is known about this farming method, however, except that it was 

probably a method of direct seeding cultivation in which the plows were not used. 

 In records that date back to the Han Period, there are some rare examples of attempts made by the administrators 

of the times to disseminate plowing in Southwest China and the Jiangnan region. These attempts, however, should 

not be overrated; a full-scale introduction of plowing technology to areas south of the Qinling and Huaihe line was 

brought about later by the outbreak of refugees and immigrants who arrived in massive numbers at around the end 

of the Eastern Han Dynasty to the Six Dynasties Period. This era between the early third century to the mid-sixth 

century saw an unprecedented mobility in population due to a rapid succession of social unrest, such as the Yellow 

Turbans Uprising, the co-existence of the Three Kingdoms (Wei, Wu and Shu), the discord between the Northern 

and Southern Dynasties caused by the invasion of Northern China by the Wuhu (five different ethnic groups), and 

the fight for power among the dynasties. During this period, a large part of the population moved south from 

Northern China to Jiangnan and Lingnan. For example, when the Western Jin Dynasty was overthrown by the 

Yongjia Rebellion (early fourth century A.D.) and the Eastern Jin Dynasty was established in Jiangnan, it is 

recorded in Jinshu vol. 65, Biography of Wang Dao, that “60 to 70% of the people of Zhongyang sought refuge in 

Jiangnan.” These refugees formed new residential districts according to their areas of origin, and the 

commanderies and prefectures thus formed were called qiaojun and qiaoxian. The character  (qiao) means “a 

person living temporarily in a strange land,” and these people were discriminated against by the natives, as their 

domiciles of origin were listed on the family register. 

 Since many ethnic minorities resided in Southwest China and the Lingnan area at the time, the Han people who 

settled in the area are believed to have separated their habitats to some extent in order to avoid conflict. According 

to my experience in research conducted in Yunnan, the state-operated farms worked by the newly settled Han 

people (mostly poor peasants from Hunan and Hubei) were set up in the neutral zone situated between the ethnic 

minority that conducted slash-and-burn cultivation in the mountains and the ethnic minority that conducted wet 
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rice farming in the basin. Institutions such as schools, hospitals and repair shops for farming tools were 

established, and the political and cultural awareness of the residents, who formed a unit of civilization of their 

own, was quite high. 

 Actually, a similar awareness existed among the Han people who settled during the previously mentioned times 

of social unrest. The models of irrigation pond and paddy field in Southwest China and models of plowing and 

harrowing paddy field in the Lingnan region are concrete examples that symbolize the identity of the Han settlers. 

These are all funeral objects buried with bodies in burial sites, and most of those found in Southwest China were 

buried during the Eastern Han Period (first century to early third century), depicting a union of water supply and 

irrigation facilities (doubled with fish breeding ponds) with wet paddy farming. Most of those found in the 

Lingnan region, on the other hand, date back to the Western and Eastern Jin periods (late third century to fifth 

century), and depict the land improvement works of wet rice paddies that use the li and ba before seeding. In some 

rare cases, figurines holding the cha (treadle plow) are included in the former group of models, but there are no 

items that indicate the practice of plowing. This is because the use of plows did not spread in Southwest China, 

and farmers depended on hand tools such as hoes and treadle plows, which is proved from the fact that the iron 

cha manufactured at the tieguan (Offices of Iron) in the Shu Commandery, Sichuan, was widely circulated in 

Southwest China. On the other hand, the li and ba appear in the latter group of models as they relate to the 

settlement of farmers with experience in dry farming during the period of social disturbance. 

 To this day, seven models of plowing and harrowing paddy fields have been discovered. They are concentrated in 

the Canton Delta region, and all except one have been unearthed in the Guangxi area excluding Guangdong. As 

mentioned before, these models all date back to after the Western Jin Period, but aside from these, one model of a 

wet paddy field that dates back to the Eastern Han Period (second century) has been found at Lanshi, Fonshan 

City, Guangdong. As this model depicts a plowshare on the surface of the fields, it has attracted researchers' 

attention as one proof of how plowing was disseminated in the Canton Delta region. But I came to doubt this 

depiction of plowing, as the positional relationship of the plowshare and the person handling the tool seemed to 

lack validity. When I visited the Panyu Museum of Canton Province in the spring of 2005, I found a model of a 

wet paddy field similar to that unearthed from the brick-chambered tomb of the Eastern Han Period. Depicted in 

this model was the process of wet paddy farming, which showed the use of treadle plows but not the plow. Panyu 

and Lanshi, where these models were discovered, are only 30 kilometers apart. These models show the standards 

of wet paddy farming by the settlers (or their descendants) in the Canton Delta before the period of social unrest, 

and indicate that the main agricultural tool used at the time was the treadle plow, not the plow. Through these 

findings, I became more convinced that the dissemination of plowing in the Canton Delta was brought about by 

settlers who came to the area after the late third century. 

 Models of plowing and harrowing paddy fields clearly indicate the transfer of dry farming from the upland 

farming area in Northern China. The farming tools that appear in the models are the li (plow), ba (harrow) and 

liuzhou (roller). All these tools are pulled by animals (cattle or water buffalo), and the plow cultivates the surface, 

the ba (chaoba (vertical harrow)) crushes the clods of soil, and the liuzhou (roller) compresses the bottom of the 

wet paddy. This is an applied version of the plowing-harrowing (by flat harrow)-compacting (by bush harrow or 

soil board) process used in dry farming. Farming tools similar to the liuzhou (roller) can be found in the upland 
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farming areas of Northern China as well, and are used for compressing the soil. The great development made upon 

the transfer of this technology is that improvement of the caiba (flat harrow) used in upland farming to become 

the chaoba (vertical harrow) used in wet paddies. Amano Motonosuke assumed the invention of the chaoba

(vertical harrow) to have taken place sometime in the twelfth century, based on the Genzhitu (Picture Album on 

Farming and Weaving) drawn by Lou Shou (190 – 1162 A.D.) of the Southern Song Dynasty, but this assumption 

was corrected substantially later on. It is also believed that the type of plow introduced to the Lingnan region was 

the frame plow (sometimes with a long sole). Another significant discovery was made in relation to this type of 

plow: a farming scene depicting the use of a typical frame plow with a curved beam was found on the surface of 

the bronze drum dating back to the Six Dynasties Period (fourth to sixth century) that was unearthed in Xilin 

Prefecture, Guangxi. This is the oldest pictorial resource on this type of plow. The frame plow with the curved 

beam may have been invented during the transfer process of dry farming technology. 

Conclusion
By looking into pictorial resources from the Han Period and the models of plowing and harrowing paddy fields 

made after the Jin Dynasty Period, I made an overview of the various issues regarding the forms of traditional 

Chinese plows, plowing techniques and the transfer of dry farming to the wet paddy region of Northern China. 

Through these processes of validation, I believe that I have been able to complement the gaps in the history of 

Chinese agriculture that previous studies of documents were unable to fill. In this report, however, I deliberately 

did not touch on the theory that the Chinese traditional plow came from abroad. If the plow did in fact come from 

the west, the issue must be discussed in a comprehensive manner, taking into consideration not only the form of 

the plow but also the crops, displacement of settlers, tractive methods, and the training methods of animals as well. 

From this standpoint, the hypothesis set forth by Ouji Toshiaki is quite attractive in that he assumed the presence 

of “the Road of the Frame-Plow with the Long Sole” that crossed the Asian continent from the west 

(Mediterranean coast) to the east (reaching as far as China and Japan), and lists Western Asia and Eastern India, 

which show a variety of types of plows as candidates for the origin of the plow. There is still a long way to go in 

unraveling the mystery of the origin of the traditional Chinese plow. 
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<Figures> 
Fig. 1 Pair of carved stones of the Eastern Han Dynasty depicting a plowing scene (Unearthed from the tomb 

of Wang Deyuan in Suide County, Shaanxi Province)  

(From Suide Handai Huaxiangshi (Carved Stones of the Han Dynasty Discovered in Suide) edited by 

Li Guilong and published by Shanxi Renmin Meishu Chubanshe) 

Fig. 2    Carved stone of the Eastern Han Dynasty depicting a plowing scene  

(Unearthedin Sihong County, Jiangsu Province) 

Fig. 3 Carved stone of the Eastern Han Dynasty depicting a plowing scene (Unearthed in Baijiashan, Suide 

County, Shaanxi Province)  

(From Suide Handai Huaxiangshi (Carved Stones of the Han Dynasty Discovered in Suide) edited by 

Li Guilong and published by Shanxi Renmin Meishu Chubanshe) 

Fig. 4 Carved stone depicting a plowing scene (Unearthed from a tomb of the Han Dynasty in Jinxiang 

County, Shandong Province) 
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Fig. 5 Carved stone of the Eastern Han Dynasty depicting a plowing scene (Unearthed in Suining County, 

Jiangsu Province)  

(From Jiangsu Xuzhou Han Huaxiangshi (Carved Stones of the Han Dynasty Discovered in Xuzhou, 

Jiangsu Province) published by Science Press) 

Fig. 6  Plowing and sowing scenes painted on colored bricks of Tomb No. 1 in  

Xincheng, Jiayuguan City, Gansu Province. They are important records of dry farming in a frontier 

region in the Wei and Jin Dynasties. 

Fig. 7 Model showing paddy-field plowing and harrowing unearthed in Lian County, Guangdong Province 

(Western Jin Dynasty) 

Fig. 8    Model showing paddy-field cultivation unearthed in Wuzhou City, 

 Guangxi region (Southern Dynasties) 

Fig. 9  Model showing paddy-field plowing and harrowing unearthed in Shaoguan  

City, Guangdong Province (Western Jin Dynasty) 

Fig. 10 Model showing paddy-field cultivation unearthed in Huangpu District, Guangzhou City, Guangdong 

Province (Western Jin Dynasty) 

Fig. 11 Model showing paddy-field cultivation unearthed in Huangpu District, Guangzhou City, Guangdong 

Province (Western Jin Dynasty) 

Fig. 12 Model showing paddy-field cultivation unearthed in Huangpu District, Guangzhou City, Guangdong 

Province (Western Jin Dynasty) 

Fig. 13 Model showing paddy-field cultivation unearthed in Huanggang, Zhaoqing  

City, Guangdong Province (Eastern Jin Dynasty) 
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Shapes of Korean Plows and Their Regional Features 

KIM Kwang-eon 

1. Name 
The word jaenggi, or “plow,” derives from the old Korean jamgi (“weapon”). (The word jamgi was used until 

the mid-19th century.) In Joseon Wangjo Sillok (Annals of Joseon Dynasty), the expression “jaenggijil (“to plow”) 

at the enemy’s palace after winning a war” often appears. When a war ended, weapons were melted down to 

create farm tools. “Make farm tools from weapons” were the last words of Silla’s King Munmu (661-681), who 

unified the Three Kingdoms of Korea. Meanwhile, Hamgyong Province, in the northeastern part of the Korean 

Peninsula, is sometimes called Nong-jaenggi, which indicates jaenggi for agriculture and, in a sense, is an 

antonym of weapon. It was in the 18th century or later when the word jaenggi began to mean only plow.  

Plows were considered the most important farm tool. A young man could get married only when 
he became proficient in manipulating a plow. Wages for farm workers were decided in accordance 
with their plow-handling skills.  

The word jaenggi encompassed a myriad of tools. Wooden implements were called jaenggi, while tools made 

of stone, or dol, were called dol-jaenggi. A nal-jaenggi was a tool with a blade (nal), such as an ax or sickle. Even 

today, fishermen use the expression “put a jaenggi,” which means to cast a fishing net into the sea.  

According to the belief of the mudang, or female shaman, a jaenggi is a sacred gift from the Big Dipper. In the 

past, it was used in a ritual performed to look for a culprit. First, a mudang placed a jaenggi upright and sprinkled 

black soybeans, so that black spots would appear on the culprit’s face. It was also believed that, by smearing cow 

dung on three parts of the jaenggi, the culprit would be caught within a week. 

The strength of a family’s finances was gauged by the number of plows the family owned. Indeed, most 

families did not have plows. For instance, even in the farm of Ha Wi Ji, a high-ranking bureaucrat in the mid-15th

century, people used hoes and a ttabi, a farm tool smaller than a jaenggi. Those who did not have a jaenggi 

borrowed the plow and draft oxen and worked for the owner of the tool in return (they provided one day of labor 

to borrow a jaenggi and three days of labor to borrow an ox). When in need of money, people sold their jaenggi.

The jaenggi is also called a younjang in regions in the central east (Gangwon Province), center (the northern 

part of Gyeonggi Province) and central west (Hwanghae Province). The word yeonjang was originally the name of 

the tool but also acquired the meaning of “male sexual organ,” as in the expression “A wife pleased with her 

husband’s good yeonjang.”  

The handle of a jaenggi is called a jabjot. A holabijot is a short stick inserted into the center of the beam of a 

gouli, which is a plow pulled by two oxen. The upper end of the plow body is called a jabuji, while a jamji is the 

sexual organ of a little boy. A jaenggi itself is also called a jabungob. In the poems of the Joseon Era, the words 

jaenggijil (“to cultivate the fields with a plow”) and shi (“seed”) are often used as metaphors for sexual activity 

and semen, respectively. Meanwhile, the plow body is called a sukalak (“spoon”), and the soil falling from the 

moldboard is called bab (“cooked rice”). The units hal-gali and itel-gali indicated the area of land cultivated by a 
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jaenggi in a day. All these names manifest people’s wish for a bountiful harvest.  

2. Classification based on the name 
As shown in the table, plows are called by no less than 67 names. 

Name Bo

group 

Gugjengi group Holchaengi

group 

Jaenggi

group 

Gadaegi

group 

Others Total

Number 14 12 10 8 5 18 67 

(1) Bo is the shortened form of bosub (“plowhead”). It was named as such because it played a crucial role in 

cultivating the field. Bo was used in the regions in the central north (Hwanghae and Pyongan Provinces) and 

northeast, as well as in barren plains in the central (Gyeonggi Province) and central eastern regions. There is even 

an expression “Only he who is adept at handling a bo is a true farmer.”  

The head of a bo is big and heavy, with a width of 50 centimeters. A long ear (gui) is sometimes attached to the 

right side of the base wood of a bo (such a bo is called a gui-bo). This ear serves to throw the soil far away and 

pulverize it. The beam, about 250 centimeters long, has two or three holes on its front side, and the choice of 

which hole to use depends on the topography of the land. 

A bo is drawn by two oxen. In order to disperse the force, the brace is pulled above the beam, and a stick is held 

by the upper part of the plow body. Also, a fixture called a dupbang is provided at the upper side of the crossing 

point between the beam and brace.  

In general, a bo is far heavier than a jaenggi; a bo weighs approximately 30 kilograms, a jaenggi about 17 

kilograms. Thus, an oxcart is used to carry a bo. While a plow is commonly called a jaenggi in the central and 

southern regions, it is called bo (or boyounjang) in the central and northern regions. 

(2) Gugjengi is the shortened word of gugnun (raking) jaenggi. The phrase “cultivate the field with a gugjengi”

means to rake the field (which has been plowed with a jaenggi) to cut furrows and remove weeds. The gugjengi,

which is drawn by one ox, is used in the central region (Gyeonggi and Chungcheong Provinces). Since the soil is 

turned over to both sides, a gugjengi is suitable for potato fields. The plowhead has a round edge. No moldboard is 

attached to a gugjengi.

(3) The original form of the word holchaengi was probably holchi-jenngi, which means a jaenggi for stripping and 

mixing. Holchaengi is another name for gugjengi. The holchaengi is found in the southern region (Chungcheong 

and Gyeongsang Provinces), and its shape and function are equivalent to those of gugjengi. A holchaengi is used 

to harvest crops including sweet potatoes.  

Meanwhile, people in the north and northeast use a plow called a huchi, and this word also seems to have 

evolved from holchi. As with a gugjengi or holchaengi, using a huchi involves covering crops with soil and 

digging ditches. In Sanlim Keongje (Forest Economy), which was compiled from the late 17th to early 18th

centuries, huchi is written . In the 18th century book Chonil-rok, the characters  are used, as they have 

the same pronunciation as huchi.

(4) The word jaenggi is widely used in the central and southern parts of the Korean Peninsula. 
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(5) A gadaegi is a tilling tool unique to the northeastern region (Fig. 1). Instead of a moldboard, two to four 

crosspieces called sals or bunsals, which are 60 to 80 centimeters long, are fixed to a bar inserted vertically into 

the middle part of the plow body (these crosspieces are reminiscent of the ear of a bo). Bunsals serve to break up 

soil and make ridges as high as 30 to 40 centimeters so that, after sowing the seeds of beans or wheat, people do 

not have to cover them with soil. 

The gadaegi is drawn by a human, one ox or two oxen. Two-ox plows are widely used in the north. Meanwhile, 

man-powered and one-ox gadaegis in the mountainous area of the central eastern region do not have bunsals.

3. Classification based on the shape 
According to the body shape, plows are grouped into long-sole, short-sole and no-sole types, and the first plows 

to be used were probably long-sole (Fig. 2). With its sole wide and flat, a long-sole plow helps retain moisture in 

the soil and is safe to use. A long-sole plow equipped with a moldboard can plow deeply. Long-sole plows were 

used in the western plains. 

A long-sole plow with its sole formed integrally with the body was unearthed from a peat layer in Chuui-ri, 

Yomju County, North Pyongan Province, in the northern part of the peninsula (Fig. 3). In its upper part, the plow 

body (Length: 100 centimeters) has a hole for inserting a handle, and the sole (Length: 80 centimeters) has at its 

center a hole for the brace. In addition, two holes for securing the plowhead are observed at the front part of the 

sole. This plow is designed so as to turn over the soil to the left side of the sole.  

It is unknown why the plow body does not have a hole for the beam, but there are two possible answers. First, a 

curved beam may have been inserted into the body, as in the northeastern Chinese plow called a lizhang. It may be 

for this reason that two holes are provided at the rear of the plow body and that the outer part of the portion where 

the plow body meets the sole bends slightly inward. Another possibility is that the beam was fixed to the body 

with a staple or rope, as practiced in the south. Based on its size and shape, this plow is thought to have been 

man-powered. In North Korea, this plow is said to be from the 7th or 8th century B.C. .Yet, there is also a 

possibility that it is from the Three Kingdoms Era.  

Since the no-sole plow is small and light, it is convenient to use even on a tiny plot of land (Fig. 4). The 

plowhead, which is 43 to 45 centimeters long and 25 to 35 centimeters wide, is large in proportion to the body. 

Although the resistance against the ground is low, the no-sole plow is unstable and is thus difficult to manipulate. 

In order to operate it well, a person must work in unison with the plow and ox. The plow is used for tilling rice 

fields and weeding. When used in sloping fields in mountainous areas, no moldboard is attached to the plow as the 

soil is naturally turned over to one direction only. No-sole plows are found in mountainous areas in the north, as 

well as in rice-producing areas in the central and southern regions. Some no-sole plows are man-powered. The

gugjengi and holchaengi are typical no-sole plows.  

Short-sole plows were commonly found in paddy fields in the central and southern regions. The short-sole plow 

has a moldboard, and its beam is relatively short and straight. It is difficult to plow deeply or to cultivate a wide 

area of land with this plow, as its head is small and narrow. Moreover, the brace is not equipped with any means 

for controlling the plow depth. Yet the plow is easy to handle. In the early 20th century, so-called improved plows 

were introduced from Japan (180,194 plows were imported in 1935, and the number jumped to 334,836 in 1940). 
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The head of the improved plow is secured by an iron part, the brace is made of iron, and the beam and plow body 

are connected by a piece of iron. This plow, which was called “foreign plow” at first, has spread vastly and 

become one of the most popular in Korea. 

4. Classification based on who draws the plow 
Plows are classified into cattle-drawn and man-powered types. A plow pulled by one ox is called a holi, while a 

plow pulled by two oxen is called a gouli. A holi can cultivate about 2,000 to 2,300 square meters of rice field in a 

day, with a depth of 10 to 13 centimeters. The plowhead of a holi is short and slender (but small and narrow in 

Gyeonggi Province). 

Two-ox plows, or goulis, are used in central and northern regions (Fig. 5). When viewed from the back, the 

more powerful ox is placed to the right, while the younger ox is placed inside: the right ox requires much strength, 

because the soil is turned inward and the ox has to tread on soft soil. The plowhead of a gouli is thick and long, 

and its edge is round. The length of the yoke is 1.5 to 2 meters. Short Y-shaped sticks (50 centimeters long) are 

inserted into both ends of the yoke so as to hold the oxen firmly (a rope is used instead of a stick for the ox placed 

inside). In some cases, as practiced in southwestern China, ropes attached to both arms of a long Y-shaped stick 

are tied to the nose ring of each ox to control the walking pace. A gouli can cultivate about 4,000 to 5,300 square 

meters of land in a day, with a depth of 13 to 20 centimeters.  

Cooperation with other families is instrumental in using a gouli. At the year-end, families and their relatives and 

neighbors promise to share goulis in the coming year. Once families are bound together in this way, their relations 

last for a long time. They share labor in ordinary times and help each other at weddings or funerals.  

According to Gwanong Socho (Selection of Advice on Agriculture), which was written in the late 18th century, 

people are thought to have tied three oxen together, but details are yet to be known. Meanwhile, on Cheju Island, 

unlike in inland regions, two oxen were aligned lengthwise, with the weaker one placed in front. 

A man-powered plow (no-sole plow) was invented in order to make up for shortages of oxen. Geumyang 

Japnok, a book on agriculture written in the mid-15th century, says: “Of 100 farm households, only 10 have 

oxen…. Even if nine people pull a plow, the power is still less than that of an ox.” Since this description is about 

agriculture in the suburbs of Seoul, the situation must have been severer in rural, mountainous areas. To make 

matters worse, in 1845, an epidemic killed oxen in the country.  

Meanwhile, man-powered plows are more convenient than cattle-drawn plows in areas that oxen cannot enter, 

including corn fields, hilly lands or fields with narrow furrows.  

There are four ways to pull a man-powered plow: (1) shoulder the rope tied to the lower part of the brace; (2) 

tie a rope to a jige, a baby-carrier-like frame, and shoulder the jige (Fig. 6); (3) tie to the shoulders the rope 

connected to the upper end of the brace; and (4) tie to the shoulders the rope attached to the beam end. In the 

mountains in the central eastern region, a double-beam plow with a U-shaped beam is used. 

When a husband and wife work together, the wife pulls the plow while the husband maneuvers it from the back. 

Pulling merely requires force, but maneuvering requires skill. Man-powered plows are popular in the northeastern 

and central eastern regions. 
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5. Classification based on the handle 
Plows are categorized into four types according to the number of handles they have: (1) no-handle; (2) 

one-handled; (3) two-handled; and (4) four-handled. 

In Type 1, the upper part of the plow body is made slightly slender. To operate the plow, this narrow part is held 

in the left hand, while reins are held in the right hand. In the central and southern regions, when a person holds up 

and carries the plow, he grips a handle attached to the central rear portion of the plow body. Many gugjengis are 

variants of this group. 

In Type 2, a Y-shaped stick (50 to 60 centimeters long) is inserted at an angle into the hole provided on the left 

side (when viewed from the front) of the plow body. However, as in Type-1 plows, the upper part of the plow 

body serves as the main handle, and the Y-shaped stick only plays a supplementary role. The Y-shaped stick is 

gripped in the right hand, which also holds the reins. This type of plow is found in the regions in the northeast, 

northwest (western part of Pyongan Province) and central north (northern part of Gangwon Province). 

There are two kinds of Type-3 plows. In the first type, a Y-shaped stick (30 to 40 centimeters long) is inserted 

into the hole in the center of the plow body. This stick is gripped with both hands. Many gugjengis belong to this 

type. In the second group, a stick (25 to 35 centimeters long) with a hole is fit into the upper middle part of the 

plow body. This type is found in the central and northern regions, including Gyeonggi, Hwanghae and Pyongan 

Provinces and the southern part of Gangwon Province. 

In Type 4, handles are inserted into the upper and lower parts of the plow body (the lower handle is longer than 

the upper one). When plowing, a person pushes his shoulder (the shoulder at the right side when viewed from the 

front) against the upper part of the plow body. When the soil is turned over to the left, the upper handle is gripped 

with the right hand and the lower handle with the left hand. This type exists in the mountainous areas in the 

central southern regions, including North Chungcheong and North Gyeongsang Provinces. 

6. Classification based on the method for adjusting the plowhead angle 
Plows can be divided into three groups based on the method for adjusting the angle of the plowhead to the 

ground and changing the plow depth: (1) those with no particular adjustment method; (2) those with a fixture 

attached to the beam; and (3) those in which several holes for inserting a wedge are provided at the upper part of 

the beam. 

In Type 1, the plowhead angle is adjusted by hand. Most gadaegis and gugjengis, which are not used for deep 

plowing, belong to this type. In order to prevent the beam from tilting upward, a short stick is hammered into the 

upper side of the crossing point between the beam and brace.  

In Type 2, a fixture high in front and low in back is attached to the point where the beam and plow body cross. 

When the fixture is pushed forward, the plow depth increases; when it is pulled backward, the depth decreases. In 

some plows, the brace is provided with two or three wedge holes to facilitate angle adjustment. The fixture also 

protects the weak beam. Many bos are in this group. 

In Type 3, the brace has three or four holes. To plow deeply, a stick is fit into the top hole; to plow shallowly, 

the bottom hole is used.  
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7. Classification based on the number of plowhead 
Plows with two heads were depicted by genre painters Kim Hong Do (1745-?) and Kim Jun Gueon (in the early 

20th century) (Fig. 7). Yet, a lack of physical evidence suggests that these plows were not used extensively. 

Interestingly, however, similar plows existed in Fukuoka Prefecture, southwestern Japan, and improved versions 

were also produced. When viewed from the front, the sole is longer at the left than at the right. It is thought that, 

while the left plowhead was used for cutting furrows, the right one was for tilling rice fields.  

8. Difference in shapes between plows in the north and south 
Like any other farm tools, plows in the northern region are far more diverse than those in the south, because 

northerners raised various grains, struggling with the harsh natural environment (In the 15th century, for example, 

even in Hwanghae Province, which had the largest paddy field area in the north, paddy fields accounted for no 

more than 17% of the total cultivated area.). Particularly in the northeastern region, where the annual average 

temperature is about 8 degrees centigrade and the annual precipitation is 700 millimeters, farmers have been beset 

by droughts and cold weather from time to time. Such a natural environment gave birth to the homi, a weeding 

tool with a long handle and wide blade. Since dry field farming prevails in the north while paddy rice farming is 

dominant in the south, seasonal events and customs also differ between these regions. The northern part is 

categorized as the dano cultural area, while the south forms the chusek cultural area.

The fact that farmers made plows by themselves expanded the diversity even further. Each plow reflected the 

characteristics and experiences of each person. Moreover, while a plow has approximately 15 parts, about ten of 

them are called differently in each region, which consists of only one county or even smaller district. The same 

phenomenon is observed in a dozen other major farm tools, including the jige, a baby-carrier-like frame. 

<Figures> 
Fig. 1  A gadaegi in which a bar and crosspieces are provided instead of a moldboard 

Fig. 2  Long-sole plow 

Fig. 3  Long-sole plow unearthed in North Pyongan Province 

Fig. 4  No-sole plow 

Fig. 5 Two-ox plows prevail in the north, while one-ox plows are dominant in the south. 

Fig. 6  A jige is used to pull a man-powered plow. 

Fig. 7  Plows with two heads (left : Kim Hong-do, right : Kim Jun-gueon) 
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Japanese Plows of Korean, Chinese and Mixed Origins 

K NO Michiaki  

I have conducted a comparative study of plows all over Japan since 1981. The research has shown that the 

shapes of plows used in the 20th century can help elucidate how Koreans settled in various parts of Japan in the 6th

and 7th centuries. In this paper, I discuss how to acquire historical information from folk tools, which form a 

category of nonwritten cultural materials.  

1. Uniqueness of plow agriculture in Japan among East Asian countries 
Plow agriculture in Japan is marked by features not found in any other part of East Asia. While the advent of 

plowing in China and Korea dates back at least two millennia, it was in the 6th century or later when Japan 

imported the plowing technique that had been fully developed in these countries. In early China and Korea, plows 

were drawn by two draft animals; later, a type that could be pulled by one draft animal was invented. The plow 

introduced into Japan was the one-draft-animal type; plows drawn by two draft animals do not exist in the country. 

The lack of two-animal plows, a rarity in East Asia, has much to do with two geographical factors. First, Japan is 

an island country isolated from the continent. Second, Japan is far from northern East Asia, where two-animal 

plows are dominant, and adjacent to southern East Asia, where plows with one draft animal prevail.  

The Japanese people had practiced hoe agriculture since rice farming began in the country a millennium before 

the introduction of plows. Unlike in China and Korea, where the use of iron spread at an early stage of history, in 

Japan iron was a rare and expensive import. Plowing was an expensive, sophisticated technology for the Japanese 

and was first embraced by people of power in regions around the nation. 

2. Unchangeability of farm tools: a common phenomenon in the pre-modern society 
Conventionally, it has been believed that farm tools have evolved into the various forms we know today, 

through adaptation to regional topography and soil characteristics. Although this theory may hold true for hoes 

and other implements, there are countless farm tools whose shape has not changed for more than a millennium. 

For example, the ancient form of the character “ ” (“spade”) inscribed on bronze ware from China’s Zhou 

Dynasty has the same shape as the farm tool ttabi, which was used in Korea’s Cheju Island in the 20th century, 

except that the ttabi has an iron blade attached. This suggests that the tool’s shape has not changed for 3,000 years.  

Meanwhile, a V-shaped yoke for a draft animal, in which a drawing rope is fixed along the outer edge of the 

yoke, is found in Yamaguchi Prefecture, southwestern Japan, and its shape is identical to a yoke for a draft animal 

in China. Although 1,300 years have passed since the yoke was brought to the region in the 7th century, its shape 

remains unchanged. 

A closer look clarifies the principles determining the changeability of farm tools: 

Tools for producing products are less changeable than those used in daily life. 

Among rice-farming tools, cultivation tools are less changeable than tools for threshing or 
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processing harvested rice. 

Among cultivation tools, plows or harrows drawn by cattle are less changeable than hoes and 

spades manipulated by people.  

Accordingly, plows are among the most unchangeable tools, and a comparison of the shapes of plows used in 

the 20th century helps elucidate the history of ancient Japan and, moreover, the migration history of East Asian 

peoples. 

3. Revision of the shape-based classification 
a. The purpose of classification 

Japanese plows are commonly classified as long-sole, short-sole or no-sole, and I think this classification 

method is useful for functional analysis. However, studies that aim to divide plows into smaller groups have yet to 

succeed. The more detailed the classification, the more complicated whole picture becomes. Classification is 

nothing more than an analysis method, so we must have a crystal clear perception of why we classify and what 

information we want to obtain by doing so.  

As a researcher of ancient history, my goal is to understand when and from where plows were brought to Japan. 

To this end, I have sought a classification method that can help determine plow origin based on shape. 

b. Were no-sole and long-sole plows adapted to regional climates? 
The conventional theory goes that no-sole plows, which are small and convenient, were developed for use in 

fields, while long-sole plows, which are firmly built, were for rice paddies. However, no-sole plows have been 

used in both fields and rice paddies in Fukuoka Prefecture, while long-sole plows have served both purposes in 

saka Prefecture. Actually, no-sole plows have their roots in Korea, while long-sole plows are from China. For 

historical reasons, Korean plows came into use in Fukuoka, while Chinese plows spread in saka. In this way, a 

comparison of the shapes of plows in Japan may help unravel the ancient history of each region. 

c. New classification: Plows of Korean, Chinese and mixed origin 
As described above, Japan accepted the plowing technique perfected by the Chinese and Koreans. A 

quadrangular-frame long-sole plow with a curved beam was introduced from China, while a triangular-frame 

no-sole plow was brought from Korea. The shape of a Japanese plow reflects its origin, either Chinese or Korean. 

In my research, I have discovered plows featuring both Chinese and Korean elements. These plows of mixed 

origin boost the diversity of plows in Japan.  

The new classification scheme that divides plows into those of Korean, Chinese and mixed origin may help 

determine when and from where plows were brought to Japan. 

4. Horses and harrows first, oxen and plows later 
In Japan, harrows, which are used to puddle and smooth soil before transplanting rice seedlings, are widely 

called maguwa (“horse hoes”) or something similar. This name suggests that harrows were drawn by horses when 

the tools first came into use. Originating in Asia, harrows are pulled by oxen or water buffaloes in China and by 

oxen on the Korean Peninsula. Horse-driven harrows are found only in Japan, presumably because when harrows 
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were first introduced, horses were the only large domesticated animals available in Japan (oxen had yet to be 

domesticated). Archaeological remains from the 5th century include horse harnesses, but not ox bones. 

Accordingly, harrows probably arrived in Japan in the 5th century. The Japanese people had horses and harrows 

first, and oxen and plows were introduced later. 

5. The first plows in Japan: No-sole plows brought by Korean immigrants in the 6th century 
A type of yoke used in the Kii Peninsula, southern part of Honshu, is equipped with bars to hold the neck of the 

ox from both sides. This type of yoke, which is not found anywhere else in Japan, also exists on the Korean 

Peninsula, where it has the same shape, and uses the same rope-tying method. Thus, the yoke found in Kii 

probably came from Korea. If so, Korean no-sole plows should have been brought to the area too. This 

assumption is supported by the fact that plows in Kii have both Chinese and Korean features. So when did plows 

arrive in the region? 

The yoke in Kii is called a unagura, which literally means “saddle” (kura) placed on “the nape of the neck”

(una). This name suggests that an unagura was regarded as unusual as it was placed on the nape of the neck 

instead of the back.  

It is estimated that harrows for puddling rice fields were brought to Japan in the 5th century from China’s 

Jiangnan area, which is south of the lower reaches of the Yangtze River. This harrow was drawn by putting a 

saddle on the back of a horse. The name unagura seems to be based on a fixed concept that a farm tool should be 

pulled by putting a saddle on the back of an animal. Thus, oxen, unaguras and no-sole plows probably arrived in 

Japan after harrows did—that is, in the 6th century or later.  

Meanwhile, as the yoke is called an unagura, not an unajigura, it was presumably introduced into Japan at the 

time when the nape of the neck was called una instead of unaji, as it is called today. Nihon Shoki (Chronicle of 

Japan), which was compiled under the editorial supervision of Prince Toneri and completed in 720, uses the word 

unaji. Since history books published by the government are written in formal language containing obsolete words, 

it is estimated that the word unaji was already being used in the 7th century. Thus, the word una may have been 

commonly used in the 6th century or earlier.  

In short, the introduction of the unagura occurred either in the 6th century or later or in the 6th century or earlier. 

Accordingly, it was probably in the 6th century when Korean immigrants brought oxen, unaguras and no-sole 

plows, and this marked the first introduction of plow agriculture into Japan.  

6. Why can Chinese long-sole plows be found from Ky sh  to Kant ?
According to historical records and archaeological studies, Japan experienced waves of immigration from 

Korea from time to time. On the other hand, there is no record of mass immigration from China. So why are 

long-sole plows of Chinese and mixed origin found in areas ranging from Ky sh , in southwestern Japan, to 

Kant , in central eastern Japan? 

a. Chinese long-sole plows arrived in Japan in the 7th century 
In its chapter about plows, Wamy  Ruijush  (compiled between 931 and 938) makes reference to the dictionary 

Y shi Kangosh  (compiled between 717 and 724). Y shi Kangosh  describes a plow sole called a yisari,
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suggesting that long-sole plows were used in the capital and its surroundings. Since long-sole plows were 

common enough to appear in an early 8th-century dictionary, they were probably delivered to Japan in the 7th

century or earlier.  

Meanwhile, in Hikari City and Hirao Town, which are in the coastal plains of Su  Province, eastern Yamaguchi 

Prefecture, southern part of Honshu, there exist Korean-type yokes with projections, as well as plows of mixed 

origin and Chinese long-sole plows. In Miwa Town and Hong  Village, which are in mountainous areas of Su ,

V-shaped yokes for draft animals, in which a drawing rope is fixed along the outer edge of the yoke, and long-sole 

plows can be found, and both of them originated in China. As in the Kii Peninsula, yokes are called unagura in 

Su , and this name suggests that yokes entered this region in the 6th century. Based on the same reasons as those 

mentioned in Section 4, Korean yokes and plows may have been brought to Su  Province in the 6th century. If so, 

this province received Chinese long-sole plows after the immigration of Koreans in the 6th century. Thus, Chinese 

long-sole plows are roughly estimated to have been introduced in the 7th century or later.  

In short, Chinese long-sole plows entered Japan either in the 7th century or earlier, as indicated by the 

description in the dictionary, or in the 7th century or later, as indicated by the plows in Su  Province. Accordingly, 

Chinese-type long-sole plows presumably arrived in Japan in the 7th century. 

b. The Japanese government may have introduced Chinese plows as part of the Taika Reforms 
In the 7th century, when Chinese long-sole plows are estimated to have arrived in Japan, Japanese civilians did 

not have any contact with the Chinese people. Actually, imperial envoys to China’s Sui Dynasty and the following 

Tang Dynasty were the only ones who could communicate with the Chinese. Thus, it is probably the government 

that introduced Chinese plows and disseminated them throughout the nation. So, the question arises: Which 

7th-century government is responsible for the spread of Chinese long-sole plows? 

Four governments existed in the 7th century: 1) the government of Prince Sh toku and Soga no Umako in the 

early 7th century; 2) the government of Soga no Emishi and Soga no Iruka in the second quarter of the century; 3) 

the government established by Crown Prince Naka no e and Nakatomi no Kamatari after the Taika coup of 645; 

and 4) the government of Emperor Tenmu and Empress Jit  in the fourth quarter of the century.  

A framework to govern the entire territory of the nation was instrumental in disseminating long-sole plows. 

Such a system had yet to be completed in Periods 1 and 2. The first local governing system in Japan was 

established by the Taika Reforms.  

Meanwhile, Chinese long-sole plows could be brought to Japan only by envoys to China. Yet in Period 4, none 

were sent to the Tang Dynasty, as the relationship between the two countries had cooled. Accordingly, it is 

assumed that the government set up after the Taika coup introduced Chinese long-sole plows. 

The Taika government promoted the establishment of the Ritsuryo System, emulating the ruling system of the 

Tang Dynasty. The fact that the government endeavored to spread long-sole plows imported from the Tang 

Dynasty means that it pursued a technological innovation policy tantamount to the industrial revolution in the 

Meiji Period (1868-1912), which the government spearheaded by embracing the Western system of 

machine-based production. Indeed, folk implements have preserved the record of a massive government project 

that is not even written about in the 8th-century history book Nihon Shoki, demonstrating the invaluable role 

played by nonwritten cultural materials.  
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Now, another question emerges: How was the technology transferred from the central government to regions 

throughout the nation? 

c. Tameshi models distributed throughout the nation
In ancient times, it was impossible to transfer technology with engineering drawings as we do today. Instead, 

people in both China and Japan created models to spread technology, and such models were called tameshi in 

Japanese. In order to systematically rule the nation’s entire territory, the Taika government divided it into kuni

provinces, which consisted of smaller k ri districts. There were about 500 k ris in Japan, and each one had a 

governor called a k ri-no-kami, who was appointed by the central government. Thus, it is estimated that the Taika 

government made about 500 models based on plows imported from the Tang Dynasty, and distributed them to 

k ri-no-kamis around the country to popularize the use of long-sole plows. 

d. Archaeological support: Long-sole plows with soles and moldboards made integrally were 
unearthed

Recently, long-sole plows whose wooden soles and moldboards are formed integrally were discovered in strata 

from the 7th century at the archaeological sites of Shimokawazu in Kagawa Prefecture and Kajiwara in Hy go 

Prefecture, both in southwestern Japan. Also, a small model of a plow for ritual use was unearthed at the 

archaeological site of Yashiro in Nagano Prefecture, central Japan. In China and Korea, moldboards, which turn 

over soil, are made of cast iron, and a wooden moldboard made integrally with a sole is unique to Japan. Although 

wooden implements can be unearthed only when certain conditions are met, the distribution of plows with 

integrally formed soles and moldboards encompasses a wide range of areas including Kagawa, Hy go and 

Nagano prefectures, suggesting that this type of plow may have been used all over the nation. Since these plows 

have not only the same shape but also the same sole length (around 72 centimeters), there must have been a 

government standard defining the size and shape of plows. Plows with integrally made soles and moldboards were 

probably produced following the models supplied by the Taika government.  

The distribution of folk implements, as well as the political and diplomatic situation in the 7th century, implies 

that the Taika government introduced long-sole plows, and this hypothesis is confirmed by the existence of 

long-sole plows with integrally formed wooden soles and moldboards, which were likely produced according to a 

standard.

7. Original and mixed types of Korean no-sole plows 
a. Birth of plows of mixed origins 

As mentioned above, Japanese plows are grouped into those of Chinese, Korean and mixed origins, and 

Chinese plows were actually disseminated by the government. So how did plows of mixed origin emerge?  

When the government distributed model plows in the 7th century in a bid to promote the use of long-sole plows, 

Korean and Chinese characteristics were blended to create a new type of plow in regions that had already received 

Korean no-sole plows in the 6th century. On the other hand, in regions where Koreans did not settle in the 6th

century, people accepted the government’s model plows as they were, without making any changes.  
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b. Original-type Korean plows may have arrived in Japan after the end of the government project 
I sometimes come across original-type Korean no-sole plows that do not show the influence of the 

government’s model. Under what conditions do these original-type Korean plows exist?  

Plows brought by Korean immigrants after the end of the government’s long-sole-plow promotion project 

retained their original form without absorbing the influence of the policy. These Koreans were among the last 

groups to migrate to Japan and were probably refugees from Baekje, which collapsed between 660 and 663, and 

Goguryeo, which was vanquished in 668.  

Based on the discussion above, I devised the following “formula,” which relates the shape of a plow to a 

region’s history in the 6th and 7th centuries. 

A region where the government’s model plows remain in their original form 

 Korean immigrants did not enter there. 

A region where plows of mixed origin exist 

 Korean immigrants moved there or to a neighboring region in the 6th century. 

A region where original-type Korean no-sole plows exist 

 Refugees from Baekje or Goguryeo migrated there. 

c. Pinning down the exact time when the long-sole-plow promotion policy was instigated 
According to the history book Nihon Shoki, more than 400 people from Baekje settled in Kanzaki County, mi 

Province (present-day Shiga Prefecture) in February of the fourth year of the reign of Emperor Tenji (665). The 

book also says that more than 700 people from Baekje were moved to mi’s Gam  County in the eighth year of 

the reign of Emperor Tenji (669). In Kanzaki and Gam  counties, in the eastern part of Shiga Prefecture, farmers 

use original type of Korean no-sole plows, a fact which supports the assumption that the existence of original-type 

Korean plows in a region means that refugees from Baekje or Goguryeo settled there. Moreover, the description in 

Nihon Shoki serves as a clue for pinpointing the time when the Taika government launched the policy of 

disseminating the use of long-sole plows.  

First, the government could create model plows only after its envoys to the Tang Dynasty returned to Japan. 

Thus, the policy is estimated to have been installed in July 654 at the earliest, when the first envoys after the Taika 

coup came back to Japan. In the meantime, the project was presumably finished by February 665, when 400 

people from Baekje immigrated into Kanzaki County, mi Province. Therefore, the distribution of the 

government’s model plows to k ri-no-kami local governors should have occurred during the 

ten-year-and-seven-month period from July 654 to February 665. 

d. Tracing migration routes in the 6th to 7th centuries 
While pursuing the comparative study of plows all over Japan, I have also been trying to examine whether the 

formula that relates plow shapes to 6th- and 7th-century history, and which was established based on the study of 

plows in the Kant  region, can be applied to other regions. According to studies of plow shapes conducted so far, 

the history of most regions can be explained by the formula.  

Meanwhile, there exists an immense variety of Korean no-sole plows in Japan, which may mirror the variety of 
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places in Korea from which the immigrants came. Therefore, research on the shapes of plows all over Korea after 

a thorough study of Korean plows in Japan can help to specify the immigration routes in the 6th to 7th century. For 

example, the research findings may show that a group of Koreans from around City A in North Jeolla Province 

moved to around City B in Kanagawa Prefecture, or that, after the fall of Baekje, refugees from around City C in 

South Jeolla Province settled in County D in Yamanashi Prefecture. 

8. Plows: Nonwritten cultural materials which unravel the migration history of East Asian peoples 
a. Plows impart historical and folkloric information 

In this paper, I have explored how regional history in the 6th to 7th century can be recounted based on the 

characteristics of plows. Besides being animal-drawn cultivation implements, plows serve as nonwritten cultural 

materials that can shed light on regional history. Plows are collected by museums around Japan, and each plow 

carries not only the information about its function as a cultivator but also the historical and folklore information 

about when, from where and how it was brought to a certain region. Thus, plows are invaluable nonwritten 

cultural materials for the study of human societies.  

b. When viewed as nonwritten cultural materials, plows are not tools but folk implements 
The COE program of Kanagawa University has given me opportunities to communicate with researchers in 

different fields. When I coordinated the session “The folk implements and the folk technique” at the international 

symposium last year, I was asked from time to time why I used the term “folk implements” instead of just calling 

them “implements.”  

In their book Mingu Sh sh  Ch sa Y moku (1936), Keiz  Shibusawa, the father of folk tool study in Japan, and 

his fellows defined the term “folk implements” as “familiar tools which were created with technical means by our 

fellow countrymen out of need in their daily lives.” This definition was formulated 70 years ago by a coterie of 

Japanese researchers who aimed to study folk implements, and is therefore flawed as seen from today's academic 

viewpoint. For instance, the expression “our fellow countrymen” excludes non-Japanese. Moreover, with the 

phrase “created with technical means out of need in their daily lives,” tools introduced from abroad such as plows 

are removed from the category of folk implements. This definition overlooks the reality that Japan is an East 

Asian country located on the edge of the Chinese cultural area, and in the case of farm tools, 70 to 80 percent have 

their roots in China or Korea. Having entered the 21st century, when international and interdisciplinary studies are 

burgeoning, we need to reconsider our view of folk tools. 

As described above, a plow imparts not only information about its function but also historical and folkloric 

information ; when, from where and how it was delivered to a region. People regard a plow as a tool because they 

focus on its function. But I call it a folk implement because I attach weight to its historical and folkloric 

information, rather than its function as a cultivator. In conclusion, folk implements are tools providing not only 

functional information but also abundant historical and folkloric information, and a tool is called a folk implement 

when its aspect as a nonwritten cultural material is highlighted.  

As described in the first section of this paper, Japan received plows and plowing techniques from China and 

Korea centuries after the advent of plowing in these countries. As they are among the most unchangeable farm 

tools, plows have retained their original shapes since they were brought to Japan in the 6th and 7th centuries. 
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Therefore, studies of Japanese plows will help elucidate the unknown history of 6th- and 7th-century China and 

Korea.

Folk implements in Japan are indispensable assets to all Asian people, and the onus is on the Japanese people to 

protect such artifacts.
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Comment

YIN Shaoting 

East Asian Plows:  
Comments on Three Presentations on Plows by Japanese and Korean Researchers 

The 2nd International Symposium of the Kanagawa University 21st Century COE Program, “Systematization of 

Nonwritten Cultural Materials for the Study of Human Societies,” was held on October 28-29, 2006. As at the 1st

international symposium in 2005, the meeting included a session organized by Prof. Michiaki K no. As it was 

titled “Tracing the Migration of East Asian Peoples Through a Comparative Study of Plow Shapes,” the session 

this time was more focused on East Asian plows. This theme was selected based on Prof. K no’s central thesis: 

“Culture is not always determined by natural environment, and we should pay heed to the dissemination of culture, 

especially the comparative study on the features of plow which was which brought as people migrated. The 

comparative study of plow shapes is a key to unravel migration history.”  

This session featured four researchers from Japan, China and Korea, and as Prof. K no said, it was the first 

meeting of plow researchers from the three countries. It is beneficial to exchange research findings with experts 

from different countries, because we can have in-depth discussions and solidify the foundation for future research 

collaboration. Among the four researchers, Prof. Takeshi Watabe, Kwang-eon Kim and Michiaki K no reported 

on Chinese, Korean and Japanese plows respectively, and I acted as a commentator. Herein, I would like to offer 

my comments on their presentations.  

1. Comments on “Traditional Chinese Plows and the Transfer of Their Technology” 

Prof. Watabe’s presentation “Traditional Chinese Plows and the Transfer of Their Technology” showcases his 

brilliant work on the birth and evolution of plows in China. In the introduction, he claims that very few 

researchers, including Motonosuke Amano, Xin Zhou and me, have conducted extensive, systematic studies of 

traditional Chinese plows. Yet Prof. Watabe should also be counted as one such expert for his achievements in the 

study of Chinese plows. He further mentions, “Prof. Shaoting Yin of Yunnan University has published the 

outstanding works incorporating research results from his frequent fieldwork and archaeological and documentary 

studies.” However, such acclaim should be directed to Prof. Watabe himself, rather than me.  

I began my research on slash-and-burn agriculture in the early 1980s and became intrigued by material culture 

including farm tools. When Prof. Watabe first visited Yunnan in 1987, he gave me his paper. It dealt with the 

plows depicted on carved stones of the Han Dynasty, and was an eye-opener for me. Later, in the early 1990s, I 

had two opportunities to take part in his fieldwork. This experience was invaluable, because I not only obtained 

myriad research materials but was also enlightened by his sincere attitude toward research and meticulous 
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investigation. Indeed, I look upon him as my mentor in plow studies.  

His presentation was impressive especially in the following respects: 

 The advent and development of plows in China are explicitly spelled out.  

 His discussion about the stone plow, the bronze plow, ox cultivation, the two types of plows used in the Han 

Dynasty and the birth of the Lingnan plow is cogent, bolstered by firm historical evidence. 

 He presents a novel thesis that the dry farming technique, which was established in northern China, gradually 

entered the Lingnan region from the Eastern Han Dynasty onwards and plow agriculture was also brought to 

Lingnan from the northern region. 

 The origin and development of plows in China are discussed from the perspectives of both history (society, 

politics, economy, war, land system, law, taxation and people’s migration) and technological advances (the 

invention and spread of copper, iron and steel and the progress of agricultural technology). Such a 

comprehensive study is a rare achievement in this field. 

 He introduces two theories about the genesis of the plow in China. The first is that it originated in West Asia, 

and the second is that it started in China. He further states that we have yet to conclude which theory is 

correct. His words remind us Chinese researchers that our viewpoint should not be narrowly centered on our 

own country. Research should be objective, with our view encompassing Southeast, South and West Asia, 

and furthermore, the whole world.  

These five aspects manifest the significance of his presentation in plow studies. Indeed, I gained valuable 

insights from it. Since I do not have many chances to meet Prof. Watabe, I would like to make full use of this 

opportunity and ask for his opinions on some issues.  

He argues that ancient Chinese plows (or to be more precisely, plows of the Han Dynasty) are divided into two 

groups, which show a clear difference in geographical distribution. He says that the quadrangular-frame plow is 

found in the Shanxi, Gansu and Inner Mongolia districts, while the triangular-frame plow is in Subei (northern 

half of Jiangsu Province as divided by the Huai River) and Shandong. He also mentions, “Since ancient times, the 

development of plowing and the improvement of plows in China mainly took place in areas north of the 

Qinling-Huaihe line. During the Warring States Period and the Han Dynasty, the Jiangnan and Lingnan regions 

were undeveloped and sparsely populated, and rice was grown in wet paddies with a farming method called 

huogeng shuinou. Little is known about this farming method, however, except that it was probably a method of 

direct seeding cultivation in which the plows were not used,” and concludes that “a full-scale introduction of 

plowing technology to areas south of the Qinling and Huaihe line was brought about later by the outbreak of 

refugees and immigrants who arrived in massive numbers at around the end of the Eastern Han Dynasty to the Six 

Dynasties Period.”  

I would like to express my opinions on his argument: 

 Although it may be scientifically plausible to divide China into north and south with the line connecting 
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Qinling and Huaihe, this division should not be overemphasized. Plains crisscrossed by rivers can be found, 

especially in the area along the Huaihe River. The region has had a well-developed traffic infrastructure and 

has been inhabited by a single tribe. Thus, it is unlikely that there is a major difference in culture or plow 

types between the two regions divided by the Huaihe River. If my supposition is true, it is highly possible 

that the triangular-frame plow depicted on carved stones of the Eastern Han Dynasty unearthed in Jiangsu 

Province was also used in southern Jiangsu, which belongs to Jiangnan (the region to the south of the Yangzi 

River).  

 The coastal area of Jiangnan, located south of the Huaihe River, was one of the cradles of Chinese 

civilization, where the highly developed Liangzhu and Hemudu cultures blossomed in the Stone Age. During 

the Spring and Autumn Period, the states of Wu and Yue were built in this region, and society, the economy 

and culture flourished. This area was not an underdeveloped frontier. Thus, we should distinguish Jiangnan 

(the region to the south of the Yangzi River) from Huanan (Guangdong and Guangxi Province) when 

studying the ancient history of Jiangnan. Jiangnan comprises the coastal and lakeside plain region where 

civilization flowered and the remote inland and mountainous region that is reminiscent of the old adage 

"xianggeng niaoyun (elephants cultivate the land and birds weed)” and where people practiced the huogeng 

shuinou farming method. We should consider these two regions of Jiangnan separately.  

 If my argument above is correct and the region from southern Shandong to eastern Jiangnan is considered to 

have formed a single economic and cultural zone in ancient times, we can explain the birth and development 

of plows in this area. Many artifacts have been discovered in this region, including the lei and si, as well as 

the stone plow of the Neolithic Age, which is also called a potuqi (soil-breaking tool) and is the prototype of 

the plow. Moreover, the bronze plowshare of the Shang Dynasty, which is the only one of its kind found in 

China, was unearthed in this region (the bronze plowshare was a funerary object called a mingqi). Later, 

people started to use the no-sole triangular-frame straight-beam plow driven by oxen, as depicted on the 

carved stones of the Han Dynasty. Then, several centuries later, in the Tang Dynasty, the Jiangdong plow, the 

most typical plow in China, was invented based on the triangular-frame plow. It was the last plow type to 

appear in Chinese history. Prof. Wen-Hua Chen, an expert in Chinese agricultural archaeology, postulates that 

the lei and si evolved into the triangular-frame curved beam plow and further into the long-sole 

quadrangular-frame straight-beam plow. Although Prof. Chen’s theory cannot be applied to every part of 

China, I think it reasonably explains the development of plows in the Huaihe and Jiangnan regions. 

Meanwhile, the paper by Prof. Kono states that plows in Osaka are of Chinese origin, and I believe they were 

brought to Japan from the Huaihe and Jiangnan regions.  

 Further studies are required to prove the theory that the plowing and harrowing techniques came into use in 

the Lingnan region as the dry farming method was brought from the northern part of China. I think it is 

undoubtedly true that the Eastern Han Dynasty introduced the plowing technique into the Lingnan and 

southwestern regions, the use of iron spread around that time, and the number of immigrants moving from 

north to south skyrocketed from the Eastern Han Dynasty onwards. Yet, according to my study, the no-sole 

triangular-frame curved-beam plow was dominant in China’s southwestern and Huanan regions and northern 

Southeast Asia, although triangular and quadrangular-frame plow, short-sole and long-sole plow, straight and 

curved-beam plow also existed in these regions. These different types of plows were probably created 
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through adaptation to regional climates, but it is hard to unravel when and from where plows arrived in a 

region, when they were improved and when a particular type of plow was widely accepted. Meanwhile, Prof. 

Watabe says that the liuzhou (roller) is one of the farming tools that appear in the models of plowing and 

harrowing paddy fields discovered in the Lingnan region. I wonder whether the liuzhou was made of stone, 

because it is improbable that a stone roller was used in rice paddies. I think it makes sense if it was used to 

break soil in dry fields or to thresh grain. 

 As for geographical names, the concept of the term “Huabei” in his presentation is different from that used in 

China. Prof. Watabe refers to Northern China as the entire region north of the Qinling-Huaihe line. However, 

this area is generally called Beifang (northern part) in China. Gansu and Shanxi, which are part of Beifang, 

are regarded as the northwestern region and do not belong to Northern China. In China, the term Northern 

China usually refers to Hebei Province and its surrounding areas.  

2. Comments on “Shapes of Korean Plows and Their Regional Features” 

Observing Prof. Kim’s presentation “Shapes of Korean Plows and Their Regional Features,” I was enthralled by 

the richness of Korean plow culture and his meticulous research. Notably, he categorizes plows in various ways. 

Although I give much weight to classification, I categorize plows only according to shape and geographical 

distribution. In contrast, Prof. Kim classifies plows based not only on shape and geographical distribution, but also 

name, handle, method for adjusting the plowhead angle, and number of plowheads.  

According to Prof. K no, Prof. Kim is an authority on folklore and farm tool studies, and his academic 

background is reflected in his papers. For example, his classification study of plow names is underpinned by his 

folkloristic viewpoint. Such a study is unattainable for non-folklorists, including Professors K no and Watabe and 

me. Prof. Kim says plows are called by no less than 67 names in Korea. The abundance of names embodies 

Korean heritage as well as people’s appreciation of the tool, which reaches far beyond the boundaries of plow 

studies. Indeed, plows, which form a category of nonwritten cultural materials, give a glimpse into Korean folk 

culture. For instance, in regions in the central east (Gangwon Province), center (northern Gyeonggi Province) and 

central west (Hwanghae Province), the word “plow” originally meant “tool” but also acquired the meaning of 

“male sexual organ.” The expression “to cultivate the fields with a plow” implies sexual activity, and the word 

“seed” bears the meaning of semen. Moreover, soil falling from a moldboard is called “cooked rice.” The name of 

a plow or its part not only indicates the object itself but also carries other connotations. Prof. Kim’s classification 

research on plow names has broadened the horizons of plow studies.  

The theme of this session is “Tracing the Migration of East Asian Peoples Through a Comparative Study of 

Plow Shapes.” Korea has served as the bridge between China and Japan, and the study of Korean plows gives us 

deeper insights into the history of cultural interaction — a topic that has intrigued researchers. I look forward to 

further progress in this field. 
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3. Comments on “Japanese Plows of Korean, Chinese and Mixed Origin” 

Prof. K no acts as the coordinator of plow studies in Kanagawa University 21st Century COE program. He has 

held two symposia, inviting plow researchers from Japan, China and Korea, and set up the International Forum on 

East Asian Plow Agriculture. His efforts brought about dialogue and communication among researchers from the 

three countries, and I believe international research collaboration in this field will be intensified. 

I first met Prof. K no ten years ago at a symposium held by the Research Institute for Languages and Cultures 

of Asia and Africa, T ky  University of Foreign Studies. At the meeting, I gave a presentation entitled “Plow 

Types and Their Geographical Distribution in Yunnan Province.” Prof. K no began his research on plows in 1981, 

three years before I did. I have made little progress in plow studies over the last seven years, being snowed under 

with office chores and research on other topics. In contrast, Prof. K no has kept studying Japanese plows with all 

his might. I am deeply grateful that, whenever he writes a paper or makes new findings, he contacts me 

immediately. Moreover, he invited me to international symposia in the past two years, spurring me to work harder 

on my research. I have learned many things from him. 

The hallmarks of Prof. K no’s presentation are his unparalleled style, unique point of view and concise, 

to-the-point discussion bolstered by profound knowledge. Even in this limited time, he lucidly mentions the 

genesis, characteristics, shape, classification, geographic distribution and history of the Japanese plow. His 

presentation is full of novel views and is especially impressive in the following respects: 

 Farm tools are generally thought to have developed into the diverse forms we see today, with improvements 

continuously added to better fit the topography and soil characteristics. However, Prof. K no approached the 

subject from different angles and discovered that some farm tools have maintained their original shape for 

more than a millennium. He further revealed the following principles: Tools for producing products are less 

changeable than those used in daily life; among rice-farming tools, cultivation tools are less changeable than 

those for threshing or processing harvested rice; and among cultivation tools, plows or harrows drawn by 

oxen or horses are less changeable than hoes and spades handled by people. These facts carry tremendous 

significance; if the plow is one of the most unchangeable farm tools, a comparison of plows used in the 20th

century may help determine the shape of ancient Japanese plows, and furthermore, trace the migration 

history of East Asian peoples. 

 Every plow researcher puts weight on the classification of plows and, more often than not, classification is 

seen as the goal of study. In contrast, Prof. K no's statement that “we must have a crystal-clear perception of 

why we classify and what information we want to obtain by doing so,” shows that, to him, classification is 

merely an analysis method. 

 According to the conventional theory, plows have been adapted to regional climates, and, as a result, no-sole 

plows came to be used in dry fields, while firmly-built long-sole plows were developed to cultivate rice 

paddies. However, Prof. K no’s study in saka and Fukuoka Prefectures contradicts this theory. He found 

that while no-sole plows were used in both fields and rice paddies in Fukuoka, long-sole plows served both 

purposes in saka. He surmises that the no-sole plow in Fukuoka was brought from Korea, while the 

long-sole plow was introduced from China and has since been used in saka.
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 Based on his findings, Prof. K no devised a new classification system that groups plows into those of Korean, 

Chinese and mixed origin.  

 The exploration of when and by whom Korean and Chinese plows were introduced into Japan turns plow 

studies from a mere analysis of agricultural functions of the tool itself into historical and folklore studies. In 

other words, if plow studies can help reconstruct historical events, including people’s migration, the plow 

becomes more than a farm tool; it takes on the aspect of an invaluable “nonwritten cultural material for the 

study of human societies” that imparts historical information. 

Prof. K no’s research method is innovative and persuasive. Having said that, while it is relatively easy to 

explain people’s migration and cultural dissemination in Japan, the situation is quite different in regions where 

various tribes reside. Moreover, even if the plow and other farm tools are deemed special nonwritten cultural 

materials, what they can reveal is limited to cultural history surrounding the tools themselves. Thus, the scope of 

study using these tools should not be unduly expanded. 

It is a sheer joy to cultivate friendship through research activities. In this comment, I have stated my humble 

opinion, and if anything inappropriate is contained herein, I welcome any comments. 
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POSSIBILITIES OF PHOTOGRAPHS AS MATERIAL FOR AN ANALYSIS 

OF  LANDSCAPE  AND  SPACE  ORGANIZATION
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Possibilities of Photographs as Material for Landscape Analysis 

FUJINAGA G

1. Introduction 

Landscapes are traces of human activity inscribed on the Earth. Landscapes are shaped even today by activities 

of individuals and societies, and therefore continue to change. “Landscape” is one of the keywords in Kanagawa 

University’s 21st Century COE Program. By analyzing landscapes, we have been trying to learn how people live, 

act and think, and what they try to accomplish. Among the most important reference materials in the study have 

been the so-called the Shibusawa Films, which are owned by Kanagawa University’s Institute for the Study of 

Japanese Folk Culture. The films are a collection of photos and films of people’s lives and folklore in and outside 

Japan, taken by Keiz  Shibusawa and his staffs between 1935 and 1944. The Shibusawa Films deal with various 

aspects of people’s lives, culture and climate, including the people themselves, animals, tools, houses, 

communities, farmland, vegetation, topography and villagers’ behavior including gestures. The photos give us a 

glimpse of old communities and their folklore. This report explores the possibilities of landscape analysis using 

photographic materials, based on the Shibusawa Films and photos taken by the author as a step toward studying 

the Shibusawa Films. 

2. Photography as Records and Materials 

Today, probably no geographers, folklorists or anthropologists leave the sites of their field studies without 

taking pictures. When they return and review their photos to wrap up their studies, they often rediscover the sites. 

Photographs are also effective in helping other people understand the sites by showing concrete images. 

Photographs are often used for geographic, folkloristic and anthropologic research papers. Many books have been 

published with photographs to depict what communities are like. In such cases, photographs have two significant 

functions. One is their function as records that capture a site on to a piece of paper, so that memories of it can be 

reconstructed and presented to others. The other is their function as materials that capture a concrete target so that 

the landscape can be analyzed. The landscape within the photograph has been chosen to accentuate the intentions 

of the photographer, and it functions as explanatory material for analysis by both the taker and the viewers of the 

photograph. In other words, an analysis of such photographs offers objective events and meanings, so that the 

photograph is relevant as material. For example, Photo 1, one of the Shibusawa Films, shows the seashore of 

Sumiyo Village on Amami shima Island. Not only mangroves but also utility poles and electrical wires can be 

seen in the photograph. In the early Showa Era, which started in 1926, even this remote island had electricity. In a 

way, the photograph depicts an innovation revolution in the region. As such, photographs can be convenient 

materials that focus on the different aspects of a location. 

3. Some Issues when Treating Photographic Materials 

How to treat and analyze photographs taken by others remains an issue. As photographs are products of very 

subjective behavior, how should they be treated as reference materials, especially if they have been taken by 
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people other than those doing the analysis? On this point, Satoru Kikuchi (2000) points out the potential danger in 

analyzing photographs, taking as an example a photograph found in July 1951 showing an aenokoto ceremony of 

the Nomoto family in Yanagida Village, Fugeshi District, Ishikawa Prefecture. The photo gives evidence that the 

ceremony took place in front of military personnel during World War  when the media was strictly controlled, 

and that the person who presided over the ceremony was well acquainted with Shint  ceremonies, which is 

obvious from the written prayers and meal trays shown in the photograph. Therefore, the photograph reveals that 

this aenokoto ceremony was strongly influenced by Shint , and is clearly different from its original form as an 

agricultural ceremony. When analyzing photographs, it is critical to avoid such simple pitfalls of relying only on 

what is apparent on the photographs, and to discern the true meaning behind each image.  

4. Analyzing Landscapes in Photographs 

How, then, should photographs be used for landscape analysis? According to Keiichi Yano (2003), photographs 

are most proactively used in research activities in the field of geography, as a means of both recording and 

expression. Yano refers to works by Minoru Ishii (1988) and Kaoru Tanaka (1935) to explain the trends in using 

photographs to create topographic documents. He takes particular note of the way photographs are shot and used 

in Tanaka’s Geoscientific Photography in which a number of photographs of the entire area that show road, water 

and farming systems, as well as types of residential buildings, vocations, and the appearance of the people, work 

together as a group of photographs of the entire village to depict the entirety of the region. Yano also borrows 

Tanaka’s words in explaining the use of photographs, saying “academic creativity” is at work here to “grasp the 

meaning of geographic landscapes correctly, and to make adequate choices in the point from which observations 

are made and records are taken,” and that this is a form of expression is quite different from “dramatic direction.” 

Such uses of photography may in fact indicate pertinent approaches for analyzing photographs. If in fact the 

“academic creativity” mentioned by Tanaka and Yano is applied to how the photographs are taken, and if there is a 

certain intention in how the components of this landscape are captured, landscapes can be analyzed and 

interpreted for their implications by applying such viewpoints to photographs taken by those other than the ones 

who analyze them. That is, particular attention should be paid to several noticeable components of the landscape, 

and understanding should then deepen on the formation of the landscape “that expands to outside the photograph.” 

All components of the landscape within the picture should be scrutinized (at this point, components that were 

“accidentally incorporated” into the photograph regardless of the intention of the photographer would also be 

important (Fujinaga et al 2004)), and, above all, the ability to figure out and interpret the significance of their 

combinations and how they relate to each other is required of the person who analyzes. If, for example, we take 

the landscape of a village, we must be able to penetrate into the livelihood of its people and their will from the 

glimpses available in order to analyze this landscape, as Hiromi Taguchi (2006) describes: “It is important to 

understand the relationship between visibly discernible objects –from items found casually placed around the 

houses such as spades and harrows, pails and barrels, strainers and baskets, to roof tiles, roof angles, how the 

gardens are laid out, allotment of land - and people’s lives as one system.” In addition, if we are to look into how 

landscapes in the Shibusawa Films changed over time, the social and economic environment and the system of the 

times that surround the people must also be considered.  

Photo 2, another of the Shibusawa Films, shows a burial at sea that took place on a beach in Nase City, now 
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Amami City, on Amami shima Island. Obviously, burial at sea is what the photographer intended to depict. 

However, one wouldn’t know that without being familiar with the customs and culture of the region at the time. 

Men and women of all ages, in various forms of dress, can be seen gathered at the ceremony. In the background, 

houses and a chimney are visible. There are fishing boats and oars in the water, and large cultivated plots on a hill. 

In the foreground, stone steps can be seen. The picture contains many valuable elements that demand to be 

scrutinized and related to other elements in and out of the photograph, based on current knowledge of people’s 

lives at the time, to obtain a full understanding of the overall picture of the region. The picture raises various 

questions: What was grown in the plots? How were the plots zoned? How did people grow crops? If they grew 

commercial crops, where were those crops shipped? Were the people who gathered for the ceremony engaged in 

farming or fishing? Looking for the unseen functions within a photograph with such questions in mind can expand 

its possibilities as material for landscape analysis. 
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The Present-day Significance of the ‘Shibusawa Films’ for Landscape 
Research Data: An Example of Southern Korea 

HAMADA Hiroaki 

1. Landscape Photographs from the Shibusawa Films 
The Institute for the Study of Japanese Folk Culture at Kanagawa University owns the Shibusawa Films, an 

archive of more than 4,000 still photographs and a small number of movies shot taken before World War II by 
Keiz  Shibusawa, a businessman and folklore scholar. The Shibusawa Films a collection of the still photographs 
mainly serve as records of folk practices and folk implements, but quite a few photos also capture the precious 
scenery of the time. Some were taken in the former Japanese colonies such as Korea, Taiwan, and the eastern part 
of China. 

Most of those photos, 235 shots, were taken on the Korean Peninsula. More than half, or 125, were shot in 
Ulsan in the southeast of the peninsula, and another 58 were taken throughout the Korean Archipelago. This report 
focuses on Shibusawa’s landscape photographs of the southern Korean Peninsula in the 1930s in an attempt to 
examine their significance from geographic standpoint. I will also assess their significance as landscape 
photographs by comparing the pictures chronologically and regionally. 

2. The Concept of Landscape in Terms of Geography 
(1) The Definition of Landscape 

Landscape research once flourished as a major field of geography in Japan, but it was sidelined as economic 
geography became popular in the high-economic growth period of the 1960s. In the 1980s research on landscape 
came under the spotlight again. Today, such research is conducted in various fields including history, folklore, 
sociology, architecture, civil engineering, agriculture, philosophy, and literature, not to mention geography. In 
April 2005 cultural landscape became a new category of cultural properties. In addition, the Landscape Law has 
taken effect in order to provide that sound landscapes should be the common property of Japan. These changes 
have been fueling the enthusiasm for research and discussion on the subject. 

“Landscape” and “scenery” are used interchangeably in our everyday lives. Yet, only “landscape” is recognized 
as a term used in geography and botany. In the field of geography, landscapes are divided into two categories: 
natural and cultural. The former is defined as untouched landscape. Natural landscapes include inanimate 
components such as oceans, mountains, and rivers, and biotic components like plants. They evolve under the 
influence of earthquakes, crustal deformation, mountain building, the global circulation of water and air, and 
climate changes. Cultural landscapes are interpreted as landscapes created by human activities including cities, 
villages, and cultivated land. Cultural landscapes evolve as the result of economic activities like business and 
manufacturing as well as politics. In traditional research, landscapes are examined based on phenomenal and 
surface aspects, that is, location, size, and shape. 

The majority of today’s landscapes are defined as cultural, which serve as a trace of human activities and which
continue to evolve. A landscape itself does not tell us anything; we have to work on it and get something out of it. 
Therefore, it is difficult to assess the significance of landscape as nonwritten material. Nevertheless, the COE 
program at Kanagawa University, which strives for the systematization of nonwritten cultural materials for the 
study of human societies, considers landscapes one form of nonwritten material in human culture, and our 
members in the field of human geography intend to play a lead role in establishing and systematizing its status. 

When studying cultural landscape, it is not enough to pay attention to chronological changes in terms of the 
passage of time or history. We also need to take into account regional differences, namely spatial changes. 
Furthermore, we have to think of how we can discover the invisible as we take components out of a visible 
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landscape and consider their composition. In other words, we need to find out how landscapes have been created 
and composed in interaction with human activities. 

(2) Chronological and Spatial Changes in Landscape 
Chronological changes of landscape can be found by comparing a given landscape in chronological order in the 

manner of a fixed-point observation. We do not ordinarily pay attention to landscapes or scenery nor, when we see 
it every day, do we notice changes. However, observing the same landscape after 5 or 10 years makes us aware of 
significant changes. Recording and analyzing changes in a familiar landscape can help us grasp the process of 
transformation.

To this end, we need to photograph or sketch a particular place from the same angle and location at regular 
intervals. For institutions like museums, it is effective to build models of a landscape of different times and 
compare them. It is not until we make chronological comparisons of a given landscape that we can analyze 
changes. For the purpose of analysis, we need to take into account components of a landscape such as 
geographical features, architectural structures, street networks, land zoning, and demographic changes. Then, we 
have to analyze the composition of the landscape, classify architectural structures, assess the functions of each 
component, and evaluate geographic conditions of architectural structures before looking into chronological 
changes. A landscape photograph is merely a piece of a still image; however, it contains quite a lot of useful 
information. An assessment of the usefulness of landscape photographs as nonwritten material depends on 
whether we have techniques to discover invisible compositions beyond phenomenal or surface factors.  

Let’s examine how this might work by looking at photographs of Sagami no Station and its neighborhood in 
the southern part of Sagamihara City, Kanagawa Prefecture. The city, 40 kilometers from T ky  and 25 
kilometers from Yokohama, has changed considerably due to rapid urbanization after World War II. Photo 1 was 
taken in 1957. Behind the train is a platform. Other than a few houses to the right of the north exit of the station, 
what we see is mountains, a forest, cultivated plots and open fields. Sagamihara became a city in 1952, and the 
population was just 90,000 when the picture was taken. Photo 2 was taken in 1985, 27 years later. The area had 
changed significantly; a land readjustment program had been implemented, and almost all of the forest and 
agricultural fields had been converted to parking lots or buildings, although there is a bit of forest remaining. The 
population of Sagamihara City had grown to 480,000, or by 400,000 since 1957. To our surprise, changes to the 
landscape of the city continued to accelerate after 1985. Photo 3 shows how in the 8 years from 1985 to 1993, 
high-rise buildings mushroomed around the station and a two-story parking lot had been built; a new station 
building was also under construction in 1993. In Photo 4, which was taken in 1998, we can see a huge station 
building had emerged. The landscape had undergone a complete “transformation,” and the population of the city 
had reached 580,000 that year. 

If we look at Photo 1 and Photo 4 only, there is no way to tell they were taken in the same location. It is 
probably hard to tell so even if we compare Photo 2 and Photo 4, taken 13 years apart. For an area rapidly 
urbanizing like Sagami no, it is impossible to use landscape photographs as nonwritten materials for research 
unless we have photographs to keep track of changes and allow us to identify the area in question. 

(3) The Shibusawa Films as Landscape Photographs 
As mentioned earlier, Ulsan is where most of the Korean pictures in the Shibusawa collection were taken. The 

photos were shot in Dal-ri village in August, 1931, an area today known as Taldom in Num Ward, Ulsan 
Metropolitan City. Ulsan, now with a population of one million, is located 50 kilometers northeast of Pusan. 
Shibusawa conducted a 45-day field study there. Dal-ri was a farming village, and the population of Ulsan Village 
(old downtown) was 11,000 according to old data. As for Photo 5, even though it was extremely difficult to 
pinpoint where it was taken, we have managed to identify it as the old downtown area of Ulsan, northeast of 
Dal-ri. We can see vast cultivated fields in the picture. 
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Identifying the location was difficult because Dal-ri underwent drastic landscape change over the next 70 years. 
Ulsan and Sagamihara have a lot in common in terms of development. Ulsan was recognized as a city in 1962,
when the population was 80,000. The population kept skyrocketing: 410,000 in 1980, 680,000 in 1990. In 2000, it 
reached 1,010,000. In the midst of the transformation, the landscape in Photo 5 had changed to what we see in 
Photo 6, taken in August 2005. The cultivated land had been replaced by a modern city. We can see a vast expanse 
of high-rise condominiums in the background. 

An unchangeable geographic feature, the mountains in this case, was the key to identifying where the pictures 
were taken. Prior to our visit to the area, we speculated about the exact location by looking at the topographic map 
of the area and comparing it with the pictures, paying special attention to the mountains. When we got to the area, 
we found out that it was impossible to observe the landscape on the ground because high-rise buildings blocked 
our view. Therefore, we looked for a tall building with a rooftop deck as close to the speculated spot as possible 
and examined the landscape from there. Photo 6 was taken back then as a record of the landscape change even 
though the location is not exactly the same as where the rest of the pictures were taken. 

We can tell that the mountain ridge in the background and the shape of the hill to the left in Photo 5 are 
identical to those in Photo 6. The height of the hill, called Mt. Hak Seon is 59 meters, and it has been converted to 
a park. Had we human beings altered the mountains radically, it would have been even harder to pinpoint where 
the pictures were taken. 

To get a full record of landscape change, we need more pictures of the Ulsan area to fill the chronological gaps, 
as in the case of Sagami no. As for pictures whose photograph locations are unknown, we must examine old 
pictures of an area in question and track how the landscape has changed. If these conditions are met, the value of 
the Shibusawa Films as a landscape archive will increase considerably. 

We have also found an area which has not really changed over the past 70 years. Shibusawa conducted a 3-day 
field research starting on August 17, 1931 around Tadohae, or Sea of Many Islands, off the southwest corner of the 
Korean peninsula. Photo 7 for example, taken in Jin-ri village on Imjado Island, shows paddy fields, paths, and 
houses with thatched roofs. We can also see a forest and cultivated land in the hill behind the houses.  

We could figure out where the pictures were taken because the village was close to a harbor. We referred to a 
topographic map of the area to confirm the land features and location of the village before we actually observed 
the landscape. Photo 8 was taken in September 2004 at the same angle from the same location as Photo 7. Once 
again we could identify the spot thanks to the mountains in the background. 

The landscape of the area has not changed over the past 70 years. Some of the paddy fields have been converted 
into cornfields, but the land is still mostly cultivated. A village of the same size still remains although the roofs of 
the houses are no longer thatched. The trees on the top of the hill have not changed. 

Nevertheless, if we take a close look at the components of the landscape, some changes become apparent. A 
Christian church has been built in the village, and the houses have been renovated with tiled roofs replacing 
thatched ones. Utility poles have been set up. About 100 meters to the left of the photograph location, a grocery 
store has opened although that is not captured in the picture. A Careful examination of pictures enables us to 
detect changes in economic and social life. 

3. Use and Systemization of Landscape Photographs as Research Materials  
Compared to Ulsan, the Jin-ri landscape has gone through minor changes. Yet, even the area which has not been 

subjected to urbanization is changing gradually. We can see that by comparing the components of its landscape in 
chronological order. 

Comparisons of each component of a landscape reveal various aspects of landscape change. A close 
examination of architectural structures and their materials tells us how buildings have been changed in terms of 
height, size, and fire resistance. A close look at the geometry and structure of street networks shows that streets 
have been straightened, expanded, paved, and divided into roadways and sidewalks. By examining land 
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arrangement and planting, we can also see how land has come to be zoned into small square blocks and how some 
land has come to be used for urban agriculture  

The Shibusawa Films do not include many landscape photographs. Most capture folk implements and people 
from the viewpoint of folklore. Out of 235 pictures taken in the Korean Peninsula, only 67, or 30%, depict 
landscape. However, in the entire collection of Shibusawa Pictures, more than 1000 out of 4000 depict landscape 
before World War II. 

The Shibusawa Films are valuable in the field of geography since they enable us to discover the process of 
changes over time when compared with current landscapes. In other words, they serve as records which reveal the 
features of a given landscape at a certain point of time. Another significance of the Shibusawa Pictures is that a 
comparison of landscapes of the same time period in the pictures gives us the means to track regional changes. 
They function as materials which show us regional characteristics in a certain period of time. 

However, in order to use the Shibusawa Films as study materials we have to overcome many obstacles. For 
example, we must identify the exact locations and camera angles based on the names of villages recorded in the 
pictures because the locations of Shibusawa’s picture shoots are unidentified. In an extreme case, the only clue we 
get is just the name of the country, “South Korea.” Therefore, identifying the locations will be painstaking work. 

In order to pinpoint the locations, topographic information recorded as landscape in the pictures plays a key role. 
We have to retrace Shibusawa’s trip, compare several pictures, and speculate on the exact locations using the 
natural features such as mountains and rivers as clues, though that requires a lot of time and effort. Furthermore, 
we need to collaborate with folklore scholars and historians in reading up on folk implements and folkways of the 
era based on the Shibusawa Pictures. 

When looking at photographs as nonwritten materials, we tend to regard them as secondary materials because 
they are different from direct materials such as folk implements and archive documents which give us definite, 
clear-cut information. However, it is obvious that we can’t preserve landscape as it is. We can only preserve it in 
the form of models or photographs. When using landscape as study materials, photographs do serve as direct 
reference materials, and we must consider what is captured in pictures -- our target of research. To enhance the 
value of pictures as nonwritten materials, we must look into the unseen components of landscape such as social 
systems and the way people thought in the era, namely social, political, and economic structures. 
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<Photos>
Photo 1   Sagami no Station and its Neighborhood in 1959 (from “Minami no” published by Minami no 

Elementary School, 1982) 

Photo 2   Sagami no Station and its Neighborhood in 1985 by Hiroaki Hamada 

Photo 3   Sagami no Station and its Neighborhood in 1993 by Hiroaki Hamada 

Photo 4   Sagami no Station and its Neighborhood in 1998 by Hiroaki Hamada 

Photo 5   The Northeast View from a Public Square in Dal-ri, owned by Institute for the Study of Japanese 
Folk Culture: SA3885 

Photo 6   The Northeast View from Dal-dong by Hiroaki Hamada, August 17, 2005 

Photo 7   A Paddy Field and a Village in Jin-ri, owned by Institute for the Study of Japanese Folk Culture: 
SA2024 

Photo 8   A Paddy Field and a Village in Jin-ri by Hiroaki Hamada, September 11, 2004 
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Comment

JUNG Mee Ae 

Comments on Possibilities of Photographs as Material for Landscape Analysis 

First of all, I would like to thank Prof. Hamada and Prof. Fujinaga for their enlightening presentations. They 

made it clear that we can conduct a temporal comparative analysis of landscape using two photographs. 

Landscape photographs are very valuable as study material since they present a vivid record of the natural 

environment and culture of a specific location at a specific time.  In a foreign country we take pictures with 

curiosity and excitement. When we do so to satisfy our academic interest rather than our curiosity as tourists, we 

must be systematic. As Prof. Fujinaga mentioned, picture-taking is the basis of geographic research, and 

observation of landscape is the first step of geographical analysis. Geography researchers strive to take 

photographs which illustrate the unique characteristics of a given area. Even though Shibusawa was not a 

geographer, he must have done the same. The Shibusawa Films, which were all photographed around 70 years ago, 

depict the natural environment and culture unique to South Korea. 

When I was in that country in 2004, I joined Prof. Hachikubo and Prof. Hamada in identifying where the 

Shibusawa Films were taken. At that time I found that Ulsan had changed considerably since I visited there as a 

university student. I figured that it would be quite a challenge to determine what Ulsan was like 70 years ago 

based on its current landscape. 

The 1930s when the Shibusawa Films were photographed saw the tide of modernization rise in Korea. However, 

the effects of modernization were deliberately left out of rural landscapes captured in the films. We don’t see any 

sign of modernization in Picture 5, the landscape of Ulsan. In Picture 6, however, taken 70 years later, it is almost 

impossible to detect traditional aspects. The reason why Ulsan has changed so enormously under the tide of 

modernization is that it is a major industrial city. Other cities have also gone through drastic changes over the last 

70 years. 

The industrialization of Ulsan dates back to the 1960s. In 1962 the city was designated as a special industrial 

zone, and in 1972 a coastal industrial complex centering around the petrochemical industry was established. 

Hyondai, one of the most prominent companies in South Korea, is based in Ulsan. Before 1970, the city center 

was the northern side of the Taehwagang River. After 1980, however, housing complexes started appearing in the 

south side in response to industrial development. Since streets in the north were narrow, the center of commerce 

was moved to the south in the 1990s. 

In Imjado, Picture 7, there were horse ranches during the Joseon Dynasty, but they were moved to other island 

in 1796. The vacated land started to be used for growing crops. The name of the island, Imjado means Perilla 

ocymoides, a short-day plant which was the specialty of the island. Taking advantage of the sandy soil, farmers 

now grow leeks and onions. Imjado is connected by a bridge to Chido, an island between Imjado and the mainland. 

That means Imjado and the mainland are connected by road, cutting the journey from Imjado to Chido to 15 

minutes from the six hours it used to take by ferry. Downtown Imjado is Jinri, which we can see in Picture 7 and 8. 
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Jinri is where the township hall of Imjado is, and the area was already the center of the island 70 years ago. On an 

isolated island like Imjado, paddy fields are very precious; thus, the rural landscape in Picture 7 has remained 

untouched. As Prof. Hamada pointed out, the landscape of the island hasn’t changed so much. However, we can 

still detect some changes, even though they don’t count overall. The tall structure in Picture 8 is the Jinri Church, 

which was rebuilt in 1997. After the Korean War, Christianity spread rapidly throughout South Korea, and 

churches have been built even in remote regions like Imjado. 

The landscapes of Ulsan and Imjado were both rural 70 years ago. But, Ulsan has changed significantly, and 

high-rise buildings have mushroomed. The components of the Imjado landscape have also changed; however, the 

region still remains rural. Chronologically comparing a given landscape is an effective way of revealing 

time-series changes. Furthermore, parallel chronological analyses of two regions offer us valuable information as 

well.

Unlike most of the Shibusawa Films we don’t see traditional, rural scenery in the picture of a market on an 

island west of Imjado. We can see the influence of modernization from the houses and the way people dress. The 

children in shorts and tank tops indicate that the area was under the influence of Japan. 

According to a note written on the picture, the market was held in Imjado, but this is false. For the Japanese 

people who photographed the Shibusawa Films, it must have been a daunting task to identify names of local 

places. For us it is even more challenging to pinpoint a location captured in a picture taken 70 years ago. To make 

the task possible and efficient, we must collaborate with local researchers. Their knowledge will be invaluable. We 

need to open albums, go through forgotten pictures, and use them as study materials. 

Photographs don’t yield information that is as clear cut as written material. Nevertheless, in the field of 

geography, they are even more valuable. In order to use and systematize the Shibusawa Films as study material, 

we must spend time and effort on determining where they were taken as Prof. Hamada suggested. 
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Comment 

OKUNO Shii  

Session IV 
Possibilities of Utilizing Photos as Study Materials in Landscape or Spatial Context Analysis 

First, Fujinaga pointed out that landscapes depicted in photographs must be accurately interpreted in order to be 

utilized as records and materials for landscape analysis. He also claimed that looking for unseen functions within 

photographs may reveal their infinite possibilities as study materials. Next, Hamada has suggested two principles 

or methods in systematizing photos as research information in landscape or spatial context analysis: 1. Studying 

the time series difference of a fixed place. 2. Studying the landscape (change) difference of different places in the 

same period of time. He also stresses on the invisible content (i.e., social aspect and way of living) of photos from 

the visible part (i.e., landscape features).  

Below are five comments or questions regarding Session IV:  

(1) When will the index of the Shibusawa Films be done? 

(2) What must be done to post the Shibusawa Films on the Web and publish a collection of them? 

(3) Is it necessary to create a database of landscape photographs in order to systemize non-written materials? If so, 

how should this be done? How much has been done so far? How are photographs categorized? 

(4) Possibilities of photo analysis in the spatial-temporal context 

To convey a complete photo analysis in the spatial-temporal context, we need to expand our analysis from a 

point (a single location, a single point in time) to point-line framework (time series study of a single location 

as in Figure 1), and then further into point-line-area framework, or point-line-network. The former indicates 

parallel work on multiple locations of different regions or countries as shown in Figure 2, and the latter 

stipulates comparative work linking different places on a theme or a function as in Figure 3. Possible themes 

are landscape change in a fishing village, the effects of modernization and urbanization on landscape, and 

exploration of East Asia in search of traces of the past. 

(5) The possibilities of using photographs as study materials can be expanded by comparing Shibusawa’s photo 

materials with those by other prominent authors or photographers in the same age. For example, we may use 

Beyond the Yangtze Valley by Isabella Bird, an English explorer, geographer, and missionary. (The original 

copy was published in London in 1898. Translated versions by Kiyonori Kanasaka, Isabella Bird’s Expedition 

to Far East Vol.1, Vol.2, and Journeys in China, were published as part of the Eastern Library by Heibonsha 

in 2005.) 
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Final Discussion 

Kitahara: I’m Itoko Kitahara, the “traffic controller” of this discussion. In the COE Program, there is a division 

relating to landscapes and natural disasters. I’m involved in the field of the traces of disasters and human activities. 

The topics we deal with aren’t covered in this symposium but, as members of the program, we are all concerned 

with how to systematize nonwritten materials for human culture. So, I’m hoping to get some answers through this 

discussion. Yesterday we had two discussion sessions but no time for questions and answers. Today we have one 

and a half hours, so we’d like to invite your opinions and questions. A question-and-answer session will be held at 

the end of the discussion, so please stay with us until then and give us your views. First, each coordinator will give 

us a short summary of the session in the order of the presentation. Now please welcome Prof. Matoba. 

Matoba: Yesterday’s first session dealt with theories about nonwritten materials and was titled “Methodological 

Problems.” With our program in its fourth year, a team dealing with the various theoretical approaches behind the 

implementation of the program. The subjects covered in this symposium aren’t all we study, and various 

individual projects are near completion. My specialty is philosophy and history of thought. The other panelist in 

the session, Prof. Rieu specializes in philosophy, so none of us is an expert in the study of nonwritten materials. 

But we are working toward the systematization and theorization of nonwritten materials. The topics of our 

presentations were different; however, we both suggested we should be more adventurous in undertaking this new 

project and work on it in a broader framework. The Kanagawa University 21st Century COE program follows the 

framework approved by the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology. Prof. Rieu, however, 

differentiated the concepts of a project and program. He suggested that we should work on projects on a larger 

scale. Even if we make a mistake, it leads us to the next stage, and we can learn something from it. That’s the way 

this project should be. Furthermore, he suggested that we develop sort of an internet museum of anthropology, 

even though we aren’t sure if we are capable of doing that. He accented the technological revolution in the 1980s. 

Advances in science and technology have been influencing the field of learning. That is called paradigm transition. 

An economic anthropologist, Karl Polanyi named it the Great Transformation, and a historian of science, Thomas 

Kuhn called it Paradigm Shift.  

The learning and research approach we pursued in the 1970s was running into a brick wall, but technologies 

have been innovated to change the situation. How can we ride this technological wave? Advances in computer 

technology have broadened our world. Traditional teaching and learning methods, such as perusing books and 

studying history have been replaced by more innovative approaches. Frankly speaking, universities are being left 

behind. According to Prof. Rieu an ideal replacement is a virtual museum. Traditionally, teachers passed on 

knowledge to students. But, now education has shifted to a more participatory style in which teachers and students 

explore a given subject together. He proposed that an online museum would be very effective. For example, to 

compile a pictorial dictionary, which is one of the topics covered in this symposium, the staff has adopted the 

method long used by the Institute of the Study of Japanese Folk Culture. That is, they look at each component of a 

painting and determine how folk implements in the painting were used. What goes on if we add some motion to 

such a drawing? Let’s say there is a bridge. If we can see people crossing it, we will be able to learn how they led 
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their daily lives. When studying about folk implements, we should be able to see people who used them. In 

today’s presentation on folk implements we couldn’t see people, but in a virtual museum we could. That’s the way 

the concept of folk implements should be presented. As for landscape, we should focus on how people interacted 

with one another in a landscape rather than topographic changes. I believe that is a new direction. 

In my presentation yesterday, I talked about methodologies for systematizing nonwritten materials beyond the 

scope of text materials. To understand written materials we use a sort of syntactic code which is quite rigid. 

Thanks to the code, everybody understands a given material in the same way and discovers the same thing. But, it 

makes us blind to unseen factors, so we have to find a way of interpreting materials beyond the code. I called it 

non-coded reading. I believe we can find it through studying nonwritten materials. For example, when looking at a 

drawing to compile a pictorial dictionary, we should try to grasp what the whole picture signifies instead of 

analyzing details like each action and person, as Prof. Rieu suggested. That way, we can probably understand the 

way people of the era thought and the reason for a given action. As for folk implements we should pay attention to 

people using them and contemplate how they understood the implements. We can say the same thing about 

photographs. It’s interesting to trace landscape changes. But, rather than visible elements of a photograph, we 

should focus on people who were viewing the scenery and how they saw it. That is, we need to consider how 

people in a given region viewed an ordinary scene in a certain period of time. I must admit that it will be difficult

to put these ideas into shape, say by creating a database. But, our team has to introduce all sorts of ideas even if 

they are not fully thought out. So, I’ll bluff my way out and pass the baton to the next coordinator. The rest of the 

groups can deal with what we’ve proposed. 

Kitahara: Now I’d like to welcome Prof. Kim. Please explain what was discussed in the second session, taking 

the issues Prof. Matoba raised into consideration. 

Kim: First of all I’d like to summarize what we discussed in the second session. The session was about what 

Group 1 of the COE Program has been working on the systematization of illustrated materials for the purpose of 

the study of human societies. Our primary objective is to compile a pictorial dictionary. Today in Session II, Prof. 

Fukuta and Prof. Tajima gave presentations on an actual process for compiling a pictorial dictionary. Prof. Fukuta 

emphasized the importance of the project and the creativity involved with it. He stressed that in order to compile a 

pictorial dictionary our group must consider how paintings relate to one another, rather than separately analyze 

them. He also pointed out that the information we extracted from illustrated materials could be used as clues to 

find out what daily life was like in a certain place and time. We in Group 1 have adopted Prof. Fukuta’s view and 

methodology has formed the base of the efforts of Group 1 in compiling a pictorial dictionary.  

Prof. Tajima reported on the process of compiling a pictorial dictionary of Japanese folk culture which covers the 

Early Modern Period. It is based on N gy  zue or the Pictures of Farmers and Their Lives from Kaga(present-day 

Ishikawa), and the focus of his group is everyday lives of common people. Using actual drawings, he showed us 

the process of analyzing the components of a drawing, finding a name for each component, and providing an 

explanation. It was shown that the group strives to use the regional language of the era to name and explain a 

given component.  

The next panelist, Dr. Wang Cheng-hua from Academia Sinica, Taiwan, isn’t directly involved in the compilation 
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of the pictorial dictionary. But, nobody in Group 1 is specialized in the history of Chinese art, so we invited her to 

learn about cityscape paintings produced in the late Ming and Qing Dynasties which is her special field. In her 

presentation she talked about paintings depicting folkways from the 17th and 18th centuries. She mainly showed us 

a variety of the cityscape paintings explaining why they were popular and highly valued in that time and the social 

background of the popularity. She approached the subject from a broad perspective, and so her presentation will 

no doubt be beneficial for us to compile a pictorial reference of daily lives in China. 

I myself gave a presentation on the collection of data for compiling a Korean version of such a pictorial 

dictionary, I mentioned that Shin Yun-bok’s Genre Painting Album by Hye-won and Kim Hong-do’s Genre 

Painting Album by Dan-won are quite significant for our work, and I chose Banquet for the Governor of 

Pyongyang in order to explain how to interpret the depiction of Pyongyang, which was regarded as a regional city 

in the Joseon Dynasty, as will as the culture of that city. 

We received valuable feedback from two commentators. Prof. Mostow pointed out that illustrated materials don’t 

merely depict facts. They have a sort of power which works on us to interpret and re-create them. So we need to 

verify the accuracy of such materials as we utilize those materials for compiling a pictorial dictionary. Our group 

has been discussing this issue, but we must think anew about it to complete the compilation. Prof. Trede addressed 

on the critical views of genre depictions seen in the cityscape paintings and genre painting produced in China and 

Korea. That relates to another issue: confirmation of materials’ accuracy. She raised a fundamental question about 

whether we could treat illustrated materials as valid research material. Do the paintings of Chinese and Korean 

towns accurately reflect the reality? Is it reasonable to assume that illustrated materials, no matter how realistic 

they appear, can in fact be trusted on face value?  

K no: The theme of the third session was tracing the migration of East Asian peoples through a comparative 

study of plow shapes, a rather broad effort. Prof. Watabe of T kai University gave a presentation on China; 

Emeritus Prof. Kim, of Inha University, presented the Korean case; and I discussed Japan. We asked Prof. Yin 

from Yunnan University for feedback. I’d say our session was well-organized, but I don’t attribute that to my 

capabilities as a coordinator. The session was successful thanks to the cooperative efforts of everyone involved. 

We didn’t spare very much time preparing for this session. Exchanging ideas and opinions on a daily basis, we’ve 

come to admire each other’s expertise. So, we have a trusting relationship. Everybody was willing to give top 

priority to this symposium and make themselves available for this opportunity. That shows on how firm our 

relationship is. I suggested investigating the ancient racial migration, and everybody agreed. Our work isn’t 

completed yet, and we’ll further explore this theme. We intended to use this opportunity to report to each other 

how far we have reached. We will strive to make more progress from now on. In a lunch meeting after the session, 

we talked about holding a conference in China, which we hope to realize. 

Hachikubo: The fourth session has just finished, so I won’t summarize what’s been discussed. Instead I’d like to 

comment on overall issues and challenges in the light of what other coordinators have brought up in this 

discussion. With this program, we undertake research on nonwritten materials with the premixe that they can be 

used as means of understanding human history. In this regard three challenges have been presented to our group. 

The first challenge is how we should analyze and interpret one of our research materials, the Shibusawa Films. 
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As Prof. Jung pointed out, certain mistakes and misunderstandings occur when we conduct research abroad 

without proper knowledge on the area. So, we must collaborate with local researchers. Furthermore, in order to 

understand human history, individual researchers must deepen their knowledge of language and geography. Even 

professors involved in this program need to do so. 

The second issue is that of the publication of what we’ve studied. As Prof. Okuno suggested, what kind of 

problems are we going to have if we present it in the form of virtual reality, such as in a virtual museum. We have 

broken down our research effort into various smaller sections. To achieve our ultimate goal, we need to clarify 

them and how we go about attaining those individual goals. 

The third point is the need to work together with other groups. Prof. Kim thankfully just mentioned this, and also 

the two commentators and the panelists in our group all emphasized the importance of this point. We must 

integrate the elements of our program such as illustrated materials and photographs and ethnic migration and 

geographic landscape. We need to fuse together or perhaps achieve a fruitification of the various types of materials 

we work on. We should keep in mind that we are working toward the very same goal even though we take 

different paths. We must have a clear idea about where we stand and our own point of view. Then, we have to 

figure out what we can accept and what we should overcome. 

The panelists from Session 4 are still here, so if you have questions, please ask them directly. Thank you. 

Kitahara: Thank you very much for summing up each session. Now I’d like each coordinator to discuss how we 

tackle issues common to all the groups which I know will be a hard task. Among the various problems raised in 

the fourth session, the issue of the relationship between photographs and illustrated materials concerns all of us. 

Prof. Hachikubo said even though we take different approaches to attaining the common goal, we have to come up 

with a method we can share while maintaining with awareness of our own stances. I’m sure all the groups have 

something to say about this issue, so I’d like each of you to tell us what will possibly hinder our efforts. Also, 

please give your opinion about the issues Prof. Matoba mentioned about how to disseminate our research, and also 

about the digital museum of anthropology. 

Hachikubo: Regarding this matter, Prof. Okuno raised a question. So, I’d like him to refresh our memory, and I’ll 

expand on it. How does that sound? 

Kitahara: Well, that will take time so could you please briefly summarize what he said and make the point clear 

yourself? 

Hachikubo: Session 4 has just finished, so I haven’t really digested it yet. I’d like Prof. Okuno to repeat his 

comment. 

Kitahara: Then, Prof. Okuno, could you please repeat your questions? 

Okuno: I asked about illustrated materials and photographs. The Shibusawa Films only cover the 1930s, but now 
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we can take pictures of the same landscapes. Also, we can collect pictures taken between 1930 and now. 

To analyze landscapes, Prof. Fujinaga has been analyzing materials other than photographs including 

topographic maps. And, why have the photographs of the 1930s been used as the basis of exploring 

what villages, lifestyles, and landscapes were like in the past? How do we interpret those materials? We 

need to integrate and explain these points. 

Hachikubo: Prof. Okuno’s questions correspond to the third issue discussed earlier. Before deciding to use 

photographs to extract concrete information, we considered illustrated materials as an option. We’ve been trying 

to find differences between the two types of material, but I think there aren’t any in broad terms. Illustrated 

materials were replaced with photographs in the 18th or 19th century. I discussed with Prof. Kim if they offer the 

same character. I haven’t been able to come up with an answer, so I’d love to know what she thinks. 

Kitahara: Now we’d like Prof. Kim to answer the question from Prof. Hachikubo as well as one from myself. In 

the second session, two panelists gave presentations on a pictorial dictionary, and Prof. Kim and Dr. Wang talked 

about the history of art. The participants in the former presentations explained what is depicted in paintings used 

for the pictorial dictionary and how to analyze them. The latter presentations discussed how illustrations were 

drawn, genealogical theory and how the theory has changed. These two topics might occasionally overlap, but I 

think the methods for analyzing materials are quite different. Nevertheless, there are some commonalities such as 

what was the intended subject of a given painting or a photograph and how to interpret such material. In other 

words, the intention of a painter or a photographer and what is captured in an illustrations or pictures are involved 

in the creation of both types of materials. Prof. Kim, we’d appreciate if you could give us an insight of these 

issues.

Kim: First I’d like to answer the question, “What are the commonalities between photographs and illustrated 

materials?” Regarding the presentations of Prof. Fujinaga and Prof. Hamada, the points that impressed me most 

are the importance of considering the intentions of the individual who took the photos, and the question of how we 

should use pictures that don’t reflect the taker’s intention. These points raise the issue of whether photographs and 

illustrated materials accurately capture reality or not. The COE Program, especially Group 1 and Group 3, have 

common task related to the interpretation of materials which call for deliberate, critical analysis. From Prof. 

Rieu’s presentation, I learned something important. That is, in Europe before the advent of modern art in the 19th

century, looking at drawings was like reading text materials. Until then some sort of icons were attached to 

portraits and landscape paintings, and there were underlying stories behind these pieces of art. So, looking at 

paintings, whether they were landscapes or portraits, meant interpreting icons which signify such stories and 

understanding the stories. We can say the same thing about East Asian art. We can say that Japanese picture scrolls 

in particular rely on stories as background because they are originally based on the stories and paintings come 

with tests. The most important thing in compiling a pictorial dictionary is to take a step backward from such 

stories. If there are stories behind photographs, then they indicate the takers’ intentions. The existence of 

underlying stories which reflect the creators’ intentions is what’s common between photographs and illustrated 

materials. 
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It was pointed out that analyzing illustrated materials from the standpoint of the history of art seems quite 

different from the approach Prof. Fukuta and Prof. Tajima have taken. We must be aware that analyzing illustrated 

materials from an artistic perspective doesn’t differ from analyzing them for the purpose of compiling a pictorial 

dictionary. As an expert in the history of art I was very surprised when I joined Group 1 in compiling a pictorial 

dictionary. At first I strongly resisted the idea of cutting up into parts the daily life captured in a painting. But, I’ve 

come to realize that a wealth of information about the daily life of a given era is hidden in the small details of a 

painting, which art history experts tend to miss. Given a painting, researchers in the field examine things like its 

composition, the intention of the painter, and when it was drawn. However, to compile a pictorial dictionary we 

look at paintings from a different angle and thereby expand their potential. 

Kitahara: Thank you very much, Prof. Kim. At this point we must wonder if it is acceptable to look at a painting 

as a sum of its parts rather than as a whole. What do you think, Prof. Matoba? 

Matoba: I think like this Prof. Rieu pointed out that drawing technique changed in the 17th or 18th century. Before 

that, drawings represented icons or stories, but after the change, paintings, especially Dutch Art, started to depict 

landscapes. These paintings were drawn based on the idea that they could be realistic or that things could be coded 

objectively. So, painters of the era could draw objects as they were, and people could objectively interpret them as 

they were. The Encyclopedists of the 18th century also had the same idea, as I mentioned in my presentation. And, 

this idea led to the realization of syntactic code. People realized that objectivity could be attained through 

paintings. Based on the premise that the idea of depicting things and people naturally and realistically hence 

describing details accurately as they existed in the 18th century and based on the assumption that painters’ 

perception of the reality was accurate, we can provide explanations about drawings of the era by using the 

syntactic code. But, the problem is that such point of view often changes. In the 19th century such realism was 

replaced by Impressionism, and people no longer drew paintings as if a camera lens had captured the reality. The 

way of perceiving objects or point of view changed. As I mentioned in my presentation, human perception is 

subject to contradiction and change as seen in philosophical changes after the emergence of Edmund Husserl.

When looking into drawings of a given era, it’s important to take into account when and where they were drawn. 

Even more important is to think about the painter’s approach to art and how he or she tried to draw the painting. 

That’s what looking at a picture as a whole means. We have to consider whether a painter intended to accurately 

capture reality rather than how each component reflects the reality. For example, we saw some drawings of cities 

in yesterday’s presentation. How were they able to draw such paintings even though airplanes had not been 

invented? How did they draw landscape paintings seen from mountains without climbing them? It’s not until we 

clarify the intentions of the painter that we can discuss the nature of the painting’s objectivity. That’s why I 

suggested we give thought to the painter’s point of view. 

Kitahara: Thank you, Prof. Matoba. This is a different issue, but in the third session ancient paintings were 

presented as well as archeological materials. That relates to the issue just discussed. Although the group has been 

studying materials of a different time and place, it also faces the same problem. Can they assume those materials 

accurately convey reality? Prof. Kono considers them archeological materials as well as the subjects of 
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investigation. Prof. Kono, could you follow up on the discussion here by telling us what issues have been raised in 

your group regarding illustrated materials? 

K no: Sure. I started to work on folk implements at a museum 26 years ago. I’ve also been studying Shiki K saku

Zu or the Four Seasons Farming. It is not the study of the history of art. We look into whether a given painting can 

be used as material that can tell us something about the history of agricultural technology. That is like answering a 

true or false question. Japanese culture originates from China, and drawings on farming in each season started 

around 1340 when a collection of paintings called K shokuzu or Chinese Farming and Weaving was imported. 

Drawings by the painters of the Kano school like Morikage Kusumi appear to depict farming villages in Japan, 

but they were simply replications of Chinese drawings. In extreme cases, Japanese artists just painted Japanese 

clothes onto the Chinese characters. That’s why it is imperative for researchers in the field to identify whether 

drawings are accurate or not, something which art experts are poor at doing, and that is why I am looking at actual 

agricultural implements in my research. There was a technique called funpon which means merely copying a 

model painting, and it is dangerous to use such materials for our study. As I studied the Four Seasons Farming, I 

found out that the number of such models available during the Edo Period from 1603 to 1867 was limited. The 

most popular model was Ehon Ts h shi or the Illustrated Book of the Record of Treasures published in saka in 

the early 1700s, and it was used throughout the country. Therefore, a painting on a folding screen found in 

northern Japan may not accurately reflect farming in the region. Furthermore, there is a votive picture in ita 

Prefecture which is almost identical to a picture drawn based on life in the saka area. Why did this kind of thing 

happen? These paintings depict farming villages, so farmers who saw them should have been able to tell they were 

inaccurate. Nevertheless, why were those paintings accepted? Artisans who drew them weren’t familiar with or 

interested in farming. They were sensitive to the trends of their time but paid little attention to farmers’ folkways. 

So, even if they received an order for a painting of farm scenes, they couldn’t draw it so they copied a model. 

Why did farmers accept these paintings? Even though drawings contained in the Four Seasons Farming portrayed 

agriculture, the culture of such drawing originally started in Ky to, the political and cultural capital. So, such 

paintings were considered sophisticated. Farmers in rural areas were satisfied as long as a famous artisan drew a 

painting for them and they didn’t care about its accuracy. 

Anyway, Ehon Ts h shi was the most popular model book, followed in popularity by paintings in Onna Daigaku 

Takarabako or a Treasure Box for the Greater Learning for Women. There were only a few other books used as 

models. As I mentioned earlier, there weren’t so many model books available. That means paintings that don’t 

imitate these models accurately capture the landscape and culture of a given region. This discovery has made our 

assessment of the validity of drawings fairly accurate. 

Kitahara: Thank you, Prof. K no. What you said applies to Prof. Tajima’s group working on the analysis of 

N gy  Zue or Pictures of Farmers and Their Lives. Now we’d like to invite opinions from the audience. So far 

we’ve discussed how to present the information we’ve obtained through our studies. In the first session, Prof. Rieu 

suggested the fusion of a library and a museum: virtual reality or digital anthropology. The last commentator, Prof. 

Okuno also commented on the issue. We also talked over more specific topics including when the digital version 

of the Shibusawa Films will be posted and what kind of challenges that will present. First I’d like each coordinator 
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and panelist to give an opinion about these issues. This is a valuable opportunity to exchange opinions, so I’d like 

each of you to briefly explain what you’ve been working on, how you can publicize your achievement. Then, 

we’ll invite questions and suggestions from the audience regarding how to present the information and our 

program itself. Let’s start with Prof. Hachikubo. 

Hachikubo: As I mentioned earlier, our primary challenge is the way we define a region. There was a question 

from the audience about how to define Japan, and we need to find the answer. Prof. K no’s group divided China 

into 9 regions. I think how we geographically divide a certain country or region is important. In yesterday’s 

presentation which dealt with the painting of the Pyongyang city, the area was referred as a regional city. It might 

have been so in the Joseon Dynasty. But, it was the capital during the Goguryeo Dynasty, and paintings drawn in 

the era depict the place accordingly. We’ve been trying to determine if we should define a country or region by 

today’s division in order to deal with materials of the past. Prof. K no’s group used terms like urban town and 

rural village when explaining how paintings spread. But, the concept of urban and rural varied depending on 

regions such as Japan, Europe, and the New World. We are struggling to find a way to define regions 

geographically. 

Kitahara: Prof. Hachikubo, you didn’t mention about how to publish our achievement.  

Hachikubo: So, to present the products of our study, we have to determine the method of dividing the contents in 

terms of geography. 

Kitahara: I see. 

K no: Regarding how to present our work, our group has been facing a difficult situation. I go to museums and 

reference libraries to see study materials, but reference libraries are generally closed to the public. In the 

beginning they don’t let me in, making an excuse that they haven’t sorted out their materials yet. I have to beg for 

permission to take pictures of their materials. In return they expect me to assess the importance of their folk 

implements because they don’t understand the nature of those tools. That’s our unspoken mutual understanding. 

I’m welcome to publish my work as long as my report touches on the significance of their materials. It would be a 

betrayal of trust to publicize data without mentioning their historical and academic importance. I believe such 

information is something reference libraries should organize and publish themselves. In 13 months right after the 

COE Program started in August 2003, I visited 174 reference libraries in the northern part of Japan and took a lot 

of pictures. But, the photographs can’t be published as raw data. I must say it will be very difficult for our group 

to develop a database. 

Kitahara: Our work doesn’t have to be presented in the form of database. We can write a paper first.  

K no: Yes, that’s the right order. 
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Kitahara: We can publish our work in various forms, but we have to think about the issue Prof. K no has just 

pointed out. That is, it’s not straightforward to carry out analysis of materials we don’t own. This problem applies 

to illustrated materials as well. Prof. Kim, what’s your opinion? 

Kim: Yes, Group 1 is facing the same situation. The illustrated materials we are working on are copyrighted, 

except for Japanese paintings of the early modern period. Compiling a pictorial dictionary itself is a painstaking 

task, so I’d say we’ve been struggling against myriad difficulties. We also need to consider how to present our 

achievement urgently. What we are working on is a type of dictionary. To make it user-friendly, it would be ideal 

to create a database and post it on the Web.  

Kitahara: If that’s the case, have you already obtained consent from the owners of the materials? 

Kim: Yes, for most Japanese materials on the early modern period. For a Chinese version of the pictorial 

dictionary we’ve been using a collection of picture scrolls called Koso Hankazu or the Paintings of Thriving 

Suzhou, which depicts what the city of Suzhou was like in the 18th century. It belongs to the Liaoning Provincial 

Museum in Shenyang City. We need to get their official permission to use it for compiling the pictorial dictionary. 

We’ve conducted research to examine their materials twice, and at that time we told them that we’d like to use 

their materials for a pictorial dictionary and publish it. As for the Korean pictorial dictionary, most paintings 

belong to the National Museum of Korea, so I don’t think we’ll have a big problem getting their consent.  

Kitahara: So, you’ll be able to develop and publicize a database, won’t you? 

Kim: Well, we’ll try our best. 

Kitahara: Now it’s your turn, Prof. Matoba. 

Matoba: I haven’t really done anything, concretely so with less vested interest, I feel I can be irresponsible and 

say whatever I want. Please keep that in mind. As for a virtual museum we have to clear the issue of copyright of 

tangible, concrete materials, photographs, and paintings before publishing. This problem will be very difficult to 

handle. Yesterday Prof. Kitsukawa said there is a difference between real things and fakes, and the former are 

much more powerful. He also remarked that a virtual world is fake. Virtual world is rather fake one. Anyway, 

developing a virtual museum means we create fakes, which we can touch and even break. It will have nothing to 

do with a copy right to expose a fake in such a virtual world. Copy right is very important problem. Say when we 

write an article in a paper, where does the copyright belong to? If we only collect and present a material document, 

its copyright belongs to its owner. But we have copy right, if we reinterpret and add any new conclusion. We can 

have right to expose such a new method. Can we use this definition of copyright and expose anything to a virtual 

world? We can add motion to a painting in a virtual museum, a person’s action for example. In my opinion, we 

don’t have to worry about the copyright of the original painting because we can say that we own the copyright of 

this newly created version. 
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Another possibility is mapping, or I should say a culture map. Prof. Rieu said it would be the most reasonable 

thing to develop. Like the study on folk implements presented today, various individual research activities are 

completed. The next task is to lump them together into cultural groups to create a set of what could be called 

cultural nations which is to say a group of borders can be defined. That is what Kanagawa University does best, 

providing high quality research product. For the purpose of presenting our work in a concrete way, we can make a 

map based on our various researches. If we can find a way of consolidating such maps, that will be exactly what 

we are trying to accomplish. We don’t have to worry about copyright to create them. For folk implements, it was 

shown in today’s presentation that we could trace the migration of East Asian people, so we should post the work 

on the Internet. By adopting methods like this we can probably work out the copyright issue. 

Kitahara: Prof. Matoba prefaced his remarks with the suggestion he could say whatever he wants, but his opinion 

is encouraging. The success of our studies greatly depends on our efforts. By making efforts, we can expand our 

possibilities. In a reception yesterday Prof. Rieu said it would be a significant work if we could develop a cultural 

map that extends beyond nationalities, the concept of politically constructed nations. I was very impressed by his 

words. It will be quite interesting to go into that direction. Up to now we’ve talked about the nature of materials 

we have and how to present them. We still have some time left, so now we’d like to invite questions and 

suggestions of the audience. We’ll incorporate your opinions into our studies. Please feel free to give us your 

comments. 

Raffin: I’m Christina Raffin from the University of British Columbia. I’m probably the least knowledgeable 

about nonwritten materials, so I feel bad to be the first to speak out. First of all thank you very much for inviting 

me to this symposium. I’m not a panelist or commentator. I’m here as the representative of an affiliated university. 

But, I hope my opinion will count. As Prof. Trede said, I’m looking forward to the completion of the pictorial 

dictionary. It may be hard to create a virtual museum, but it will be extremely helpful if we can view the pictorial 

dictionary or the data you have from inside and outside of Japan. We can use them for both undergraduate and 

graduate programs. 

I’d like to mention one more point even though I’m not sure if I can put it in words well. I think how to 

distinguish nonwritten materials and written materials is a critical issue, and I’ll think about it when I go back to 

my country. But, I think there is another important issue. It hasn’t been raised in this symposium, but I’m sure 

everybody working on the projects is aware of it. It’s an issue of underlying politics. I mean power relationships. 

We encounter the problem in various ways. In terms of language, how do you define nonwritten materials? If you 

are to go beyond national borders, how will you convey the connotation of a given expression? When I hear the 

expression folk implements, for example, common tools we are familiar with come to in my mind. I wonder if 

that’s the right connotation. We also have to think about a gender issue. It was mentioned a few times in Prof. 

Kim’s presentation. There is a power relationship regarding gender, and a painter’s point of view on the issue is 

reflected in a painting. It also surfaces when we use drawings as study material. Furthermore, a quarter of the 

participants in this symposium are female, so the gender issue is important. Can we objectively see paintings 

through systematically compiling them or through focusing on only a part of a drawing? I’m very skeptical about 

that. For example, when I saw the photographs of South Korea taken in the 1930s, I wanted to know the political 
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situation of the time and the intention of the Japanese people who took the trouble to go there and take the pictures. 

I don’t think its right to cut these unseen factors from paintings and photographs and merely use them as research 

material. 

Another point we have to think about is the difference between nonwritten materials and written materials. I’m 

still not sure to what extent we can distinguish between them. As long as we can clarify the difference, that will be 

enough. If you try to define nonwritten materials and written materials universally, there will be always someone 

who says, “That’s not right in my field.” So, you should stick with your own definition suitable for your purpose. 

That’s what I think. Please excuse my blunt opinion. 

Kitahara: Thank you, Prof. Raffin. She pointed out that we need to consider why a painting was drawn or why a 

photograph was taken as well as the politics behind it. It’s a matter of intention and an underlying system. 

Raffin: It’s not only about who drew a painting or took a picture and what is captured. I’m saying how far we 

have to think about underlying politics to use such materials in our time. 

Kitahara: Yes, and she also brought up a gender issue. Then, she questioned the connotation of Mingu (folk 

implements). Prof. K no, could you answer her concerns about that word? 

K no: I think it’s time to reconsider the traditional definition of “Mingu (folk implements). We can think about 

how it’s interpreted in other languages later on when we make more progress. For now let’s not worry about it, 

and let it be. We don’t want to force our definition. 

Kitahara: That’s not a complete answer, but it’s enough for now. Now let’s move on to the gender issue. Prof. 

Kim, in the pictorial dictionary you are working on, is there any relevant section? 

Kim: It’s definitely something we have to think about. Let’s put aside how we reflect it in the pictorial dictionary 

for now. We should pay a close attention to how women are depicted in paintings we use for the pictorial 

dictionary. Dr. Wang and Prof. Trede mentioned that women don’t appear in Qingming shanghe tu (Up to the 

River on the Qingming Festival), painted during the Northern Song Dynasty and its copied versions produced 

after the era. From the Qing Dynasty, women gradually started to appear in paintings of towns. But, the absence of 

women doesn’t indicate the social structure and life of the time. Rather, it reflects the mentality of patrons. It’s 

been argued that painters drew ideal female figures and ideal scenes of daily life as patrons wished. Definately we 

should also consider analyzing our materials critically from a gender perspective as well. 

Kitahara: Thank you. Any other comments? 

Matoba: Yes. This issue is exactly what I’ve been saying. Whenever we try to understand and interpret something, 

individual and societal value judgments play a role. That is politics. For example, I’m an individual male. I have 

to detach myself from these two factors and try not to be a male individual. Then, I can realize how the society 
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sees me. The word Jomin, which means common people, is used in the name of our institute. How and when did it 

come to be used? The institute was given the name in the 1920s. At that time, other synonyms for referring to 

common people such as proletariat, Jinmin (the public), and Minsh  (the masses) were also commonly used. So, 

why was J min (common people) chosen? We have to find an answer. The word Mingu (folk implements) is the 

same. And, how do we define folk implements? In addition, folk implements were used to serve some purpose, 

and we have to find out what it was. It is questionable to use these materials without analyzing the underlying 

politics or what’s behind them. 

Kim: I missed to answer one of the questions raised from Prof. Raffin, so please let me answer it additionally now. 

She asked if objectivity exists in a selected part of a painting. The act of cutting out a part from a whole 

illustration is not necessarily objective. So are such selected parts. Rather, in analyzing picture scrolls to compile a 

pictorial dictionary, it’s our method to give objectivity to a certain component.  

Kitahara: Please keep that in mind. 

Female Audience Member: I’m a novice in this field, so please excuse me if my question confuses you. 

Nonwritten or written, regardless of the nature of materials, we want to benefit from the method for understanding 

the magnitude of human culture our ancestors cultivated. Prof. Jung said the picture of Imjado represents a special 

occasion, not ordinary life. Without her comment, we wouldn’t have known that. So, I thought we should all be 

careful to interpret materials regardless of whether we are the ones who collect data or the ones who view finished 

work. In another presentation landscape photographs were introduced. To identify where they were taken, 

researchers use as clues man-made and natural objects which have remained untouched including hills and 

railways. But, hills can be leveled, and railways can be rerouted. So, we shouldn’t be too dependent on such 

landmarks any longer. I think you should speed up the analysis of the Shibusawa Films. 

Kitahara: Here is a warning to us. Can we manage that? 

Hachikubo: I didn’t have a chance to say this when we were talking about how to publicize our work. But, we 

have to overcome many obstacles in order to publish 4000 photographs we have collected. In case the 

photographer is alive, or the ownership of a photograph belongs to someone, we need to clear copyright before 

using it for commercial purposes. I know we have a time limit to complete our work, and we will take the warning 

seriously. That’s all I can say for now. 

Kitahara: Then, are there any other suggestions or questions? 

Tsuda: Listening to all the presentations and comments for two days, I’ve got an impression that everybody is 

saying the same thing in different ways. It’s about publication of the materials. It seems to me all the professors 

and commentators are saying the materials won’t be published for a while. You are simply telling us you won’t 

publicize your work until a clear framework is established. Prof. Rieu suggested a free, online encyclopedia, but I 
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think he tried to convey a totally different message. His suggestion sparked up the discussion, and other panelists 

and commentators talked about how to publish the pictorial dictionary and the Shibusawa Films. You should post 

them on the Web and ask for others’ opinions. You should show to the public your stance as well as raw data. Then 

we can post our opinions about them. It goes without saying that your work has holes because experts in narrow 

fields are working on it. You should incorporate public opinions. Of course you need to manage the Web site well 

so that it won’t be chaotic, but it’s not hard to launch such a site. If you don’t hurry up and identify where the 

Shibusawa Films were taken, people who know something about them will die out. But, there might be someone 

in Korea who knows about them. Even though the photographs depict the landscapes of 70 years ago, the scenery 

might have remained the same until 20 years ago. Or, it might not be so difficult to pinpoint where the pictures 

were taken. Anyway, it is a waste of time and effort for novices to go there and blindly try. To get opinions and 

suggestions from as many people as possible, you shouldn’t hesitate to publish the data. 

Kitahara: Thank you very much for your opinion. The point was that we should be able to publicize our data 

immediately. As many panelists reported, we have to clear the issue of copyright first of all. To publish 

copyrighted materials like the Shibusawa Films, we must obtain permission from copyright holders. It may seem 

we aren’t going anywhere, but we are doing our best. How soon we can post the data depends on the paperwork as 

well, but everybody is expecting us to publish at least a list of the Shibusawa Films. Other materials are the same. 

That should be an immediate goal of each group. 

Tsuda: That’s right. But, it sounds like you are using the copyright matter as an excuse to buy some time. I’m 

somewhat involved in this program, so I shouldn’t be saying this. When I visit reference libraries, I’m often told 

that I can’t see the materials because they haven’t been sorted out. You are saying the same thing. There is no 

copyright on paintings of the Early Modern Period, so why not hurry to publish them soon? You can show us how 

you’ve been working on your project. You also can explain how you choose those material, number it, and give a 

name to it yourself. Why don’t you give others a chance to do that? That may lead you in a totally new direction. I 

would like to say that you have to get started pretty soon; otherwise, such work will lose its appeal. You have to be 

the first to do this sort of thing. 

Kitahara: In other words, the flow of information should be two-way. That’s what we should go for. It’s going to 

take forever if we complete each work on our own and then publish it. 

Matoba: I’d like to be frank and add a comment. Within our project we don’t know what other groups are doing. 

We aren’t interactive. We should publish our work and gather information and opinions from a larger population. 

That way we can do all sorts of things as long as the copyright issue isn’t involved. Our work is premised on 

individual research, and we’ve merely put individual works together and called the aggregation “comprehensive” 

research. But, actually people around the world are taking part in the aggregated work, so we should abandon the 

premise. It will be nice if our work expands into a new direction, but now it’s just a collection of individual 

researches.
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Kitahara: That was a very incisive comment. It’s hard to tell how it’s going to be received, but we can’t open up 

to the outside unless we first interact with one another within the program. So, we should take the comment 

seriously. Well, we are running out of time, so the next person will be the last. 

Male Audience Member: I understand that you receive a grant to study nonwritten materials. But, listening to 

this discussion, I’ve found that you are focusing on nonwritten materials too much. Written materials have been 

studied for a very long time, so the research methodology is firmly established and advanced. So, you have to take 

advantage of it. As done with written materials, you should first critically analyze illustrated materials, folk 

implements, and photographs. For paintings used for the pictorial dictionary, you should explain which source 

book or copy you are using and why you’ve chosen it. You probably didn’t talk about them because that would be 

too technical, but that’s the most important thing to do. Furthermore, you seem to merely look at paintings which 

are works of the modern period. In one of the presentations, it was mentioned that there are stories behind 

paintings drawn up to the early modern period, and thus they are similar to written materials. I’d say they have an 

entertainment aspect, too. By looking at what is captured in such a painting, we must discern technical rules and a 

pattern used. We can no longer understand ukiyoe (Japanese woodblock prints) because we don’t know the 

technical rules and patterns which give it meaning. Haiku poetry is also a form of literature which has technical 

rules and a pattern. Literary and art works have an entertainment aspect, and we have to look into it. The basis of 

paintings and calligraphy is copying originals. You need to keep that in mind when analyzing your materials. In 

the East, paintings and calligraphy belong to the same field in terms of theory and classification. According to 

today’s Nippon Decimal Classification, paintings and calligraphy aren’t classified in the same category. But, 

originally in the East, they were considered to belong to the same category, and they are both considered written 

materials. You shouldn’t neglect this point. That’s what I wanted to say after listening to all the sessions this year 

and last year. 

Kitahara: Thank you. The same idea was suggested by our panelists, so we will embody it in our research. And, 

that was a very valuable comment, so each of us must accept it with proper attention. I’d like commentators’ 

feedback before we close this discussion. 

Matoba: We make a distinction between written materials and nonwritten materials for the purpose of our 

research However, nonwritten materials don’t exist without written materials. We are immersed in the world of 

written materials. So, naturally the basis of our research is written materials. But, in studying nonwritten materials, 

I’m hoping to discover something beyond the scope of written materials. It won’t be easy to make such a 

discovery, but our study is an ambitious one. I think it is important to pursue our research in this spirit of ambition. 

But, we should of course take advantage of methods and knowledge accumulated up to now. I’ve been working on 

this project in the hope that we can discover things which haven’t been revealed through traditional methods. 

Kim: We’ve received a very inspiring opinion regarding our project of compiling the pictorial dictionary and the 

illustrated material themselves. We’ll bear it firmly in mind as we continue our efforts. I believe our group has 

chosen source materials which serve our purpose, and we’ve been discussing over and over about how to deal 
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with replicas and a technical style which has been passed down form master to student. But I didn’t go into details 

in this symposium. It is true that the existence of the reproductions of originals is a vital issue in the field of Asian 

art, and we have to be prudent when using such materials, particularly when considering the application of funpon

in painting. In compiling a pictorial dictionary, we pursue objectivity and authenticity. So, we’ll strive to extract 

facts from source materials.  

Matoba: I think that we should find some possibility of new method of nonwritten materials, because our 

research is based on nonwritten ones rather than written ones. 

Anyway we should clearly define the conception what nonwritten materals are. It will be probably no useful to 

use them as supporting evidence. 

K no: I’d like to raise a point that I wanted to discuss earlier. Prof. Matoba suggested that we interpret nonwritten 

materials beyond the syntactic code. Well, for the purpose of this discussion if we say that his group is the Theory 

Group, then the rest of us form the Working Group. There is a huge gap between these two. We are supposed to 

“read” and decipher nonwritten materials. In my definition that means extracting information from nonwritten 

materials and encoding it into the syntactic code. Then, we can put written materials and nonwritten materials in 

the same arena. I mean we can link them together. I believe that’s a common view among the panelists and 

commentators. One of the commentators asked, “The cigarette store next to the bridge was supposedly managing 

the bridge. Is there supporting evidence?” This question shows that this person has the same view. The syntactic 

code is science, or I should say a scientific theory we’ve accumulated. Everybody in this program follows this 

method in order to validate what is captured in past materials. To put our work together, we also have to adopt this 

scientific approach. I believe it’s the only valid way. But, to determine how we actually publish our work, we 

should take Prof. Matoba’s approach. That’s what I think. 

Kitahara: I don’t know how to put these opposing views together. I guess you can see that there is such a big gap 

within our program. Please wait and see how much progress we make over the next year. Finally, I’d like to get 

the final word from Prof. Hachikubo. 

Hachikubo: From my point of view it seems that everybody is paying close attention to the chronological issue.

But spatial issues such as geographical divisions, defining countries, and languages have been ignored. For 

example, We cannot forget that the terms South Korea and North Korea are very different as both labels and as 

placenames, Of course it may be that it is my specialty that makes me think this but. We need to be more sensitive 

about difference of spatial concept such as Koryo, Chosen, and Korea. I’d really appreciate if Prof. Matoba could 

sort out these spatial issues.  

Kitahara: It’s a shame that we have to end this discussion now even though the problems the COE Program is 

facing have just been revealed. But our time has run out, so please accept these honest opinions as the conclusion 

of our discussion. Thank you very much for listening to us. We really appreciate that you’ve taken part in this 

two-day symposium. We’d like to consider all the issues raised here and incorporate them into our studies. We 
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look forward to seeing you again next year. Thank you very much again.  
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